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A ray opti al method is described which

enab~1

esthe

'79
subreflector of a Cassegrain antenna to be redesigned to
compensa"te for meas urec1 errors in the main re flector surface.
The method ensures that the redesigned subreflector is
correctly positioned relative to the main reflector which in
tu~n

ensures that the antenna has a high aperture efficiency.

The data specifying the redesigned subreflector is arranged in
a form suitable for subsequent manufact.ure.

An efficient

method is described which provid8:C:; a check that the performance
of "the antenna incorpo:rat.ing the redesigned subreflec-tor is
satisfac-l:ory.
A

method of interpolation, using Lagrange polynomials of

a complex variable, has been implemented, which permib:;
two-dimensional interpolation to be accomplished efficiently as
vJell as accurately when the grid of point.s on which the data is
available, is irregular.
A

new technique called "speckle mask processin(JI! is

described and its successful simulation in the optical
laboratory, using both optical and digital processing methods,
is reported.

This technique should permit a distorted

version of the true image of a cluster of st:ars to be obtained,
even when view(:;,d through the earth! s turbulent atrnor;phere.
A new pattern reconstruction procedure is described.

It is

shown how the limited information contained in the distorted
image is usuaJ.ly sufficient to permit the object to be
restored, by speckle mask processing, virJcually unambiguously
from its autocorrelation, which can always be recovered
accurately by Labeyrie's original form of speckle
interferometry.
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GLOSSARY

~

PART I

Listed belov>, arel:hose symbols used in PART I of
this ·thesis which are not. always defined in the immediate
context in which they are used.

GTD

geometrical theory of diffraction

PO

physical optics

PTD

physical theory of diffraction

a

half-length of ·the major axis of an hyperboloid

a(x,y)

magnit~ude

A

the

of

aperturE~

the aperture distribution
plane

the aperture of a reflector antenna
area of the main reflector aperture
A

orthogonal projection of the
subreflector onto the aperture plane

B

distance from the phase contre of the
feed to the vertex of the main reflector

B

the aperture blockage factor

c

hAlf-length of t.he distance between the
two foci of an hyperboloid.

c

location of the phase centre of the feed
distance corresponding to the kth data
point on the main reflector, defined in §2·3·2

d

mean value of the d k

D

largest linear dimension of a reflector

Da

largest linear dimension of the aperture

D+

diameter of the main reflector

D

diameter of the subreflector

xiv
average distance from the kth data
point on the subreflector to its 4 nearest
neig"hbours

-

mean value of the Dk

D

value D must aSSUIne to ensure tha·t
C

r

>c

exponential constant:

e

eccentricity

unit vectors representing the orientation
of any linearly polarized component
of an arbitrarily polarized plane wave
approximation error at the kth data point
voltage or current far-field radiation
pattern in the x,z-plane
focal length of a paraboloid

F

. gain of a reflector antenna

G

gain of a uniformly illuminated aperture
G

max

maximum gain of a circularly
symrnet:ric reflector antenna with

a given rms surface error
the gain reduction factor
height

11 (x)

randon1 function due to errors

in the aperture distribution

hn

nt.h sample of

h (x)

~

h

meansquaI2 value of h(x)

hh(1jJ)

autocorrelation of h(x)

hh

nth sample of hh(1jJ)

H

n

dis·tance from the focus of the
main reflector to the vertex of
the subreflector

xv
H

distance from the focus of tile

r

main reflector to the vertex of
the redesigned subreflector
total magnetic field
H.

magnetic field incident on a reflector

i,k,.Q.,m,n

integer variables

i(x,y)

intensity of the aperture distribution

-1

the ordered set {£,£+l .... m-l,m}
of integers £ through m
I

the illumination efficiency reduction
fac'tor

j

current density on the reflector

J

~R

_

>'-oJ

=

KrK,K,K,N

real constants
integer constants

.Q,k 1 '£k 2 f m.J(l , TIl.J(2 , n)(1 , n k 2
I(x)

direction cosines

the desired equivalent linear aperture
distributi,on

·.Q,N n (z)

,

L

Nth order Lagrange polynomial
pathlength of a ray:

separation

of adjacent points in·8 square
grid (chapter 3)
specified values of L
L

a straight line

M

point on the (main) reflector
kth ddta point on the main L'eflector

A

n

unit normal to a reflector surface

o

origin of coordinates

p

arbitrary point in space

xvi
point on the aperture corresponding to
the ray propagating from Mk to the
aperture
total power radiated from the desired
aperture distribution

Pk

the real part of tk

p(x,y)

the aperture distribution

is (x)

equivalent linear aperture distribution
in the x,z-plane

pp(1J;)

autocorrelation of p(x)

p

probability density distribution of the

c

P (1..1)

power in the far-field radiation pattern in
the x,

P

o

(u)

~k

z~plane

the ideal far field radiation pa-ttern in the
x,z-plane which would be obtained if the
reflector were free of errors
imaginary part of tk
length of a ray

r

length of the kth ray
unit vector in the direction of propagation

r

of a ray
unit vector in the direction of the kth ray
r

radial axis

R

radial distance
highly conducting surfaces
the main reflector
the subreflector·
surface containing radiating sources

s
S

point on the subreflector
k

kth point on the subreflector
kth data point. specifying the redesigned

xvii
subreflector

s (u)

lowest probable sidelobe in the direction u
a complex numiier
depth of the main reflector

T

depth of ,the subreflector

u,v

Cartesian coordinates in Fourier space

u(x,y)

real valued function defined on T

U(Xk'Yk)

data value at the kth data point in T

U(x,y)

'a

real~valued

function defined

on T. which interpolates u(x,y) at
the (k+l) data points
the value of U(x,y) at the kth
data point
U(f,;,n)

the value of U(x,y) at the
point (E;,n)

v(x,y)

imaginary part of w(z)
imaginary part of w(zk)
location of the vertex of the
main reflector

w (z)

the data value at the point
z in the complex plane
the data value at t,he kth poin't
in the complex plane

w

weighting factor:

location of

the vertex of the subreflector
W
r

loca 1:.ion

0

f the vertex

redesigned subreflector

0

f

the

xviii
Nth order polynomial estimate

vV(z)

of the function w(z}
vector cross product

x

. generalised cartesian coordinates

x,y,z

( x k ' y I;: , zk )

Cartesian coordinates of the point Mk

(}i: k ' ~\~ f zk )

Cartesian coordinates of the point S

~

~

(xk ' Yk

x,y,z

k

~

f

zk) .

Cartesian coordinates of the point Sk
unit vect.ors in the x,y and
Z

directions respectively

kth data point
displacement of the feed phase
centre from the axis of the
antenna in the x-direction
displacement of the feed phase
centre from the axis of the
antenna in the y-direction
Z

k

data value at the kth data point:
complex data point (chapter 3).

z lex

partial derivative with
respect to x at the
kth data point specifying' the
main reflector surface
partial derivative with respect
to y at thekth data point
specifying -the main reflector surface
partial derivative with respect to x at the kth
data point specifying the subreflector surface
partial derivative with respect to y at the kth
data point specifying the subreflectur surface
half-length of the aperture in the x,z-plane

xix
ex,

Q

k ' ~k

I

Y a' ~.> y"
k' k' k' k

direction cosines at the

kth data point
infinity

co

coordinate in correlation space
quantity introduced in §2'2'2
angle defined in

§2·2~2

angle defined in §2·4·3
phase of the aperture distribution
angle defined in §2·3·2
quantity introduced in §2·3·3
the ray cross-over factor
E:

r

the ray cross-over factor when
using a redesigned subreflector

<

less than
less than or equal to

>

greater than
,greater than or equal, to
wavelengtll

It

max

1\k

(=41TO)

quantity introduced in

§2·2~3

quantity introduced in §2·2·4
aperture efficiency
11p
11ill
11

phase error efficiency
illumination efficiency
spillover efficiency

s
crosspolarization efficiency
aperture blockage

~fficiency

tolerance efficiency
reflection efficiency
11

feed loss efficiency
L

xx
(;:::;y -y )

'k

F

continuous closed curve
f(

real constant

§

section

w

angular frequency

w(x,y)

polynomial
quantity introduced in §2'2"3:

real constant

(chapter 3)
~,v
A

integer variables
A

orL~hogonal

unit vectors on the tangent

pl.ane at. Mk
approximately equal to
p

radius of correlation of the surface errors

r

closed curve defining the perimeter of the
aperture
angle defined in

§2~2·2

angle defined in §2-4-3
an<Jle in the aperture plane
half--beam width of the far field radiation
pat·tern of the feed antenna

e

polar angl.e
rms surface error
standard deviation of the population of the d k

a

cr

r

est.imata of the rms pathlength error at the
aperture
summation
quantity introduced in §2·2·2

T

t;

k

(t;,n)

arbitrary point in T
orthogonal un:L t vectors on the tangent plane

xxi

H

~i

surface of infinite radius
Kronecker del tEl.
(=4710/;\)

2

kth pathlength error at t.he aperture
mean value of the 6

k

normalised distribution of the 6 k
grid spacing along the x-axis
in the grid of data points specifying R+

6Y

. grid spacing along the y-axis in the grid of
data points specifying R+
grid spacing along the x-axis in the regular
grid of dat.a points specifying the redesigned
subreflector
grid spacing along the y-axis in the regular
grid of data points specifying the redesigned
sl.:tbreflector
domains in the x,y~plane
(=~+jn)

(=Zk'·F+B)

modulus
integral
'IT

real constant. pi

-II

product.

*

complex conjugate
factorial

&.

and
is an element of

c

is a subset of
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GLOSSl\RY -

PART II

Listed below are those symbols used in PJ1.RT II of this
thesis which are not always defined in the immediate context
in which they are used.

prr

Fourier transform

FFT

fast Fourier transform
fast area digitising scanner

M'I'F

modulation transfer function

psf

point spread func·tion
point spread invariant

TF

transfer function

a

real constant

a(x,y)

psf of a typical aberration - free
instrument

A(U,v)

F'r of a (x, y)

area of the image plane which is
occupied by the image of an arbitrary
object when viewed under perfect
seeing conditions
area of the image plane occupied by the
image of a point source when viewed under
perfect seeing conditions
b(x,y)

psf due to aberrations in the
receptor (s)

B(u,v)
c

veloci ty of light

xxiii
the intensity distributjon of an
arbi ·traxy image
cd(x,y)

correlation of the images c(x,y)
and d(xfy)
auto~orrelation function of w(xp,yp)

density of developed film (Appendix A)

d
d.

interferometer element separation

d.

upper limit to d.

l

.1

l

average characteristic linear
dimension of the seeing cells
vector separation in image space
of the
d(x,y)

th

~.

th
and m
stars

the intensity distribution of an
arbitrary image
the larges·t linear dirnension of the

D

aperture of the receptor(s)
e

exponential constant

e(xfy)

the int.ensi ty distribution of the
best available image recorded in
the image plane of a diffraction
limited incoherent optical system

E(u,v)

FT of e(x,y)

f

focal lengt.h of a lens

f

m

th
intens1 ty of the m
st.ax visible
in a clus·ter
intensity of the brightest part of
the disc correspo"nding ·to the mth
1\

recognisable star in
f(x,y)

~(x,y)

true image of an object resolved
to the diffraction limit of the
receptor(s) used

xxiv
f1(x,y) ,f 2 (x,y) separate parts of f(x,y)
total object consisting of an extended
part and a point source
A

f(x,y)

distorted version of f(x,y)

ff(x,y)

autocorrelation of f(x,y)

f1f1(x,y)

autocorrelation of f1 (x,y)

(x,y)

autocorrelation of f2 (x,y)

f2f2

autocorrela-tion of fT (x,y)
F (u r v)
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PRKF'ACE

The cost of manufact,uxe of instruments such as large
satellite earth s'tation antennas and large astronomical
telescopes is increasing continually.

There is a need for

techniques which reduce the cost of manufacture of new
instruments and which enable existing inst.ruments to be
utilized more effect.ively.
As the frequency of operation of telecommunica'tion and
radio astronomical ant.ennas is increased, their mechanical
design becomes markedly more difficult.

For many reasons,

the preferred type of high gain antenna is the Cassegrain
doublE~~'reflector

.

It is extremely expensive to hold the main

reflector to prespecified tolerances tight enough to ensure a
satisfactory radiation pattern.

Errors on the surfaces of

the reflectors directly con'tribu'te to phase errors in the
aperture distribution of the antenna.

It can be more

economic to accept the errors that occur in the main
reflector with a moderate manufacturing technique . "d to
compensate for them by appropriately modifying the
smaller sub-reflector.

.i1wh

Unless the main reflector consists of

readily adjustable panels, it can also be more economic to
appropriately modify the subreflector of an exi.sting antenna
to enable operation at higher than its original design
frequency, or to correct for deformations in the main
reflector which may occur over a period of operational service.
Part I of this thesis is concerned with the
development of efficient algorithms for the design of
subreflectors to compensate for errors in the main reflectors

xxxii
It 1,8 shown tha,t existing

of CaE:) ~('crcain an·tennas.

techniques require considerable development for them to
realise their full usefulness.

Significant improvement:s

are made and a sof·tw8 y ·e design package is assembled.
Chapter 1 is introductory.

New material is included in

chapters 2 through 4.
Large optical telescopes, such as the 200 inch at
Nt Palomar, are manufactured to sufficiently high tolerances
to enable images of celestial objec·ts to be formed with
detail approaching the diffraction limit.

However the

electromagnetic radiation from celestial sources must
propagate through the earth IS atrnosphE.';re befoI:G reaching an
earthbound telescope.

The turbulence in the atmosphere

randomly distorts the wavefront incident on the pupil of a
large earthbound telescope.

This distortion causes the

resolution obtainable from such a telescope, used in the
conventional manner, to be severely .reduced from that which
would be expected if there was no turbulence in the earth's
atmosphere.
The most significant recent advance in high resolution
imaging using earthbound telescopes is the a posteriori image
processing method developed by Labeyrie in 1970.
called speckle inter ferometry.

This is

It enables t:he autocorrelation

of an object to be imaged wi t.h detail preserved out to the
diffraction limit of the telescope, despite the detrimental
effects of the earth's atmosphere.

Since Labeyrie's

development of speckle interferometry, considerable attention
has been devoted to the application of image processing
techniques to high resolution imaging in astronomy_
Part II of this thesis is concerned \vi th improvements

xxxiii
to the a

postel~ioY'i

methods for processing images of

celestial objects observed by large earthbound telescopes.
Certain new processing methods are described.

\Amen these

methods are combined with speckle interferometry they
should enable true images of sufficiently bright clusters
of unresolved stars to be obtained wi·th detail preserved out
to the diffraction limit of the telescope.
introductory.

Chapter 5 is

New material is introduced in chapters 6 and 7.

In chapter I the Cassegrain antenna is described.
Emphasis is placed on the improvements which have been made
during the past decade to the classic Cassegrain
configuration.

Techniques for optimising illumination

efficiency and reducing aperture blockage, sidelobe levels,
V.S.W.R. and tolerance loss are discussed.

Also the many

methods that. have been proposed and tried for measuring the
errors in the surface of large reflectors are reviewed.
The ray opt:ical technique adopb.::d for the design of a
subn=::flector to compensate for errors in the main reflector
of a Cassegrain antenna is described in chap·ter 2.

An

essential part of the design procedure is the method developed
to optimise the posi"Cion of the redesigned subreflector
relative to the main reflector.

Efficient ray "tracing

procedures are introduced for checking the performance of
"the corrected an"tenna.

Summaries of this work have been

published (Milner and Bates 1976, 1977).
The design procedure described in chapter 2 specifies
the sub:r.eflector at an irregular 9Tid of data points.
necessary to interpolate from this irregular
.
. grid onto a
regular grid to make subsequent manufacture of the
subreflector convenient.

Chapter 3 describes a new

It

lS

xxxiv
interpolation algorithm which uses Lagrange polynomials of
a complex variable to interpolate, almost as conveniently as
in one dimension, from an irregular grid onto particular
points lying on parallel lines.

standard one-dimensional

interpolation schemes are w::ed to complete t.he
interpolation.

·two~dimensional

The results of computational tests of the

method are presented.

An account of this work has been

published (Bates and Milner 1977).

An interpolation program

packager accepting up to 62,500 data values called INTERPOCANT
can be obtained for copy and mail charges from the Engineering
Librarian I Uni versi ty of

Cantf~rbury r

Chri stchurch F New Zealand.

In chapter 4, a comprehensive software package for
the design and checking of subreflectors to compensate for
errors in the main reflectors of Cassegrain antennas is
described.

The results of some computational tests of the

design package are presented and discussed.

This package is

available, for copy and mail charges, from the Engineering
Librarian,

Univen:~ity

of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand.

Chapter 5 presents a review of imaging techniques in
astronomy.

Emphasis is placed on recen-tly developed

a posteriori image processing methods, and in particular on
speckle interferometry and its extensions"
An a posteriori processing method called speckle mask
processing is described in chapter 6.

I t

is shown hmh7

images formed by large earthbound telescopes may be
processed to provide useful versions of the objects being
viewpd.

A laboratory simUlation of this process is reported.

Both optical and digital processing methods are employed in
t:he simulations.

The images provided

by

this method are

shown to possess detail preserved out to the diffraction limit
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of the simulated telescopo used in the experiments.

The

pattern reconstruction procedure is described in chapter 7.
Aspects of this work have been published (Bates et al 1978a,
Bates et al 1978b, Bates and Milner 1978, Bates and
Milner 1979, MilneJ

and Bates 1979).

Chapter 8 contains concluding remarks and some
suggestions for further reseal:ch and development related to
the material presented in this thesis.
In wri ting this thesis an a,ttemp't has been made to
review as much as possible of the relevant literature up to
about March 1979.
Papers published to date on topics relevalrt to 'the
material presented in this thesis are:
Milner, H.O. and Bates, R.H.T.

1976

"Design of

subreflectors for compensating deformations
in main reflectors of Cassegrain antennas"
N.Z. Electronics conference proceedings,
NELCON 76.
Milner, M.O. and Bates, R.H.T.

1977

"Efficient

ray tracing algorithms to aid design of
refJ,ector antennas", Proceedings of the
U.R.S.I. Symposium on Electromagnetic Wave
Theory, Stanford University, Palo Alto,
Calif.f 167-169.
Bates, R.H.T. and Milner, M.O.

1977

"LagTange

polynomials of a complex variable for
two-dimnnsional interpolation"

r

Interna'tional

Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering,

11,

180l~1808,
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Bates, R.H.T., Lewitt, R.M., McDonnell, M.J., Milner, M.D.
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1978

Physics in Technology,
Bat.es
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O.
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101-107.
1978 IITrue imaging of star
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fZesea:-ch Report (10 ,July 1978), Electrical Engineering
Department, Univc:;rsity of Canterbury, Ch.rist:church, N, Z.
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CHAPTER ONE

OPTIMISING CASSEGRAIN ANTENNA
PERFOrulANCE - A REVIEW

1.1

INTRODUCTION
._. The Cassegrain antenna is one of the more useful

antennas in both microwave· conununications and radio
astronomy.

The radio antenna was derived from its optical

counterpart, the Cassegrain double reflector telescope
(Hannan 1961).

It was first developed for radio

reception and transmission in the 1950's.

Since then it

has been used very widely, in applications requiring high
gain and low noise temperature.
The fundamentals of reflector antenna design are
introduced in §1.2.

Refinements to the reflector antenna

design techniques are reviewed briefly in §1.3.

The basic

reflector antenna configurations are derived in §1.4.
The essential features which make the Cassegrain antenna
attractive are discussed.

However, the Cassegrain

configuration in its basic form does not produce the most
desirable radiation pattern for some applications.

An

important practical consideration is the mechanical tolerance
to which the surfaces of the reflectors can be held
during manufacture.

Methods of analysing the effects of

imperfect reflector surfaces are reviewed in §1.S.
Attempts at improving the performance of Cassegrain antennas
are reviewed in §1.6.

Included are attempts at

compensating for the effects of imperfect reflector surfaces.
This leads into the procedures developed in chapters 2
through 4 for the compensation of errors in the main
reflector of a Cassegrain antenna by refiguring the
subreflector.

Finally

§ 1.

7 introduces the difficulties

(and the methods which have been devised for overcoming them)
involved in the measurement of reflector surface errors.

1. 2

FUNDAMENTALS OF REFLECTOR ANTENNA DESIGN

1. 2. 1

General
In most applications in which reflector antennas are

used, they are required to transmit or receive a single narrow
beam of radiation.

Very little radiation (less than a few

percent of the total energy radiated) should propagate in any
other direction.

This premise applies in principle for beam

scanning and multiple beam reflector antennas as well.

At

any instant the energy radiated from a scanning antenna is
concentrated into a narrow beam in one direction.

Multiple

beam reflector antennas having several feeds produce narrow
beams in as many directions as there are feeds.
The narrow beam of radiation is formed by illuminating
a reflecting surface with a small feed antenna.

The reflector

can utilize sheets of metal rods or areas of wire mesh to
collimate the radiation.

Beamwidths for reflector antennas

vary between about 0·01° for the largest millimeter wave radio
telescope to roughly 10 0 for meter wave communications antennas.
The concentration of energy into a narrow beam

4
requires that the major portion of the field radiated from
the reflector pass through a well defined exit pupil or
aperture (c.f. Silver 1965, §5·11).

It is now convenient to

define the "aperture distribution" and the "far field
radiation pattern" of the antenna.

Both of these quantities

vary appreciably with frequency, so that the phrase

lI

over a

band of frequencies sufficiently narrow that the defined
quantities exhibit negligible variation throughout that band"
is to be understood in the following definitions.

Because

they are both effectively monochromatic, the two quantities
are conveniently expressed as complex functions.

If the

aperture of an antenna is positioned to lie in the x,y-plane
as illustrated in Fig. l.la then the aperture distribution
designated by p(x,y) can be written as
(1. 1)

p(x,y) =a(x,y) e -j¢(x,y)

where a(x,y), which is real and non-negative, is the magnitude
of the aperture distribution and ¢(x,y) is its phase.
intensity of the aperture distribution i(x,y)
i(x,y) = la(x,y)

The

is given by:

12

(1"2)

The far field radiation pattern of an antenna is the field
distribution on the surface of a sphere (of radius R, say)
centred at a convenient point in the aperture, of radius much
greater than either' the wavelength A or the largest linear
dimension Da of the aperture.

;r:t is conventional in radio

engineering practice to require that R > 2D 2/ A
a
(c. f.

Blake 1966, § 3 . 2) •

The far field radiation pattern
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Fig.lola: Coordinates of the aperture plane - z points into
the plane of the paper.

z

------->x
Fig.lol: Coordinates for calculating a far field radiation
pattern.
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is related to the aperture distribution by a Fourier
transformation.
However, the three-dimensional representation is
difficult to work within practice~

It is usual to plot

the radiation pattern in one or more planes.
The origin of coordinates in Fig. l·la is chosen so
that the aperture extends equally on both sides of the
y-axis in the x l z"';plane.

p '(x)

Following Bates (1959), let

be the equivalent aperture distribution for calculating

the far field radiation pattern in the x,z-plane, where

p(x) =

I

p(x,y) dy

(1· 3)

aperture
Fig. l·lb gives the coordinate system for calculating the far
field radiation pattern in the x,z-plane.

The voltage or

current far field radiation pattern E(u) is given by
Ct a

E(u)

~

I
-et

Where

eta

and u

=

p(x) ej2nxudx

(1-4)

a

is the half length of the aperture in the x,z-plane
sinG a /~.

Then the power far field radiation pattern

P(u) is given by
P(u) = E(u) E*(u)
whereE*(u) is the complex conjugate of E(u).

(1-5)
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The beamwidth of the antenna far field radiation
pattern is narrowest (in practice, neglecting "supergain",
which is technologically unrealizable for antennas having
beamwidths of say, 45 0 or less) for any given size of
aperture when the aperture distribution is "uniform"
(i. e. constant over the aperture).

The gain (c. f. Silver

1965, §6'4) of the antenna is also effectively maximised
under these conditions.

Unfortunately a uniform

illumination of the aperture results in a high level of
radiation in directions away from the main beam.
"sidelobe" radiation is

unde~irable.

This

It represents wasted

energy in the transmit mode and raises the noise
temperature (c.f. §1'2'7) of the antenna, by permitting warm
background objects to radiate into the antenna, in the
receive mode.

The side10be levels can be reduced relative

to the main beam, by

taperi~g

the illumination across the

aperture - maximum intensity at the centre of the aperture,
tapering to a reduced level at the edges (c.f. Silver 1965,
§6 '6) .

However, tapered illumination of the aperture is

equivalent to an effective reduction in the aperture area and
so results in a broader main beam and reduced gain.

For

any aperture type antenna there is a trade-off between
sidelobe levels"gain and beamwidth (c.f. Silver 1965,
§12-5) •

A typical design figure for the aperture '

illumination of antennas with circular apertures is 55%
giving an increase of beamwidth of 47% (equivalent to a
decrease in gain of 3db and a sidelobe level of around 25 to 30db down on the peak of the main beam) .

8
1. 2.2

Rays_
Consider the field radia.ted by a monochromatic

source distribution
Fig. 1,2.

enclos~d

within a surface s, as shown in

Assume the source distribution to have arisen

from a small antenna contained within s.

This antenna

could be the feed antenna used to illuminate a reflector.
Consider an arbitrary point P, whose separation
r from s is large compared with both the \V'avelength of the
radiation and the physical dimensions of s, such that it may
be considered to be in the far field of the source
distribution.

A useful approximate representation of the

far field is an asymptotic series expansion (c.f. Born and
Wolf 1970, §3·1·1).
tube of rays.

This representation has the form of a

A ray is the curve which -everyWhere follows

the direction of energy flow in the field.

The rays are

z

Fig.l'2: Geometry used for the definition of rays.
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normal to

th~

surfaces of constant phase in the field,

called wave fronts.

Fermat's principle states that the ray

connecting two points "is that curve along which the optical
path length is stationary with respect to infinitesimal
variations in path"

(c.f. Silver 1965, §4·8).

In an

homogeneous isotropic medium rays travel in straight lines.
An example of a ray is shown in Fig.

1'2 by the straight

line of length r connecting a point within s to P.

The

'"
direction of the ray is defined by the unit vector r.
intensity of the field at P is obtained by

The

applyingth~

principle of conservation of energy to a tube of rays,
originated within s, which encloses P (c.f. Silver 1965,
§4'4) .

In

th~

region of space close to P, the tube of rays

which encloses P defines wave fronts which are locally
equivalent to the wave fronts produced by a plane wave
propagating in the direction of the rays (c.f. Silver 1965,
§4'S) •
The polarization of an arbitrary plane wave can be
represented by two

orth~gonal

unit vectors; both of which

are perpendicular to the direction of the ray (c.f. Jordan and
Balmain 1968, §12·06).

In Fig. 1'2, the unit vector

directed arbitrarily at right angles to

r.

e is

Thus ~ can

represent the orientation of any linearly polarized component
of an arbitrarily polarized plane wave, which is existing
A

at P and is travelling in the r direction.
1. 2.3

Reflector Antenna Feeds
Consider a conducting surface R positioned in the far

field of a small feed antenna enclosed within a surface s, as
shown in Fig. 1·3.

The feed for a reflector antenna is

z

Q'
I'

feed phase centre

/
/

/
/
/

s

/

/

R

/
/
/

/

/

y

spherical wavefront

Fig.l~3:

Illustration of the phase centre of the feed.
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usually required to have a broad radiation pattern.
However, a degree of directivity is required to ensure
that the major portion of the energy radiated is
intercepted by R. Energy not intercepted by R is wasted.
This energy loss is called "spillover loss".

Spillover

loss is detrimental in the receive mode also,as it
contributes to the noise temperature of the antenna by
permitting warm-background objects to radiate directly into
the primary feed.
QQ~

In Fig. 1·3 the dotted line

represents the

intersection of an arbitrary plane with R.
passes throughO.

At 0 the line

QQ~

This plane also

subtends an angle

The optimum far field radiation pattern in the plane
between

-~

and

+~

2~.

OQQ~

is dependent on the cross-sectional

shape of the reflector in the plane

OQQ~

and the desired

far field radiation pattern of the complete antenna
(Clarricoats and Poulton

1977).

Optimum field distributions for some particular
reflector antenna geometries are discussed in §1·4.

However

in order to make best use of the reflector surface it is
usually desirable to have a reasonably uniform field
distribution across the entire reflector surface.

This

criterion conflicts with the desire to minimize spillover
loss.

It is i.mpossible in practice to build an antenna with

a sharp cut-off (c.f.
necessary.

§1·2·1).

A compromise is therefore

The feed is designed so that the illumination of

the refleotor is tapered from a maximum at the centre to some
prescribed value (often about - lOdb for a single reflector
circular symmetric paraboloidal system - Silver 1965, §12·5),
at the reflector edges.

This is called feed illumination

12
tape~

(it is called apodization in the optical literature).
In the vicinity of R, .i t is often convenient to

arrange that the wavefronts constitute a family of concentric
partial spheres.

For this to be so, the rays must

originate from a single point within s, as indicated in
Fig. 1·3.

This point is called the phase centre of the feed.

A phase centre is realised only approximately with
actual feed antennas.

Usually, the feed specification

prescribes the maximum permissible amount by which the
wavefront incident on R may deviate from a spherical wavefront.
,-. There is a wide variety of feed antennas used in
reflector antenna systems.

In the early development of

reflector antennas the dipole in various forms was the
predominent feed (c.f. Silver 1965, chapter 8).

By 1960 the

horn (c.f. Silver 1965, chapter 10) had, for the most part,
replaced the dipole as a reflector feed.

Nevertheless the

dominent mode horn's characteristics (c.f. Silver 1965,
§10·10) are far from ideal.

The radiation patterns in two

orthogonal planes are quite different, which leads to high
sidelobe levels.

Potter (1963) found that a step

discontinuity in diameter near the throat of the horn causes
some of the dominant mode to be converted into higher order
modes.

The correct combination of modes leads to a

radiation pattern having almost identical patterns in any plane
(Thomas 1970, Cohn 1970).

Multimode horns of this type are

not broadband devices, however, because the various modes
propagate with different velocities.

This difficulty is

overcome in the corrugated horns (Minnett ,and Thomas 1966,
Lawrie and Peters 1966, Rumsey 1966, Clarricoats and Saha 1970
Clarricoats and Saha 1971, Soma et al 1974).

In these horns,
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. grooves are cut to a depth of ~/4 to ~/2 in the horn walls.
The grooves cause the tangential magnetic field to reduce
to an insignificant value on the horn walls.

With essentially

identical boundary conditions on both the electric and
magnetic fields propagating within the horn, a hybrid mode is
created which has both of its components travelling with the
same velocity.

Corrugated horn feeds exhibit a highly

symmetrical radiation pattern and are being used extensively
as feeds for satellite earth station antennas (Soma et al
1974) .
-An extensive review of electromagnetic horn feeds is
. given by Love (1976b) .

Some of the other feed antenna in use

today are linear arrays (c. f. Silver 1965, chapter 9) wave
guide feeds
feeds
1.2.4

(Silver 1965,

§lO·4,.Clarrico~ts1979),

splashplate

(James and Halik 1975) and coaxial feeds {Koch 1973'-.
Reflection at a Conducting Surface
Consider a ray incident at a point M on

surface R, as shown in Fig. 1'4.

a conducting

The ray is supposed to

originate from an ideal feed antenna whose phase centre is
located at the origin 0 of coordinates.
A

direction of the unit vector r

1

.

It propagates in the

The surface R is in the far

field of the feed.
At points whose distance from R is of the same order
as the smallest linear dimensions of R, the behaviour of the
field reflected from R can usually be determined to a useful
accuracy with the aid of ray concepts.

Consider the ray in

the direction r2 reflected from the point M .

The larger

the curvature at H, the less accurately does this ray
characterise the reflected field, but nevertheless all
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z

,---+--..>~~
y

x
Fig.l·4: Geometry for reflection at a conducting surface.

reflector antenna design is based on ray concepts and large
curvature is only taken into account as a "correction"
(see §1'3'2, §1·3·3).

.

1.S

"-

n.

The unit normal to the surface at 14

The reflected ray. propagates in the direction of the
A

uni t vector r2.

A

"-

The unit vectors rl, nand r2 lie in the

same plane and
A

1\

- rl x n =

(1-6)
A

(1'6) defines the unit vector r2 and so defines the path of
the reflected ray.
The vectors describing the polarization of the incident
A

and reflected rays are denoted by e

A

1

and e2 respectively_

On the surface of a highly conducting body (such as a
metallic reflector of the kinds which are in common use) the
tangential component of the electric field is so small that i t
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is effectively zero (c.f. Jordan and Balmain 1968, §S-lO).
Therefore upon reflection:
1\

1\

-n x e 2

(1' 7)
"-

(1·7) defines the polarization direction - i.e. e 2

-

of the

reflected ray.
1.2.5

T~e

aperture field method

Re-examine Fig. 1'4.

The highly conducting surface R

is in the far field of a feed antenna whose phase centre is
located atO.

The entire family of rays reflected from R

pass through an infinite plane A on the feed side of R.
plane is called the aperture plane.

This

It is possible to draw a

closed curve T on this plane which circumscribes the entire
family of rays reflected from R.
Fig. 1'5.
by

r

The region

Ar

This is illustrated in

of the aperture plane circumscribed

is called the aperture of the antenna.
In formulating radiation problems it is often convenient

to replace the actual sources of the field with an equivalent

z

JS=::::::::=-----..:..-----,,-~

y

x

Fig.l-S: Illustratiori of the aperture of a reflector antenna.
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source distribution existing on a

su~face

the sources contributing to the" field.

which encloses all
The field at a point

in space lying outside this surface can be expressed in terms
of integrals of the field vectors over the bounding surface
(c.f. Silver 1965, §3·8).

The aperture plane defined for a

reflec-tor antenna divides the space surrounding the antenna
into two infinite hemispherical regions, bounded by A and the
surfaces 3 1 and 2 2 , of infinite radius.

2 1 ,and 22 are illustrated in Fig. 1'6.
the sources.

The field within

~2

The two surfaces
3 1 and A enclose all

can be completely

characterized by the field on the closed surface consisting
of

~1

Even though the true field spreads over all of

and A.

the surface, its major part is confined to Ar , which is the
only part of the surface which would be illuminated if rays
described the field behaviour exactly.

So the field

radiated from a reflector antenna can be evaluated to a useful
accuracy from a knowledge of the fi.eld over the ,aperture only.
This is the essence of the aperture field method (c.f. Silver

~,.

~

~

~

~

"

. , , . - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ....... a=-.....,.. _ _ _ _ _ _ ........... ,

:

.......

I

,

"

z

~

R+oo
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\

\

I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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Fig.1-6: Geometry for the aperture field method.
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1965, §S-ll).
The aperture distribution p (x, y) is 9'i ven by (1·1).
Not only can p(x,y) be evaluated to a usable accuracy by
tracing rays from the feed phase centre 0 to the aperture, but
coarse features of the far field radiation pattern can also be
determined by continuing the ray tracing procedure into the
far field.

However, this neglects diffraction, which can be

taken into account by substituting p(x,y) into the diffraction
integral (c.f. Silver 1965, §5·14).

The Fourier transform

relationship mentioned in §1'2'1 follows ilnmediately when the
diffraction integral is evaluated in the far field
(c.f. Silver 1965, §6 3).
0

1.2.6

Magnitude and phase of the aperture distribution
with reference to Fig. 1'5, the phase ¢(x,y) of the

aperture distribution is dependent on the pathlength L of
each ray incident on the aperture, which is given for the ray
OMP by
L

=

OM + MP

(1'8)

The phase of the aperture distribution at the point P with
coordinates
$(X",y~)

(x~,y~)

is given by

::: 21TL/A

where A is the wavelength of the radiation.

(1-9)
To ensure

constant phase over the aperture the pathlength of all the
rays travelling from 0 to the aperture plane must equal some
specified pathlength Lo .
The magnitude a(x,y) of the aperture distribution is
obtained by applying the principle of conservation of energy
to all tubes of rays which originate from 0 and propagate
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to the aperture.

To obtain a uniform illumination of the

aperture the set of rays incident on the aperture must have
the same initial amplitude at 0, travel the same path1ength
Lo from 0 to the aperture and be equally distributed over
the aperture.
For an aperture of area

Ar

over which p(x,y) is

constant, the gain Go is found to be (c.f. Silver, 1965,
§6 4):
6

(1'10)
Most practical reflector antennas do not have a
uniform aperture distribution.

To account for this a

multiplicative efficiency factor n is usually introduced
into (1'10).

n is a non-dimensional quantity.

It is

often expressed as a percentage, in which case it has the
value lOOn.

It is 100% for a uniform aperture distribution.

The factors contributing to the aperture efficiency are
discussed in §1·2·7.
1.2.7

Reflector antenna performance criterion
The performance criterion under which reflector

antennas are evaluated varies widely with the application.
However, for reflector antennas required to have a single
narrow beam· of radiation (often referred to as a pencil beam)
the performance criterion can be defined in general terms.
The essential requirements are a high gain combined with a
low noise temperature.

In addition the polarization

performance is becoming increasingly important in modern
applications.

Finally the V.S.W.R. on the feed1ine must

always be "taken into consideration.
The performance criterion for shaped beam and
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multiple beam antennas varies somewhat from that for a pencil
However with an appropriate interpretation

beam antenna.

the criteria are not too different (c.f. Silver 1965,
chapter 13, Combleet 1976, §lo13, Kumazawa and Karikomi 1973,
Claydon 1975, Gniss and Zacher 1975, Bird et al 1978,
Clarricoats 1979).
1.2.7.1 Gain
The gain of a reflector antenna used in pencil beam
applications is given by (1·10).
the aperture size in wavelengths.
aperture, the gain

i~

The gain is dependent on
For a given size of

maximised by ensuring a high efficiency.

The efficiency n for a reflector antenna is determined by
several factors.

It can be partitioned as (Clarricoats and

Poulton 1977)
(1-11)
The factor (l-n ) 100 represents the percentage power loss
p

which arises if the field over the aperture is not everywhere
in phase.

This factor is largely dependent on the feed

characteristics.

In particular it depends on how well the

feed phase centre is defined and how the feed is located with
respect to the reflector.

The factor (l-nill)lOO

represents the percentage power loss due to nonuniformity of
the aperture illumination.

It is largely dependent on the

radiation pattern of the feed antenna.

The factor (l-n )100
s

represents the percentage power loss caused by energy from the
feed spilling past the main reflector.

Included in this

factor is the spillover of radiation due to diffraction at the
reflector edges (c.f. §1·3·2).

The factor (l-nc)lOO
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represents the percentage power loss caused by there being
cross-polarised fields present in the antenna aperture.

The

factor (l-nB)lOO represents the percentage power loss due to
blockage of the reflector by the feed structure, supporting
struts etc.

In evaluating this factor it is usually

desirable to allow for both the geometrical shadowing and
diffraction scattering (c.f.

~1·3·2)

by blocking objects.

The factor (l-ntol)lOO represents the percentage power loss
due to random errors over the reflector surface (c.f. §1·5).
The factor (l-n )100 represents the percentage power loss upon
R
reflection of any surface due to the reflector being an
imperfect conductor.

Finally,

(l-nL)lOO represents the

percentage power loss in the antenna feed system.
1.2.7.2 Noise temperature
In many applications in which reflector antennas
are used, such as radio astronomy and satellite communications,
the antenna noise temperature is an important performance
criterion.

In these applications the antenna main beam is

pointed toward space.

The major noise s6urces present when

viewing space are generally attributable to the radiation
from our galaxy and thermal radiation from the earth's
atmosphere.

These contributions are relatively weak compared

with the noise radiation from the earthTs surface (Dijk
et al 1968).

Thus it is essential to minimize noise

contributions from directions other than that in which the
antenna is pointed.
The noise temperature at the antenna feed can be
obtained by integrating, over all angles" the product of the
radiation pattern and the corresponding effective noise
temperature distribution (Claydon 1967).

The noise
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temperature distribution is beyond the control of the
antenna designer.

To minimize the noise temperature it is

thus necessary to minimize the sidelobe level of the
antenna's radiation pattern.
1.2.7.3 Polarization

pe~formance

Many microwave communication antennas operate with a
single polarization at a given frequency and require only
sufficient discrimination between orthogonal polarizations
to prevent significant loss of axial gain by radiating
cross-polarized signals.

However, most of the next generation

of migrmvave communications antennas will be required to
radiate two independent, orthogonal polarizations at all
frequencies within their operating bands.

Antennas operated

in this manner are called "frequency reuse antennas" (Harris
1977, Marsh 1977, Mallett 1978, Clarricoats and Poulton 1977).
Such a requirement imposes stringent demands on the
polarization performance of an antenna.

Thus the polarization

performance of a reflector antenna has become an important
design consideration in its own right (Harris 1977).
1.2.7.4 Feed V.S.W.R.
A low voltage standing wave ratio (V.S.W.R.) at the
feed is a necessary requirement for low noise reflector
antenna systems.

Even a relatively small value of power

reflected back from the feed can modify the operation of a
parametric amplifier sufficiently to cause a significant
increase in noise temperature (De Croly et al 1973, §2·6).
It also effects the interchannel noise performance of
microwave terrestrial communications systems (Albersheim and
Schafer 1952).
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1.3

REFINEMENTS TO REFLECTOR ANTENNA DESIGN
Section 1·2 is a

resume~

of the fundamentals of

reflector antenna design, which are based on ray concepts.
In practice these concepts describe the general performance
of most reflector antennas to a useful accuracy.

However,

there are certain radiating properties of.reflector antennas
which are better described by other methods of analysis,
such as "physical optics"
of diffraction"

(GTD) .

(PO)

and the "geometrical theory

These are briefly reviewed 'in

§1'3'1 and §1'3'2 respectively.

§1'3'3 discusses a less

well known method, the "physical theory of diffraction"

1.3.1

(PTD).

Physical optics
Consider the reflector antenna depicted in Fig. 1-7.

z

R

~---------------------->--------~------------->

y

x
F'ig. 1· 7: Geome·try used in the discussion of physical optics.
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The highly conducting surface R is illuminated by radiation
from an ideal feed whose phase centre is located at the
origin of coordinates

o.

It is convenient to subdivide R

into two regions Rl and R2 by the continuous closed curve

~.

Rl is the front of the reflector which is illuminated by

direct rays from the feed.

R2

is the back of the reflector

which is geometrically shadowed from direct rays from the
feed.
The tangential component of the magnetic field
intensity incident on R induces a surface current density gR
on the surface (c.f. Jordan and Balmain 1968, §5·l0).
At an arbitrary point M on R:

-R =

J

where

A

(1·12)

n x H

n is

a unit normal to R and ~ represents the sum of the

incident and reflected magnetic fields.

The field

scattered by R can be rigorously expressed by an integral
equation solution to Maxwell's equations (c.f. Rusch and
Potter 1970 §2 6, James 1976 §2·l).
0

The integrand of the

integral equation depends linearly upon

~R.

The physical optics method provides an approximate
expression for the induced surface curren-t density, thereby
reducing the integral equation to a mere diffraction integral.
The theoretical development of physical optics requires that
the transverse dimensions of R, the radii of curvature of R
and the distance r between 0 and any arbitrary point M on R
are all much larger than a wavelength.

In practice these

conditions can be significantly relaxed before the results
become unusable (Senior 1965, Kouyoumjan 1965).

It is

ass.umed that each point on the surface behaves locally as if
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it were part of a highly conducting infinite plane, so
that the tangential component of the magnetic field

g

at

the surface of a highly conducting plane is equal to twice
the tangential component of the incident magnetic field
(Rusch and Potter 1970, §2-62).

According to physical

optics, therefore, the induced current density is

~R

=

2

(n

x H.)
.....
~

o

=

on Rl
(1~13)

on R2

where··H. represents the incident ma.gnetic field_
.....

~

The

physical optics surface current density is dependent only
upon the incident field and the orientation of the surface_
The surface current density in the geometrical shadow region
of the surface is assumed to be zero (Rusch and Potter 1970
§2-62) .
The field incident at M can be calculated by tracing
rays from 0 to R.

The pblarization of the field at M is
A

represented by the unit vector e.

The polarization of the

reflected ray undergoes a transformation upon reflection as
described by (1-7).

However, physical optics fails to account

for the polarization of the field in the reflected direction
(Ross 1966).

The intensity of the electric and magnetic

fields reflected from R, as predicted by physical optics,
remain the same regardless of polarization.

This is

effectively true in practice except for fields reflected from
either the edges of reflectors or mechanical support struts or
feed structures (Kouyoumjian 1965).

Acc~rate

corrections

to the physical optics field are discussed in §1·3·3.
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1.3.2

The geometrical theor;l of __~if.~Faction
Re-examine Fig. 1'7.

The surface R2 is not directly

illuminated by rays from the feed.

The region of space

behind R2 is called the geometrical shadow region.

The

geometrical shadow region for a reflector antenna of the type
shown in Fig. 1'7 is illustrated in Fig. 1·8.
boundary the ray optical field is discontinuous.

At the shadow
However, it

is well known that in reality a finite field exists throughout
the shadow region.

The field in the shadow region of any

refle~ting surface illuminated by an arbitrary incident field

is mainly due to diffraction at the edges of the surface
(Ra tnasiri eot al 1970).

There is also a small con tr ibution

due to back scattering from opaque objects in the aperture of
the reflector, such as feed structures, supports etc.

illuminated region

F~g.1~8:

Illustration of the shadow region for a reflector.
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For some geometries the field in the shadow

r~gion

For example,

can be readily determined with high precision.

the "exact ll solution for plane wave diffraction at a
straight edge (Rice 1954) can be interpreted to give rise to
a cone of diffracted rays

(Keller 1962).

By analogy with

ray optics, the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) uses
asymptotic forms of exact sol u·tions to simple canonical
diffraction problems to generate approximate solutions for
more complicated problems involving edges, tips and
discontinuities in curvature.

Thus if an arbitrary field is

incident upon the edge of an highly conducting surface, then
the GTD method offers an approximate solution to the edge
diffrac·ted component of the solution, by assuming that each
point on the edge behaves locally as if it were part of an
infinite straight edge and that the incident field behaves
locally as a plane wave.

The rays diffracted from a point

on the edge of R are illustrated in Fig. 1'9.

edge diffracted rays
.

~

incident ray

- - --

.

-

edge diffraction shadow
- __ ......
boundary
......

creeping rays

-- ....- ..-.

.-

--- --- -

......

--

...... ......
......

--- -- - -- --..... -<'--

--- --

......

focus

Fig.l 9: Illustration of the diffracted rays propagating in
o

the geometrical shadow region of a reflector.
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Similarly other canonical diffraction problems can be given
a ray interpretation to provide diffraction coefficients
for the solution to scattering from many other geometries
where diffraction is a dominant effect (Kouyoumjian 1965).
These include any object which has a dimension or radius of
curvature comparable to that of the wavelength of the
incident radiation.

For instance, diffraction at the edge

of the reflector does not alone give rise to the total field
in the shadow region.

The dotted line in Fig. 1·9 shows

the shadow boundary for edge diffracted rays propagating
behind R.

However, waves are diffracted around curved edges

and surfaces (Fock 1946, Rice 1954).

The ray incident on

the edge of the reflector also gives rise to a surface
diffracted ray (Keller 1962) which propagates along the back
surface of the reflector.

The surface ray sheds rays

tangentially as it propagates into the shadow region, as
illustrated in Fig. 1'9.
(Albertsen 1974).

These rays are called creeping rays

The existence of creeping rays is

postulated from a ray optical interpretation of the solution
to the canonical problem of plane wave diffraction around a
circular cylinder (James 1976, §6·1).

The magnitude of the

creeping rays is dependent on the size of the reflector in
wavelengtl1s

~

surfaces.

In practice creeping rays often give rise to a

becoming more significant for smaller reflector

significant portion of the field scattered by feed structures
and their supports (Rusch 1974).
All ray tracing methods predict infinities for the
field in regions of space where rays are brought to a focus,
called caustics (James 1976, g6"7, Burnside and Peters 1974).
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For a circularly symmetric reflector fed on the axis of
symmetry, the forward and rear axial directions are caustics
of the rays diffracted from the circular edge of the
reflector.

The field in these axial directions can be

evaluated by employing equivalent edge currents (Millar 1957,
Ryan and Peters 1969).

The relationship of these

equivalent edge currents flowing along the edge of the
reflector to the scalar diffraction coefficients for the
particular geometry may be deduced by comparison with the
canonical problem of a plane wave normally incident on a
perfectly conducting half plane (James 1976, §6·7).
Using GTD it is possible to predict the complete
radiation pattern of a reflector antenna (Ratnasiri et al
1970, Mentzer and Peters 1975, Villaseca et al 1976,
Safak 1976).

Excellent agreement with experimental patterns

is obtained (Ratnasiri etal 1970, Rusch 1974).

Further

refinement to include higher order. diffraction effects leads
to even greater precision (James 1976 §5·5, §6·4,
Albertsen et al 1977).
This is one of the advantages of the GTD formulation it can be easily extended and modified as the need arises.
Other advantages of a GTD solution are that it is obtained
in the form of simple expressions, its computational cost is
low and it is easily understood in terms of simple radiation
mechanisms, so it can readily be used in the design of
antennas.

A comprehensive treatment of the GTD, including

applications to antenna design, is given by James (1976).
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1.3.3

The physical theory ?£

diffr~c~ion

The physical optics method introduced in

§1~3·1

does not give an adequate description of the total field
radiated by a reflector antenna.

It assumes zero surfaces

currents on the shadowed part of the surface.

Some

current always exists on the shadowed surface of the
reflector.

Just as GTD extends the ray concepts of ray

optics to include diffraction, Ufimitsev (1962) has
introduced a theory known as the physical theory of
diffraction (PTD) to extend physical optics to include
diffraction.

It uses the canonical problems to provide

additional surface currents to account for diffraction for
any particular geometry.

However it relies on the

asymptotic evaluations of integrals.

When this is

permissible, the PTD approach yields the same result as the
GTD, but the GTD is much easier to use.

For this reason

the GTD has had considerably more use than the PTD approach.
However the PTD approach does have advantages in the vicinity
of caustics where ray formulations exhibit infinities.

A

comparison between the GTD and the PTD is given by Knott and
Senior (1974).

1. 4

BASIC REFLECTOR ANTENNA DESIGNS

All reflector antenna designs originate from the
single reflector optical telescope (Barlow 1975).

The

desire for a narrow beam of radiation in one direction leads
directly to the paraboloidal reflector geometry (refer to
§l·4·1).

However a desire for maximum gain, low noise

temperature, longer effective focal lengths and a more
convenient location for the feed antenna has led to the
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introduction of the double reflector Cassegrain antenna
which is discussed in §1·4·2.

The Cassegrain antenna is

one of the main subjects of interest in this thesis.
For completeness though, the closely related Gregorian
geometry and the spherical reflector antenna are discussed
in §1·4·3 and §1·4·4 respectively.
1.4.1

The single reflector antenna
The geometry of a single reflector antenna is

depicted in Fig. 1·10.
condu~ting

reflector.

The surface R is a highly
The phase centre of the feed lies

at 0 and the x,y-plane is considered to be the aperture plane
for the antenna.

For any ray travelling from an arbitrary

point P on the aperture to 0, the pathlength L, where
L = PM + HO

(1·14)

should equal some specified pathlength Lo.

This condition

ensures that the aperture field is of constant phase
(c.f.

§102-6).

In order to ensure the main beam lies along

the axis Oz of the antenna, any ray PM must be parallel to Oz.
The pathlength Lo is conveniently defined to be
Lo = 20V = L

(1·15)

Substituting (1-14) into (1-15) and using the known geometry
(Fig. 1°10) gives
OM + Ol-1cos 0 = 20V

(1-16)

or
OM

= 2F/(1

+ cos 0)

(1-17)

(1-17) is the polar equatio.n of a paraboloid of focal length J?

y

p

>
z·

o

F

Fig.l-IO: Single reflector antenna geometry - the x-axis is into the plane of the paper.
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The performance of the paraboloidal reflector
antenna is largely dependent on the feed radiation pattern.
Given a feed with a symmetrical radiation pattern and well
defined phase centre located correctly at the focus of the
paraboloid the cross polarization and phase error
efficiencies are maximised (Clarricoats and Poulton 1977).
Uniform illumination of the aperture can be obtained using a
secant squared type feed illumination taper (Silver 1965,
§ 12·5)

.

Quite apart from the fact that such a taper is

physically unrealisable, it does not provide the lowest
sidelobe levels and hence noise temperature.

Sidelobe

levels and gain must be traded-off for a given application
(Clarricoats and Poulton 1977).
Interaction between the feed antenna and the reflector
does introduce some standing waves on the feedline, but this
effect tends to be slight because the reflector is usually
well removed from the feed.
to antenna performance
feed antenna.

i~

\

.

Considerably more' de.trimental

the inconvenient location of the

Whether back or front feeding arrangements

(Silver 1965, §12·11) are employed a long length of feedline
or waveguide must be used, which introduces significant
losses.
In many applications of reflector antennas there is a
need to scan the main beam over a range of directions.

This

is usually achieved by rotating the whole antenna structure.
However if rapid scanning is required, as in radar
applications, this method is impractical.

It is more

convenient to scan the much smaller feed antenna and leave the
main reflector stationary.

However when the main beam of a
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paraboloidal reflector antenna is directed off-axis the
radiation pattern rapidly deteriorates.

The main beam

broadens significantly and the sidelobe levels increase
(cof. Collin and Zucker 1969, §17-4, Imbriale et al 1974).
1. 4.2

The Cassegrain antenna
The Cassegrain antenna consists of a feed and two

reflecting surfaces.

The basic Cassegrain geometry is

illustrated in Fig. 1'11.

The primary (or main) reflector

R+ is a large concave reflector set to the rear.

Usually

it is a paraboloid similar to that used in a single
refle'c~tor

antenna.

It collects incoming radiation and

reflects it toward a secondary reflector R

(subreflector)

which is a small convex reflector in front of the main
reflector.

The radiation is reflected from the subreflector

to a feed with phase centre at C.

The x,y-plane is defined

to be the aperture plane for the antenna.
If R

were not present, incoming rays parallel to Oz

would be focused to a point at O.
are focused to a point at C.

With R- present such rays

By the reciprocity theorem

(Silver 1965, §2-3) the reverse path is travelled by rays
emitted from the phase centre of the feed_

Any ray incident

at an arbitrary point P on the aperture, that is parallel
to Oz travels a pathlength L to C, where
L

= PM + MS + SC

(1-18)

For all rays, L must equal some specified pathlength Lo.
It is convenient to define Lo to be
Lo = OV + VU + UC

(1 19)
0

y

p

o

--
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_ ...... 1\

C

R

f-B

H

F

Fig.l·ll: The Cassegrain geometry - the x-axis is into the plane of the paper.
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Equating (1-18) and (1019 ) and using the known . geometry
shown in Fig_ 1·11 . gives
. {OS

2

2

-

+ (F

B)

~

-

-

20S{F

B)cos 0}

+ OM - OS + OMcos8

=3F - 2H - B

(1-20)

which can be rearranged as

OS

=

(F - 2H _.

F -

B

]

F - 2H - B

2
1 +

(

F -

B

)cos 8

(F - 2H - B)

(1- 21)

If
(F -

2H - B)/2

=

a

(1-22)

and

(F - B)/(F - 2H - B) - cia = e

(1-23)

then

OS =

a (e

·1

2

-

1)

+ ecos8

(1-24)

This is the equation of an hyperboloid in polar coordinates,
where 2a is the length of the major axis, 2c is the distance
between the foci at 0 and C and e is the eccentricity.

The

subreflector converts the spherical wavefront originated at
the phase centre of the feed C to a spherical wavefront which
appears to originate from a point source at

o.

Within the main beam, the Cassegrain antenna behaves
essentially as if it were a long focal length front-fed
paraboloid as illustrated in Fig_ 1-12 (Collin and Zucker
1969, Hannan 1961).
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Fig.1-12: Cassegrain antenna geometry showing the equivalent front-fed reflector.
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This permits one to achieve more uniform illumination of the
main reflector and lower spillover wi t.h simple feed antennas
(Hannan 1961, C1arricoats and Poulton 1977).

Thus it is

possible to get a high aperture efficiency (typical measured
efficiencies are 65-70%, Clarricoats and Poulton 1977) and
low noise temperature using the Cassegrain configuration.
Of course, there is still appreciable spillover around the
edges of the subreflector.

Careful design of the feed

antenna is required to minimize spillover while retaining a
reasonably uniform

illl~ination.

However this difficulty

is not as severe as in the case of the paraboloidal
reflector antenna.

Any spillover around the edges of the

subreflector is mainly confined to directions close to the
main beam.

Hence spillover from the subreflector contributes

little to the noise temperature of the antenna.
Another major advan,tage of the Cassegrain antenna
over its single reflector counterpart is the convenient
position of the feed.

The rear location and forward

direction for the feed are most desirable in applications
involving complicated feeds and associated plumbing.

For

example to achieve low noise operation, the bulky cryrogenic
receiver front end can be mounted conveniently behind the main
reflector.
the antenna.

Only a short run of waveguide is needed to feed
In this way feed losses are kept to a minimum.

In some recent designs beam waveguide techniques (Love 1976a,
Flack 1978) are employed to enable even more convenient
location of the feed, particularly in fully rotational designs.
The cross-polarization loss can be minimised in a
similar way to that for a single reflector antenna(Wood 1973b r
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Safak and Delogne 1976).

Firstly the reflector surfaces

must be free of imperfections and symmetrically located with
respect to each other and the feed.

Then the feed itself

must be designed to have a circularly symmetric radiation
pattern.

The only remaining significant contribution to

cross-polarized fields is the scattering from support struts
used to keep the subreflector in position (Clarricoat.s 1979).
These supports should be kept as small as possible.
Dielectric-cone feed designs (Bartlett and Moseley 1966,
Clarricoats and Salema 1973, Clarricoats 1979) have been
developed to eliminate subreflector supports.
Minimizing the V.S.W.R. reflected at the feed is a
more complex problem with the Cassegrain configuration.
Although the subreflector is often in the far field of the
feed it is usually closer to the feed than in a single
reflector system of equivalent main reflector dimensions.
Thus an extra mismatch tends to occur due to power reabsorbed
by the feed after reflection from the subreflector.

This

difficulty arises particularly with small Cassegrain systems.
The effects can be reduced by careful design of the feed
(James and Malik 1975, Clarricoats and Poulton 1977) and by
modifications to the subreflector which redirect radiation
away from the axis of the antenna (Poulton 1975).

The

off-set reflector Cassegrain geometry discussed in §1·6·2
also overcomes this difficulty.
The principal disadvantage of the Cassegrain system
is the aperture blockage caused by the subreflector.

The

presence of an opaque subreflector and its supports in the
aperture of the antenna creates a IIhole ll in the aperture
distribution, which causes decreased gain and increased
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sidelobe levels (Hannan 1961, .Rusch and Potter 1970, §3"23).
The feed and support structure in front fed single reflector
antennas have similar disadvantages (Silver 1965, §12"11),
but they are usually not so pronounced.

Fortunately the

increase in sidelobe level is mainly restricted to the
sidelobes near the axis of the antenna so that the increase
in noise temperature is not too significant.
By designing a feed with a narrOVler beamwidth or by
decreasing the separation between the feed and the
subreflector, the size of the subreflector may be reduced
without increasing the spillover loss.

However a narrower

beamwidth requires a larger feed aperture.
the shadow created by the feed.

This increases

Also moving the feed closer

to the subreflector increases the shadow created by the feed.
There is a compromise situation in which neither the
subreflector blocking nor the feed shadow dominate.
termed the "minimum blocking condition".

This is

It has been

derived mathematically by Hannan (1961).
Hannan (1961) also describes a method of virtually
eliminating aperture blocking, which was originally invented
in the 1940's for missile homing antennas.

This uses a

polarization twisting technique (Silver 1965, §12·10).
In this.scheme the subreflector comprises a grating which
only

re~lects

one linear polarization - that which is

emitted by the feed.

The wave reflected from the

subreflector is directed to the main reflector where, upon
re~lection,

through 90°.

the wave polarization is purposely twisted
The reflected wave then has a polarization

orthogonal to the subreflector grating and hence is (ideally)
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unaffected by its presence.

This technique, although

practical (Hannan 1961) has not been used extensively because
of the added complexity and lack of versatili,ty.

Such

techniques are of no use when more than one wave polarization
is to be transmitted or received (as in the case of frequency
reuse antennas).
Possibly the most significant advantage of the
Cassegrain antenna is that the use of two reflectors gives
the designer an additional degree of freedom.

Aperture

blockage can be reduced by the use of off-axis subreflector
Casse,grain designs in which both the feed and subreflector
are removed from the aperture of the main reflector
(Clarricoats and Poulton 1977, Rudge 1973, Rudge and Adatia
1978).

In addition it is possible to improve the aperture

illumination efficiency, while minimizing spillover around
the edges of the main reflector and to reduce the effects of
surface errors on the performance of a Cassegrain antenna by
appropriate shaping of the reflector surfaces.

These aspects

of Cassegrain antenna design are treated in more detail in
§1·6.
Recent advances in the design of Cassegrain antennas
are treated in two review articles by Clarricoats and
Poulton (1977) and Clarricoats(1979).
1.4 • 3

The' Gre'gorian' 'antenna
§1~4·2

discusses the classical Cassegrain system.

However, this system may easily be extended to include a
variety of reflector forms all obeying the basic equations
(1-17) and (1·24).
forms in the family.

Hannan (196l) discusses the different
One particular extension of the

Cassegrain system is the Gregorian double reflector antenna.
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Here, the' focal poin·t of the main reflector moves to a
region between the two reflectors and the contour of the
subreflector becomes concave elliptical.
is depicted in Fig. 1·13.

This arrangement

The equation describing the

subreflector. surface is given by (1·23) but with e restricted
to lie bet\veen 0 and 1 (Love 1976a).

y

·c
R

--------~------;~~----------------------------------~

Fig.1-13: The basic Gregorian antenna geometry.

z
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The Gregorian antenna has not been widely used in radio
engineering practice.
greater than with the

In, general the aperture blockage is
~q~ivalent

Cassegrain

,~ystem.

However

it is useful in applications in which it is desired to get
access to the prime focus of the main reflector.

This is

important when a reflector antenna is t.O be operated at low
frequencies.
An example of an antenna using the Gregorian
configuration for this reason is the 100m diameter Effelsburg
radio telescope operated by the Max Planck Institute for Radio
astronomy (Love 1976a, Clarricoats and Poulton 1977).
1.4.4

The spherica) reflector antenna
The single reflector spherical antenna geometry is

illustrated in Fig. 1·14.

It is a direct extension of the

y

...,;:.

------z

Fig.l 14: The Spherical reflector antenna
o

a line source feed.

geomet~y

when fed by
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Schmidt (Haug 1972) and Schwarschild (Barlow 1975)
. geometries conunonly employed in optical telescopes.

The

main reflector R is a section of a sphere of radius 2F.
The development of the spherical reflector antenna derived
from a need for an antenna which could radiate a beam
capable of rapid scanning (Ashmed and Pippard 1946).

This

requirement was particularly necessary in the development of
radar systems.

As discussed in §1·4·l the paraboloidal

reflector antenna geometry is unsuitable in this application.
The sphere cannot produce as good a radiation pattern
,--.

as the paraboloid at its best.

A parallel beam of rays

incident on the aperture is not focused to a point by the
spherical reflector (lrhomas et al 1969).

However the

aberrations which exist are independent of the position of
the feed, when the feed is moved along the correct arc
(Ashmed and Pippard 1946) .

There are two ways of

compensating for these aberrations:
1.

make F very large so that over the usable portion
of the sphere the surface departs only slightly
from the shape of an ideal paraboloid (Ashrned and
Pippard 1946).

2.

Use a special feed which radiates, not spherical
waves, but a wavefront whose departure from
sphericity exactly compensates for the difference
between the sphere and the paraboloid.

When method (1) above is adopted the effective focus
of the reflector is chosen as that point at which the feed
may be placed so as to give on reflection a wavefront which
is without aberration at the centre and the edges of the
aperture"

This condition gives an effective focal length
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equal to F -

T

/4

where T is the dep-t:h of the reflector

(Ashmed and Pippard 1946).
More recently there have been investigations into the
design of feeds which radiate the desired wavefront described
in method (2) above.

Much of this work has been associated

with improvements to the world's largest reflector antenna
at Arecibo (Love 1976a).

The Arecibo antenna has a main

reflector in the form of a 70 0 cap of a sphere whose radius
is 870 feet and results in an aperture diameter of 1000 feet.
The development of line source feeds for this antenna, which
meet the requirements of method (2) above are described by
LaLonde and Harris (1970)

1.5

I

and Love (1973).

REFLECTOR ANTENNA TOLERANCE THEORY
Errors in the profile of the main reflector lead to

a phase error distribution across the aperture plane which
results in a loss of axial gain, increased beamwidth and
enhanced side10bes.

The causes of surface errors are

discussed in §l"S"l.
The effects of surface errors on antenna performance
can be analysed quantitatively in two different ways,
depending on the

i~formation

available.

If the actual

profile errors are known at a large number of sample points
on the main reflector, these numerical values can be
converted into phase errors (c.f. §1-2'6) and used to compute
the radiation pattern directly (c.f. Wood 1972).

However

measurement of profile errors is not an easy task - see §1·7.
If these measurements are not available or there is an
insufficient number of sample points, a statistical approach -
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referred to here as tolerance theory - can be adopted
(Bracewell 1961 f Ruze 1966a).
1.5.1

Reflector surface errors
Errors in the surfaces of reflector antennas arise

from a variety of causes.
1.

The major factors are:

Manufacturing tolerances - the manufacture of a surface

of large area (greater than about 75 square meters) to a
prescribed shape is difficul-t and expensive.

Special

processes, such as the Androform process (Sato et al 1970)
have been developed to ease the manufacture of such precision
surfaces.

However even then, rms surface errors of less

than about O'Smm are not readily obtainable.

After

manufacture any remaining surface errors usually affect areas
of the surface small compared to the overall area.
2.

Setting tolerances - most large reflector surfaces are

constructed from many subpanels (e.g. 300 for the Earth
Station antenna at Warkworth N.Z.)-.

To form the required

surface the individual panels must be correctly aligned
relative to each other and the backing framework.

This

alignment procedure is often referred to as "setting" the
surface.

It is difficult and expensive to set a large

reflector -to an rms surface error better then about lmm
(Wielebinski 1970).

Any remaining errors usually affect

areas of the reflector comparable to the size of tile
individual panels.
3.

Gravitational loading - the main reflector of a large

antenna weighs

many tons.

Over a period of time a

stationary antenna structure deforms under gravitational
loading.

In a rotatable antenna structure the deformation
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is variable depending on elevation 'angle.

Deformations

due to gravitational loading usually affect large areas of
the reflector often introducing astigmatism in·to the main
beam.

Von Hoerner and Wong (1975) show that the ideal

reflector surface is one which when tilted, deforms in an
homologous way, from one paraboloid of revolution into
another one.

Then only a slight adjustment of the feed

position is required to correct for the deformations in the
sU.rface.
4.

Other Environmental factors - wind, rain ice and snow

can alter the shape of a reflector surface.

Rain, snow and

ice alter the loading on the structure so changing the
gravitational deformations.

Wind introduces an additional

loading term which varies with both elevation and azimuthal
position of the antenna.

All these factors are highly

variable and difficult to compensate for.

The usual approach

to reducing the effects of these factors is to build a rigid
backup structure for the surface.
1.5.2

Characterisation
of the surface errors
._It is convenient to define a best fit paraboloid

surface, which is that paraboloid which fits the data
specifying the main reflector with minimum error according to
a least squares criterion.

The surface errors are then

appropriately characterised by the rms surface error denoted
by cr and the radius of correlation of the errors denoted by p .
The rms surface error is defined as the rms value of the
departures of the actual surface from the best fit paraboloid.
The radius of correlation of the errors is defined as the
effective halfwidth of the main peak of the autocorrelation
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function of the departures of the actual surface from the
best fit paraboloid surface.
1.5.3

Ruze 'tolerahcetheory
Ruze (1966a) develops a reflector antenna tolerance

theory which leads to the following expression for the
distorted antenna radia·tion pattern:

P (u)

e

_('lTpU)2/ n

(1-25)

where~

p(u) is the distorted far field radiation pattern
in the x f z-plane (c. f.

§ 1-

2 . 1) .

Po (u) is the ideal far field radiation pat-tern in
the x,z-plane which would be obtained if the
reflector were free of errors.
o is the rms surface error from the best fit
paraboloid.
p is the radius of correlation of the errors

ea /A

u

=

sin

-0 2

=

(4'IT0/A)

2

Equation (1·25) shows that the radiation pattern can be
expressed as the sum of the ideal pattern multiplied by a
factor which is less than unity and an error pattern having a
relatively wide beam.

The magnitude of the latter pattern

is determined by the rms surface error.

'1'he angular width

of the error pattern is inversely proportional to the mean
diameter of the regions within which the errors are correlated.
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This implies that smooth reflectors (large p) scatter more
directively than do rough reflectors (small pl.

The latter

scatter radiation diffusely.
The assumptions implicit in (1·25) are (Ruze 1966b):
(1)

the surface errors are random and distributed in a

Gaussian manner,

(2)

over the aperture,

the errors are uniformly distributed

(3)

the radius of correlation is large

compared to the wavelength and (4)

the radius of

correlation is small compared to the square root of the area
of the antenna aperture.
Ruze (1966a) uses (1-25) to derive an expression for
the realiseable axial gain G for a shallow (large focal
length to diameter ratio) circularly symmetric reflector
antenna:

G= ~

[fl\"D]

2

e- (4na/A)

2

(1·26)

tol
This expression indicates that if a given reflector antenna
is operated at increasing frequencies the gain at first
increases as the square of the frequency until the tolerance
effects become significant, after which there is little
further increase in gain (Kaufmann et al 1978).
A maximum gain of

(1·27)

is realised at a wavelength
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A
;:::
max

(1' 28)
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where D is the diameter of the reflector.
At this wavelength a tolerance loss of 4·3 db is incurred.
Ruze (1966a) gives practical examples to illustrate
the accuracy of his predictions when analysing the
The theory gives a useful

performance of real antennas.

estimate of the true performance.

Recently, however, the

v;alidity of some of Ruze's assumptions has been questioned.
Improvements to Ruze tolerance theory are needed to
characterise the performance of large reflector antennas.
1. 5. 4

Improvements to the Ruze tolerance theory
Vu (1965) questions the validity of using a statistical

theory such as the Ruze tolerance theory to estimate the
performance of a single antenna.

Ruze's theory gives results

for populations, not for single items.

Anyone antenna from

the population can differ markedly from the average.
Vu (1965) postulates a large notional population with only a
single antenna in existence.

This is realised by supposing

the reflector to be rotated about its axis, while keeping
the feed horn fixed.

The magnitude of the angle of rotation

is chosen at random.

In this way a random variation of the

phase error at any particular point on the antenna aperture is
achieved.

The average radiation pattern can then be

interpreted as the average of patterns taken in all planes
passing through the reflector axis.
Zarghamee (1967)

investigates the accuracy of Ruze's

tolerance theory under a variety of situations.

He finds

that the assumption of a turiform distribution of errors,
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in general, underestimates the antenna gain.

The error

is small for effective surface deviations less than about
a twentieth of a wavelength, but becomes rapidly larger
as the surface deviations increase.

Often in practice the

surface errors are large in magnitude over significant areas
of the reflector surface, such as at feed support locations.
The distribution of errors is not uniform.
The effect of large surface errors on the radiation
pattern of an antenna is investigated by Zucker (1968).

-2
6

= [4na/AJ2)

in the range

0

For

~ 8 2 ~ 1 the antenna axial

gain is nearly independent of the radius of correlation p.

-

In the region 1 < 6 2 ~ 20 the axial gain is dependent on both
For

82

> 20 the gain is almost independent of
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and is a function of p/D.
Vu (1969) investigates the validity of the Ruze
tolerance theory under conditions of non-uniform aperture
illumination and with surface errors which have a radius
of correlation comparable to the diameter of the aperture.
Vu finds that illumination tapers which are used in practice
have little effect on the antenna performance predicted by
Ruze's formulas.

However large values of p have a

significant effect.

Vu concludes that when

p

is

comparable with the diameter of the reflector the effec·t of
the surface errors on the gain is less than that predicted
by (1·25).

The radiation is less diffusedly scattered under

these circumstances, so that the scattered radiation has
some directivity of its own.

Thus the overall loss is

decreased.
Equation (1·26) is derived on the assumption that the
reflector is shallow.

Wested(1966) suggests that this leads
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to a pessimistic result for the performance of many antennas
used in practice.

He derives a correction factor to account

for the depth of the reflector.

The correction factor also

allows for a non-uniform distribution of errors over the
surface.
Davis

(1970) critically reviews the subject of

reflector antenna tolerance theory and presents several
illustrative examples.

He particularly stresses the point

that the experimentally measured "ga.in" of an antenna is
what he calls the peak gain.
1.5. 5

One

dim~~~ional !~anc~_

theory

Bates (1959) considers the effects of random
manufacturing errors on the ant.enna far field radiation
pattern using the autocorrelation function of the errors
ra-ther than the errors themselves.

The advantage of

autocorrela"tion functions is that they are usually well
behaved and recognisable, which is not true of the random
processes from which they are derived.

Bate's (1959)

treatment is simplified by the use of a one-dimensional
analysis of the aperture distribution.

The aperture

distribution is collapsed into an equivalent line source as
was described in §1·2·l.

This is justified because in

practice it is only possible to measure radiation patterns
in one plane at a time, and in the far field a two-dimensional
antenna and its equivalent line source (lying in the plane
which the radiation pattern is being measured) appear to be
the same (Bates 1959).
Using (1-3) and the geometry in
auto~correlation function pp

(~)

Fig~

1·1, the

of p(x) is defined as
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. pp (W)

:::

p(x) p*(x+w) dx
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> 20. a

(1-29)

Parseval's theorem states that

p(uf

IP:(~)COS2~~U d~

= 40. a .

(1·30)

o
where P(u)

is the power far field radiation pattern in the

x,z-plane as defined by (1·5).
Surface errors are taken to superimpose additive
noise onto the desired aperture distribution so that

P(x)

=

-5/,(x)

where I(x)

+ hex)

(1· 31)

is the desired aperture distribution in the

x,z-plane and E(x)

is a random function due to errors in

the aperture distribution.

Bates (1959) derives an

approximate general expression for the autocorrelation

-

function of h(x), written as
~

hh(W)

= hW

where

h

-~)

2

/p

lii1(w) ,

which takes the form

2

e

(1·32)

is the mean square value of hex) if 1(x)

-

a weighting factor dependent on the form of 5/,(x)
illlli~ination

=

1, W is

(i.e. the

taper over the aperture) and p is the radius

of correlation within which 85 per cent of a particular
error is located.

The magnitude and shape of hh(W) are
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sufficient for estimating the effects of the surface errors
th~

on

radiation pattern.

fifi(o)

represents the power in

the error polar diagram and the width of iifi(l/J)

is roughly

inversely proportional to the width of the main beam of the
error radiation pattern.
Bates (1959) also defines two quantities, S(u) and
GR which characterise the radiation pattern due to surface
errors.

S(u) is the lowest probable sidelobe in the

direction u and GR is a gain reduction factor.

Using (1'32)

Bates (1959) derives approximate expressions for these
quant~ties

which are written as
~

S (u)

=

n phW

e-n2p2u2

~

2 ex

a

(1'33)

and
iiii(o)
G
R

=

=
PT

hW
PT

(1' 34)

where P T is the total power radiated from the desired
distribution.
The essential feature to note from (1'33) is that
S(u) is proportional to the radius of correlation of the
errors.

It is therefore important in the mechanical design

of reflector surfaces to keep the areas of influence of .
particular errors as small as possible.

This conclusion

agrees with the analyses of Ruze (1966a), Vu (1969) and
Davis (1970).

It should also be noted that in this

one-dimensional tolerance theory, Bates (1959) makes an
ergodic hypothesis, thereby replacing an average over a
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population of antennas by a spatial average over a single
antenna.

This provides spatial stationarity which overcomes

the shortcomingsof Ruze's theory in that it applies to a single
antenna and not to a population of antennas.
1.6

REVIEW OF ATTEMPTS TO INPROVE CASSEGruUN
ANTENNA PERFORII1ANCE

The radiation pattern of a single reflector antenna is
largely dependent on the design of the feed antenna.

This is

also true, to a lesser extent, for the Cassegrain antenna.
The use of two reflectors in the Cassegrain configuration
allows the designer additional degrees of freedom.

This

freedom is utilized to improve the performance of the
Cassegrain antenna in a variety of ways.

In particular,

modified Cassegrain antennas are designed to improve the
illumination efficiency while reducing spillover loss,
decreasing aperture blockage and reducing the effects of
surface imperfections.
1. 6.1

I'llulnination efficiencx.
Galindo (1964) shows that when the subreflector of a

dual reflector antenna is illuminated by an arbitrarily curved
phase front, any desired aperture distribution can be
developed for the complete antenna.

Snell's law of

reflection is satisfied at each surface, the conservation of
energy flow along the ray trajectories is ensured and the
surfaces of constant phase necessarily form normal surfaces
to the ray trajectories.

These" ray optical principles lead

to the formulation of a pair of first order non-linear
ordinary differential equa-tions (Galindo 1964)

I

which

describe the cross-sections of each reflector, when subject
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to certain boundary conditions.

The required reflector

surfaces are the surfaces of revolution of the calculated
cross-sections.
Williams (1965) develops

Galindo's proposals to

produce Cassegrain antenna designs with a high aperture
illumination efficiency.

In these designs he uses feed

horns with high illumination tapers (greater than 20db)
in order to minimise spillover at the reflector edges.
Using the Williams "shaped reflector surfaces", in theory
it is possible to achieve an aperture illumination efficiency
of 100% while retaining a spillover efficiency for the
subreflector approaching 100%.

Field experiments

(Williams 1965) indicate that the relative gain of an antenna
of equivalent dimensions using the shaped reflector
surfaces has a greater gain by about ldb.

This means, for

example, that a 30 foot diameter main reflector Cassegrain
antenna gives the performance of a,33'5 foot Cassegrain
antenna.
Bandukov and Pokras (1974) approach the design of
shaped reflector surfaces to achieve high aperture efficiency
by using the physical optics approximation.

They describe

the design of shaped reflector surfaces for both Cassegrain
and Gregorian antennas.

Their experiments indicate that the

subreflector must be larger ,to obtain the same aperture
efficiency with the Gregorian configuration than with the
equivalent Cassegrain configuration.
The ray optics approach of Galindo (1964) and
Williams (1965) or the physical optics approach of Bandwcov
and Pokras (1974) neglect diffraction effects due to the
finite size of the subreflector.

This omission can lead to
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significant differences between actual and predicted
efficiencies.

For example, consider a typical Cassegrain

antenna with a main reflector diameter of 400A.
Neglecting any aperture blockage and assuming perfect
reflector

surfac~s,

the Williams (1965) procedure should

. give shaped reflector surfaces which provide an aperture
efficiency of 100%.

However Rusch (1966) calculates t.he

actual aperture efficiency for such an antenna

to

be 89% when diffraction by the subreflector is taken into
account (strictly this figure depends on the focal length
to diameter ratio for the antenna and the precise shape of
the feed radiation pattern, but does not vary significantly
from the quoted figure in most practical applications).
The degradation in performance caused by diffraction is
dependent on the size of the reflectors in wavelengths
(see

§ 1-

3 . 2) .

In large dual reflector antenna systems the

ray optics shaped reflector surfaces provide a significant
improvement over the equivalent hyperboloid/paraboloid
Cassegrain antenna.

However as the size of the reflectors

in wavelengths decreases the advantage diminishes
(Wood 1972).
In practice most antennas incorporating shaped
reflector surfaces employ a modified Williams (1965) design
(Sato et al 1970).

The modification provides for a tapered

ray optics illumination of the main reflector instead of the
uniform illumination.

The taper la,,,, is determined by

heuristic diffraction calculations aimed at maximising the
total antenna efficiency (Wood 1972).

This is achieved by

choosing the best compromise between illumination efficiency
and spillover at the edges of the main reflector.

The
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resulting subreflector surface is designed so that the
majority of the surface area (ab6ut 95%) is shaped according
to

th~

Williams (1965) prescription.

Th~

remaining area

around the periphery of the subreflector is shaped so as to
reduce the spillover of energy from the main reflector and
to make the phase of the radiation scattered by the
subreflector uniform over the entire aperture (Sato et al
1970) .
Wood (1972, 1973a) describes the design of diffraction
optimised shaped reflector surfaces for Cassegrain antennas.
The approach adopted is similar to that suggested by Potter
(1967) .

The reflector surfaces are shaped "to ensure optimum

aperture efficiency given an

arbitr~ry

feed radiation pattern.

His design procedure is applicable to small Cassegrain
antennas and can be used when the subreflector lies in either
the near field (Wood 1973a) or the far field of the feed.
The final shape for the reflector surfaces is built up by
successive iterations, starting from base curves and utilising
spherical wave expansion" techniques (Potter 1967, Wood 1971)
for the efficient computation of the scattered fields.
Wood (1972) shows that an antenna using the diffraction
shaped reflector surfaces yields a higher aperture efficiency
(by about 5% for a 100;\ diameter main reflector system
dropping to about 2% for a 400;\ diameter main reflector
system) than that for the equivalent modified Williams
shaped reflector surfaces.

The advantage of diffraction

optimised shaped reflector surfaces diminishes as the
reflector size, in wavelengths, increases.

One disadvantage

of the diffraction optimised profiles is that their design
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is dependent on frequency as a parameter and so they
reduce the antenna bandwidth (Wood 1972).
One unexpected result which arises from the work on
diffraction optimised shaped reflector surfaces is that
substantially all of the efficiency increase may be
obtained by shaping only one reflector (Potter 1967,
Wood 1972, Poulton 1975, C1arricoats and Poulton 1977,
Elliot and Poul ton 1977).

This appears to conflict \vi th

the need for a uniform aperture distribution.

However, a

study of the field in the focal region of the subref1ector
on a diffraction basis (Potter 1967), shows that correct
positioning of the shaped subreflector allows the use of
a paraboloidal main reflector while still retaining a
uniform phase aperture distribution (Potter 1967, Wood 1972,
Clarricoats and Poulton 1977, Poulton 1975).

The use of

a diffraction optimised shaped subreflector surface and a
paraboloidal main reflector gives aperture efficiencies of
approximately the same as that when using modified Williams
shaped reflector surfaces.

However as the main reflector

does not require shaping the cost of manufacture can be less.
Pou1-ton (19 75) presents a method for optimally
designing the subreflector of a Cassegrain antenna for
maximum aperture efficiency while maintaining a low V.S.W.R.
This is accomplished by setting up a composite performance
factor which explicitly includes both the efficiency and the
power reflected back into the feed.

The field scattered by

the reflectors is calculated by GTD while the power
reflected into the feed is obtained by a conservation of
energy method, described by Poulton et al (1972).

Gradient

search procedures are then used to find the subref1ector shape
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to maximise the above factor.

Broadband results are

possible simply by integrating the factor over the desired
Poulton (1975) presents some illustrative

frequency range.

results for the method applied to a small two-reflector
antenna.
1.6.2

Apert~re

blockage

The mdximum gain from a reflector antenna can only be
obtained by demanding a completely unobstructed view.

Such

demands require an asymmetric system of skew reflectors which
are arranged so that the subreflector is not contained within
the aperture plane of the main reflector.

The basic skew

reflector Cassegrain geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1-15 by
the solid curves.

The design of this configuration is
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studied by von Hoerner (1977, 1978a) and revie'ved by Rudge and
Adatia(1978).

Essentially the skew reflector antenna is

a modification of the large, subreflector on axis,
Cassegrain antenna whose surfaces are shown dotted in
Fig. 1·15.

Shaping of the reflector surfaces is necessary

to ensure maximum illumination efficiency and minimum
spillover.

The methods discussed in §1'6'1 can be

modified to achieve these goals (von Hoerner 1978a) •
However the inherent geometrical asymmetry of the
reflector makes the design techniques complex (Rudge 1978).
Furthermore the asymmetry leads to poor cross-polarization'
discrimination unless careful attention is paid to feed
design (Rudge and Adatia 1975, Dragone 1978).

These

factors lead to a relatively high cost for producing a large
reflector antenna of this type which probably accounts for
the limited application of the design to date.
1.6.3

Surface tolerance loss
It is very expensive to manufacture a large reflector

surface (10-100 meters in diameter) to a very high mechanical
tolerance.

When operation of the antenna is contemplated

at millimetre wavelengths, rInS surface departures from the
design ideal mus·t be of the order of hundredths of
millimeters (Shin 1976).

In addition when tolerances such

as these are desired, gravitational sag and environmental
stresses play an important role in the final figuring of
the surface (von Hoerner and Wong 1975).
When the main reflector consists of panels, sometimes
these can be conveniently adjusted after manufacture to
reduce the tolerance loss.

However, often the adjustment
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is not sufficiently fine to enable the surface to be
adjusted for operation at millimetre wavelengths (see
§1·5-1) .

It can be advantageous to manufacture the main

reflector of a Cassegrain antenna using moderately accurate
techniques and to compensate for any significant (large
correlation length) resulting errors by appropriate
modification of the much smaller subreflector or feed
(Collins 1973).

This is usually the case where existing

antennas are to be operated at higher than design
frequencies.
,- Cowles and Parker (1975) examine the possibi.lity of
doing reflector error compensation in Cassegrain antennas by
using an iterative design technique.

The profile of the

compensating subreflector is computed from measured profiles
of the main reflector using ray optics.

For each initially

paraxial ray path from the main reflector, an iterative
procedure is used to position the corresponding. element of
the subreflector surface so tha-t the aperture plane is a
locus of constant phase.
Cowles and Parker (1972, 1975) and Langley and
Parker (1978) describe experiments using compensatory
subreflectors with small Cassegrain antennas.

They find that

the amount of improvement achievable using the compensatory
subreflector is dependent on the correlation length of the
errors in the main reflector surface.

In their experiments

aimed at compensating for large correlation length errors
(Cowles and Parker 1972) the first four sidelobes which were
within 2 0 of the 'peak of the main beam are diminished by
between 3 and 9db, when. using the redesigned subreflector.
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In addi-tion, the main beam is narrowed - the 3db beamwid-th
decreasing from approximately 0'3 0 to 0-26 0

•

These

results are to be expected (Ruze 1966, VU 1969), as surface
errors wi-th long correlation lengths tend to scatter
energy through a small range of angles centred on the main
The effect on sidelobes further than about 2 0 from

beam.

the main beam is much less noticeable.
Recently von Hoerner (1976) has found that he can
replace the iterative procedures with closed-form formulas
for the design of the compensatory subreflector.
Chapters 2-4 describe a modified correction technique based
on von Hoerner I s approach.

Several significant improvements

to von Hoerner I s method are int_roduced.
1.6.3.1 "Active" compensation techniques
Davies (1966) proposes the use of an adaptive phased
array for the primary feed for a reflector antenna.

The

feed produces multiple beams, each of which illuminates a
small area of the reflecfor surface.

The phase of the

wavefront in each beam is adjusted automatically to ensure
that all the energy incident on the reflector is sunrrned
coherently at the focus, despite any errors in the reflector
surface.

This enables active compensation of surface errors

as they arise, whether it be due to a variation of loading
as the elevation of the antenna is changed or due to variation
in stress caused by wind changes etc.
Another "active" compensation technique is proposed
by Burr (1966).

He suggests the use of a compliant

reflector surface whose profile is controlled by the
application of hydrolic jacks.

An optical surface
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measurement system is mounted at the focus of the reflector
to provide a reference signal to control the operation of
the jacks so forming a closed loop sys·tem.
Both of these proposals are still only in the
development stages and to date appear to have had limited
success (Burr 1966).

1.7

MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTOR SURFACES
Any reflector surface error correction technique

relies on the availability of some means of measuring the
refledtor surface errors, which must be done to a precision
of at least a twentieth of the shortest wavelength at which
the antenna is to be operated.

At millimeter wavelengths

a measurement tolerance of less than ±0'05n® is required
(Shin 1976).

Measurements to this precision must often be

made over distances approaching 100 meters - not an easy
task.

At the same time speed of measurement is essential.

A very large number of points on the surface must be
measured during a few hours of a single night, which must
be calm and thermally stable (von Hoerner 1977).
1. 7.1

Tape and theodolite reflector surface measurement
Small main reflector and subreflector surfaces, of

a few meters diameter are measured by reference to
templates (Cowles and Parker 1975), or on large machine
tools.

When radial distances of more than about 5 meters

are involved these methods become cumbersome.

A standard·

technique used to measure the surfaces of larger reflectors
is

t~e

tape and theodolite system illustrated in

Fig. 1-16 (Findlay 1971).

An accurate theodolite is set
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rig.l·16: Tape and Theodolite method for measuring reflector
surface profiles.

at a known height h above the reflector vertex.
angle

e

and one of the linear distances TM or

m1

The
or the

distance s along the reflector surface are measured.
A surveyors tape is used to measure the distance.

This

technique can give rms measurement accuracies of about
lmm at distances up to about 20m (±O·005%).
Several variations of the tape and theodolite system
have been used.

An improvemen-t to the optical part of

the system is to replace the theodolite with a set of
pentaprisms, each of which corresponds to a desired value
of

e

(Kuhne 1966).

A ring of targets at a constant s is

measured with each pentaprism.

This arrangement enables

more rapid measurement of the surface.

Rms measurement

accuracies of O'5mm at up to 15m (±O'003%) have been
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obtained using this method (Kuhne 1966).

Another

modification uses a set of five laser-light beams from a
stack of rotating pentaprisms to pairs of silicon solar
·cells operated differentially as the rings of targets
(Pearson et al 1966).

This system was developed for

dynamic measurements of reflector surfaces.

An rms

measurement accuracy of O·13mm at 13m distance (±O·OOl%)
is claimed (Pearson et al 1966).
1.7.2

An optical measurement system
Robinson (1966) describes an instrument consisting of
,'_.

an optical system which enables any point on the surface of
the reflector to be viewed from t\'l0 positions on the
instrument.

The means are provided for measuring the

distance of each position from a given datum.

From a

knowledge of the angles of sight of the optical system, the
coordinates of the point relative to the instrument may be
calculated.

The optical system consists of twopentaprisms

and two micro-alignment telescopes with a common eyepiece.
Robinson (1966) gives a comprehensive discussion of the
errors involved in the measurement procedure.

The accuracy

of the method is estimated at ±O·005% over distances up to
about 15 meters.
1. 7.3

Electromagnetic distance measurement systems
Either modulated radiowave or modulated laser-light

beams can be used for highly accurate range measurement
(Burnside 1971).

Both the optical and radio systems use

the same basic principle of measurement.

A high intensity

beam of high frequency radiation is amplitude modulated by a
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signal and transmitted over the path to be measured.
The reflected radiation is received by the instrument and
demodulated.

The phase of the returned beam is measured

with respect to a reference - the phase shift being
proportional to total distance traversed.

This method

migh t be used to measure the dist:a.nce CM and VM for all
targets (see Fig. l-l6).
Findlay and Payne (1974) describe an electromagnetic
distance measuring system which uses a stable microwave
oscillator operating on 11·8 GHzwhich is amplitude
modulated at a frequency of 455 kHZ.

They use the instrument

to measure the surface of the 140 ft radiotelescope operated
by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory of the U.S.A.
(NRAO) at Greenbank,

~i]est

Virginia.

The short term accuracy

of the instrument is estimated at ±0·07mm in this application.
The accuracy of an electromagnetic distance
measurement system is dependent on the frequency of the
modulating signal.

The higher this frequency, the higher.

the measurement accuracy, provided the phase shift can still
be measured accurately.

Thus Payne (1973) and Justice and

Charlton (1966) have implemented measurement systems using
helium-neon lasers modulated at a frequency of about 500 MHz.
':L'hese methods enable the measurement of distances of tens
of meters to an rms accuracy of better than O-lrnrn
(±O·OOOl%) •

However the apparatus requires a considerable

amount of setting up and an efficient data collection and
processing system.

A proposed extension to this type of

measurement technique (Findlay 1971) is to use true coherent
interferometry.

Such techniques can in principle give

very high accuracy.
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1.7.4

Reflector surface measurements
derived
.-----..-----.
- - -from
--

Bates (1971) describes a loethod for measuring the far
field radiation pattern of an antenna by a holographic
technique.

This technique is further investigated

experimentally by Napier and Bates (1971).

Given the

magnitude and phase of the far field radiation pattern for the
antenna, the aperture distribution can be characterised by
the Fourier transform relationship - see §1·2·1.

A summary

of the essential features of microwave holography is presented
in a review by Anderson (1977).
Bennett et al (1976) and Godwin et al (1978) use a
similar microwave holographic measurement technique to
determine the aperture distribution of reflector an'tennas.
They show how this information is used to obtain the correct
location for the phase centre of the feed (Godwin et al 1978)
and by using an analysis introduced by Slater (1970) relate
the phase of the aperture distribution to the errors in the
surface of the reflector being examined.

Accurate

predictions of the radiation patterns in both the near and
far fields are also demonstrated.

The results they obtain

using this technique for the measurement of the rms surface
error on a 3 meter diameter paraboloidal reflector agree
favourably with the results obtained using a template
measurement method.
Scott and Ryle (1977) describe a related measurement
method for obtaining the figure of large reflector surfaces.
The far field radiation pattern is measured by directing a
pair of reflector antennas (one to be measured and the oJcher
a reference)

towards a distant point radio source of known
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position.

The outputs of the two antennas are connected

to a phase-swi,tching receiver (Ryle 1952) whose output is
proportiona.l to the product of the complex voltages produced
by the source, in the two antennas.

By pointing one antenna

successively at different angles with respect to the other,
both the magnitude and the phase of the far field radiation
pattern is measured.

The Fourier transform relationship is

used to give the aperture distribution from the far field
radiation pattern.

The reflector surface errors are then

readily determined.
The two main factors affecting the accuracy of the
measurements are the signal to noise ratio at which the
measurement.s are taken and the errors in phase measurement
introduced by tropospheric irregularities.

These

measurement errors are discussed by Scott and Ryle (1977)
and provided certain precautions are taken, measurement
accuracies of approximately O'Ollnm are possible, as
illustrated by measurements on the 13m diameter antennas of
the Skm radio telescope at Cambridge.
A variation of Scott and Ryle's (1977) measurement
method is described by von Hoerner (1978b).
eliminates the need for a second antenna.

His method
The antenna being

measured is always pointed at the celestial source.

One

reference feed is fixed at the focus of the reflector while
a second movable feed scans the field in the focal plane of
the antenna.

This method is especially suited to the

measurement of gravitational deformations in the surface of
the reflector.
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1.7.5

A nove). approach to reflector surface measurement
Payne et al (1976) describe a reflector surface

measurement technique which appears to have considerable
promise.

It uses a rather novel principle.

The technique

involves measuring the curvature of the surface at many
points along a radius of the surface.

The geometry used is

illustrated in Fig. 1-17.
The curvature K at any point M on the surface is
. given by

K

de

~~ds

(1-35)

The curvature values are integrated twice with respect
to the distance s along the surface by an on-line computer.
The result is the z coordinate of the surface as a function
of the distance along the surface.

This procedure is

z

-------------"---

o

Fig.1-17: The. geometry for the surface measurement technique
using a trolley.
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repeated for many different radii and a contour map of the
surface is generated.
The novel feature of the method is the measurement of
curvature.

An accurately constructed three-wheeled trolley

(Davis 1975) with an electronic depth gauge mOill1ted at its
mid-point is used to measure the curvature at any poin-t on
the surface.

The distance s along the surface from the

origin (the vertex of the reflector) is measured by an
incremental encoder attached to the front single wheel of
the trolley.
The estimated accuracy obtainable using this method of
measurement on a 11 rne-ter diameter reflector is ±O' 0511ITn
(0·0002%) •

The simplicity, speed of measurement and

accuracy obtainable make this method at-tractive.
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CHAPTER TWO

DESIGN OF SUBREFLECTORS TO COMPENSATE
FOR CASSEGRAIN MAIN REFLECTOR
DEFORl1ATIONS

2.1

INTRODUCTION
When the radiation pattern of a Cassegrain antenna

is unsatisfactory, i t is usually because insufficiently
tight tolerances have been held during the manufacture and
installation of the main reflect.or.

As shown in

§ 1-

7 it

is not a trivial matter to measure the main reflector
errors, but i t is often possible to estimate them to a
useful accuracy.

Provided the main reflector does not

consist of conveniently adjustable panels, it is cheaper to'
design and construct a new subref1ector to compensate for
these errors than it is to rebuild U1e main reflector.
Some of the early work undertaken in this area is reviewed
in §1-6.

The approach adopted in §2-2 for the design of

corrected subreflector surfaces follows von Hoerner (1976),
who derives the shape of the redesigned subreflector using
a ray optical analysis.
During my research into methods of designing
subreflectors, it became apparent that the two following
problem areas are critical: .
(i)

Because the measured errors in the main
reflector are quasi-random, the redesigned
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subreflector surface has to be calculated,
in the first instance, at an irregular grid of
points.

Before the subreflector can be

fabricated (by say, a numerically controlled
machine), its surface must be specified at a
rectangular grid of points.

So, a means of

interpolation from irregular onto regular grids
is required.
(ii)

There are two ancillary calculations which
cannot: be avoided during the redesign of the
subreflector.

Efficient organisation of these

calculations (which take the form of ray tracing
routines) saves significant amounts of computer
time.

These routines are concerned with ele

positioning of the subreflector with respect to
the main reflector and with the final checking
that the design is satisfactory.
The first of the above two problem areas is discussed
in detail in chapter 3.

The solutions developed to overcome the

second problem area are detailed in sections 2-3 and 2'4.

The

ray tracing routines are based on von Hoerner's (1976) work
but significant computational

2.2

'rHE SUBREFLECTOR DESIGN

2.2.1

The Eroblem

economies are introduced.

The main reflector and subreflector of a Cassegrain
antenna are denoted in Fig. 2'1 by R+ and R- respectively.
The point C is where the phase centre of feed is positioned.
Ideally the shapes of R+ and R- are such that all rays leaving C

p

s
o

v

z

F

Fig.2-l: The Cassegrain antenna geometry (the x-axis is into the plane of the paper).
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after reflection from first R,- and then R,+, travel in the
negative z-direction - i.e. for tile typical ray CSMP, MP is
parallel to Oz.

Ideally the slopes of R

+ at V

at Wand R

are such that the ray CW is reflected from R· along WV which

vo.

is reflected from R+ along

The aperture plane

(see §1·2-S) which consequently must be perpendicular to Oz,
is chosen to intersect Oz at 0 where 0 is the origin of
coordinates - i.e. the aperture plane

lies

in the x,y-plane.

The phase centre of the feed C lies on the axis of
symmetry of the main reflector and is displaced a distance B
from its vertex (off axis reflectors are treated in §2·2·4).
The main reflector R+ has a focal length F and a diameter n+.
Its depth at the vertex is T +.

The vertex of the subreflector,

denoted by the point W on Fig. 2-1 is positioned at a distance
H from

o.
For a prac·tical (i.e. non-ideal) antenna, the main

reflector surface is specified by a set of ordinates or
data values {zk;k

E:::

I(l,K)}

located on a rectangular grid

of data points {(xk'Yk);k E::: I(1,1<)}, where I(Q"m) denotes
the ordered set

{£, £+1 r

•••

m-l, m} of integers £ through m.

So, each zk is the perpendicular distance to the reflector
from each point (xk'Yk) in the aperture plane.·

The grid

spacings in the x and y directions are /}X and /}Y respectively.
It is assumed that the density of the measured data is
sufficient to usefully characterise most of the errors on the
main reflector surface.
kth data point is labelled

The point on R-t corresponding to the
~.

It is convenient in the design procedure to only
consider those rays which intersect R

+

at the

~

point rvl. on Fig. 2'1 is taken to be anyone of the

- i.e. the
~.

Theri the ray CSMP on Fig. 2'1 is taken to be anyone of
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(the points Sand P on Fig. 2·1 are taken

the rays CSkMkP k

to be anyone of the 8 k and P k respectively).

The

subreflector design procedure involves de"t.ermining the
point 8 k

on R- for all k given the requirement for an

aperture distribution of constant phase.

2.2.2

Reflection at the main reflector surface
At an arbitrary 1-1J( on

r/

the -partial derivaJci ves in

the x and y directions are deno"ted by zkx and Zky
respect:i vely.

These derivatives are conveniently calculated

using a standard numerical method employing Lagrange
polynomials (Herriot 1963, Davis 1963).
The tangent plane at Mlc is defined by two orthogonal
unit vectors Ok and \\ as illustrated in Figures 2'2a and
a·2b respectively, where

(2 1)
0

(2 • 2)

and

z are

and

}trY

the unit vectors in the

directions respectively.

ek =

tan

z kx

Xr

Y and z

Now

and

(2' 3)

which upon sUbstiJcution into (2'1) and (2-2) yields

"
X
A

]Jk

+ zZJ(X

= ----(1 + z
A

Y

-

2 )

~

(2-4)

kx

A

zz

ky

Ok =
~

2

(1 + Zky

)

(2' 5)
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Fig.2·2a: Geometry of the tangent plane at M - in the
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Fig.2·2b: Geometry of the ·tangent plane at M - in the

y,z-plane.
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The unit normal fik to the tangent plane is given by
(2' 6)

so that substituting for

Ok

and Ok from (2-4) and (2-5)

respectively, gives

fik

2 - }(Zkx - YZ ky

:;:

(1

+ ..,"'kx2)

~

+ Z 2)

(1

~

(2' 7)

ky

The unit vector in the direction of the reflected

(2·8)

where ak 1

f\

and Yk are direction cosines which satisfy

(2·9)
At Mk Snell's law of reflection can be written as

(2' 10)
Substituting (2-7) and (2·8) into (2-10), separating out the
three vector components and solving for a k and Sk gives
a k = - 2zkxl (1 +

Z

2
kx +

Z

2
Zk 2) •
kx + ... y

Z

2)

ky

(2' 11)

and
Sk

:;:

- 2Zkyl (1 +

The equations of the ray MkS k are expressed in

(2-12)
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Cartesian coordinates by

x - xk
=-_.- -

~---'-----r

- (1 - eLk 2

-

f3k2)~ •

the intersection of R- with the ray

(2·13 )

~Sk.

Thus substituting

(2-11) and (2-12) into (2'13) gives its coordinates as

-x

k = x k + Zkx

- --

Yk

-zk

Y1<: + Zky

= z

-

k

T

\}'

T

'II

(2' 14)

(2-15)

~ T

(2·16 )

where

\}' =

(1

-

z

~kx

2

_

z

ky

2)-1

(2-17)

and the quantity T remains to be evaluated.
2.2.3

The pathlength criterion
In order to obtain an aperture distribution of constant

phase, the length L of an arbitrary ray (e.g. the one that
strikes the aperture plane at the point P in Fig. 2·1) must
equal the length Lo of the "central ray" which is defined
to be the ray that would strike the aperture plane at 0 if
the subreflector was not in the way.

The geometry of

Fig. 2·1 indicates that

L

= PM + MS + SC

(2·18 )
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and
LO

= OV + VW + WC

(2'19)

L
o

=

(2 20)

or
3F - 2H - B

6

For the kth ray, the length of PkMk is zk' the
length of MkS k is denoted by r k 2. and the length of SkC
is denoted by r kI "

Then (2 18) is written as
0

(2'21)
where Lk is the total length of the ray
(2'20) and

(2~2l)

=

Pk~SkC.

Equating

and rearranging gives

-zk + constant

(2'22)

The constant on the right hand side 6f (2.22) is arbitrary
being defined only by the choice of the separation of the
vertices of the two reflectors R+ and R-.

A method for

de-termining the best position for the subreflector given
any main reflector surface is described in §2·3.
'1l he geometry of Fig. 2'1 indicates that
.

rk~

=

[

xk

2

+

Yk

2

+ (Zk - A -B)

Using (2'14) through (2'16),
r k1 =[(ZkX TIJi + Xk )2

+

~-T/2

2

~

J

2.

(2'23)

(2-23) becomes

+ (Zky Til' + y k )2
+ Zk)2

It is convenient to define

J~

(2'24)
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(2-25)

The geometry of Fig. 2-1 also indicates that
r k2 ==

[(ik

-

+

X k )2

(~k

'~ (i k

- Yk)2

1

-

Zk)J~

(2-26)

Using (2*14) through (2 16), (2·26) becomes
6

r k2 == 'Cn/ 2
where

n

=

(1 + 4z kx2 '1'2 + 4z ky2 '1'2)~

=

(1

+ z kx2 + z ky2)/(1

~

z 2

kx

- Zky2)

(2-28)

Define r k such that
r k == r k1 + r ki

=

-

3F

It follows from (2·24)
T2(4zk~ '1'2

I

+ 4z k ; '1'2 -

2H - B

-

(2·29)

zk

(2-27) and (2-29) that

.n2

+ 1)

+ T(-4{zk

- A + B} +

(2'30)

But
22,

" ( 4 zkx '1'

+

21

4 z ky '1'

- n

2

+

1)

=

0

(2-31)

so that
T

=
(2'32)

By sUbstituting (2·32) into (2-14) through (2-16) the
coordinates of the point Sk on the subreflector are
determined.
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off-axis main reflector
Consider the modified Cassegrain an·tenna geometry
illustrated in Pig. 2'3.

The geometry differs from that

shown in Fig. 2-1 in that the ideal main reflector is not
symmetrical about a line drawn from the phase centre C of
the feed to the point WIt on the subreflector at which the
ray CW" is reflected directly back to C.

The location

of C is defined by three parameters, B, XF and YF
(wher~

XF is the displacement parallel to the x-axis).

Given the main reflector surface at a grid of points, a
redesigned subreflector is required for this geometry.
The law of reflection at the main reflector surface
holds, just as described in §2.2.2.

However, the

pathlength criterion differs from that described in §2.2.3.
Using the geometry of Pig. 2'3 the pathlengths of
the central ray and the kth ray are given by
(2·33 )
and
(2·34)
The actual value of L depends on the
o
particular antenna being considered.
respectively.

In the redesign of the subreflector it is convenient
to use the "ray" CWVO as the central ray.

Its pathlength L
o

is given by
1.0

:=

2F -

H

+ [(F - H - B) 2 + (X p 2 + Yp 2)

The difference in length

~Lo

J~

between the lengths of

(2'35)

Yj

T

I!

I

I

I

p

I
D+

\

0

I

V

z

Y
F

~

~

,

I

H

~

I

1

r

B

F

I
I

Fig.2-3: The Cassegrain geometry for an off-axis main reflector (the x-axis is into the

plane of the paper).
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rays CW . . VO and CWVO is given by
(2'36)
From (2-22)

~Lo

represents a shift in the position of

the subreflector along the axis of the antenna.
by H

r

Denote

the distance from the origin to the vertex of the

redesigned subreflector.

Then
(2 37)
0

Fortunately the

~hift

of position of the subref1ector given

by (2'37) is not significant in the design procedure, as
the value of H

r

is determined independently as is described

in §2·3.
The geometry of Fig_ 2·3 indicates that
r

kl

= [ (Xk - x. F )

2

~

6k

+

)2

_ y

+ (Zk - F

F

-

B)

2]
(2 37)
0

Using (2'14) through
r

k • = [IZ kX " +

(2~16),

~k'·

+

(2-37) becomes

IZky"

+

nk,'
2

+ (-'[/2 + l: k)

]~
(2-38)

where

(2-39)

(2'40)
and
l:k

=

Zk - F + B

Now the quantity

(2-41)

Ak

is defined as
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A"
k

Comparison of Figures 2-1 and 2·3 shows that
ray SkMk has not changed in length so r k2 is still
given by (2-27).

For the geometry shown in Fig. 2·3 r k

is defined as

=

rk

rk

1

~

+ rk2

2 F - H + [( F - H - B)

2

+ (XF 2 + YF 2 )

J~ -

(2'43)
It follows from (2-27),
2

~.

(2-38) and (2·43)

that

(4z kx2~2 + 4z ky2 ,2 - g2 + 1) + T(-4 ."r + 4 r g
k
2

+ 8~{zk
. x ~ + zk Yn}) + 4(A"k ~ r2)
k = 0

(2-44)

or
r
T

=

2

k

_

A" 2
k

(2-45)
Substitution of (2·45) into (2-14) through (2'16) gives the
coordinates of the point Sk on the subreflector.
2.2.5

Discussion
The procedure described in sections 2.2.1 through

2.2.4 for calculating the coordinate of a point on the
subreflector given a measured ordinate at a point on the
main reflector is the essence of von Hoerner's (1976)
approach.

The procedure is repeated for all data points

{ (x k ' Yk)'}( C I (1, K)} on the main reflector surface.
This yields a locus of points in space that specify

Zk
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the subreflector surface.

The data points on the

subreflector are, in general, randomly distributed over
the surface.

It is necessary to interpolate from this

irregular grid onto a rectangular grid.

The problem of

efficient interpolation of two-dimensional irregularly
spaced data is treated in chapter 3.

2.3

POSITIONING THE SUBREFLECTOR

2.3.1

'''Ray cross-overs"

The classic Cassegrain configuration is described
.--

in §1·4-2.

+

- are a parabola of revolution and a

Rand R

hyperbola of revolution respectively_

They have a common

focus 0 and a common axis of revolution Oz (refer to
Fig. 2-4a).

The phase centre of the feed C is located at

the conjugate focus of the hyperbo,loid
A typical ray in the classic Cassegrain configuration
is the ray PSMC shown in Fig. 2·4a.

If R- were not presen-t.

the continuation of ray MS would pass through the origin 0 '
(shown dotted in Fig. 2·4a).

Similarly the continuation of

all rays reflected from R+ would converge upon each other at
the common focus 0 if R- was removed - i. e. all the rays
would intercept each other at

o.

However, if R+ deviates from a paraboloid, then the
continuation·of all the rays reflected from it do not
converge to a point.

Rather they converge upon each other

over a region of space near 0, as illustrated in Fig. 2·4b.
This region of space is referred to as the focal region.
For a continuum of rays incident on R+ each reflected ray or
its continuation, always intercepts at least one other
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Fig.2·4a: Rays in a classic Casegrain antenna.
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Fig.2·4a: Rays in a Cassegrain antenna with imperfect main
reflector.
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ray within the focal region.

This intercept is here called

a ray cross-over.
In the design procedure for the slmreflector
described in §2'2, R+ is specified at a discrete grid of
There is therefore negligible probability of any

points.

of the rays reflected from these points actually intersecting
each other.

However, if rays approach each other too closely

in the space between R+ and R -- f i t is impossible "to
satisfactorily redesig"n the subreflector in the region near
to where the rays approach each other, to usefully compensate
'
f ect10ns
.
.
f or th e 1mper
1n
R+ •

Consequently, it is desirable

to minimize the area of the subreflector affected by rays
approaching each other too closely in the space between R+
'I'his is done by estimating the probability of ray
cross-overs occurring in the above space and then using this
estimate as a design parameter to position the subreflector.
The

esti~ate

of the probability of ray cross-overs is called

the ray cross-over fac"tor and is denoted by s.
2.3.2

galE~~.tion

of. the

~.ay

cross-over factor.

Consider the Cassegrain an"tenna geometry shown in
Fig. 2-5.

R+

and R- are the main reflector and tJiG

subreflector respectively.

The r-axis describes an arbitrary

radial di.rection in the aperture plane.

M is an arbitrary

. t on R+
p01n

Incoming ray PM is parallel to the axis Oz of

the antenna.

If R+ has no imperfections then the ray

reflected from M is

MS~.

Howev~r,

.+

imperfections in R

cause

rays to be reflected from it in unwanted directions.
Suppose the shape at M is actually such that the ray reflected
from R+ is MS, where the angle betvJeen the two rays is
note that if the points M and

S~

<p -

lie in the plane of the

o

--

-- -- --

Fig.2-S: The Casse

§. ...

v

antenna geometry used to position the subreflector.

co
co
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paper then the point 5 in general does not.
As in §2·2 the point M on Fig. 2"5 is taken to be
anyone of the Mk -that make up the rec-tangu.lar g-rid at which
the shape of R+ is specified.

The point 5 k

(the point 5

on Fig. 2-5 is taken to be anyone of the 8 k ) is where the
reflect~ed

ray

from !11k strikes t:he subreflector.

The

direction cosines of the :cay Mk 5 k , denoted by Cik,S and
k
yare
(2'11) and (2-12) where
k . given bv
.1
= (1 - ex.

k

2

(2'46)

'111en R+ is free from any imperfections (i.e. "ideal ll ) ,
the partial derivatives of the surface at an arbit.rary point

Mk are denoted

b~

zkx and Zky in the x and y directions

z"
and z ...
are evalua-ted from a knowledge
kx
ky
of the shape of the ideal main reflector surface.
When R+
respectively.

is paraboloidal in shape:

Z

...

kx

...
Z

ky

=

+
8T x k /D+ 2

=

8T Yk

-I-

(2'47)

/ D +2

(2'48)

where the parameters T+ and D+ are defined in §2·2·l.
For most shaped reflector surfaces proposed -to
date (see §l 6), the main reflector differs little from a
o

paraboloid (Williams 1965, Clarricoats and Poulton 1977).
So for

the purpose of calculating the ray cross-over factor

it is acceptable and certainly computationally expedient to
use the parameters specifying the best fit paraboloid
(see §1'5"2) to calculate the partial derivatives of the ideal
surface - i.e. use equations

(2·47) and (2·48).
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The point

S~

(the point

taken to be anyone of the

S~)

S~

on Fig. 2'5 can be

is where the ray reflected

from Mk would strike R- if the shape of R+ was ideal.
The direction cosines of the ray MkS k , denoted by a k ,

k are

Sk and Y

a k"'" --

given by

2z k

- - - -.• x
~2

+ zkx +

1

Z-'2

ky

(2 49)

.. 2
+ Z..-2
kx + Zky

(2 50)

0

2Z~y
13-'

k

=
1

0

and

Yk =
-'

(1

-

a k-'2

1

13-'2)"2
k

(2'51)

The angle "'k be'cween the two rays MkS k and ~Sk
is given by
(2'52)

where IPk is the value of cp at the kth grid point.
Denote by Dk the average separation of Sk
four nearest neighbours.
mean value of Dk by

f~nm

its

It is convenient to denute the

n.

Denote by d k the product of CPk and the distance
The histogram of the d k is calculated.
is denoted by d and its standard deviation by

Its mean
0-.

Rays

reflected from R+ are likely to cross-over in the space
between R+ and R

when any d k approaches or exceeds

D.

Therefore the ray cross-over factor is defined as that
proportion of the d k which exceed

D.
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It is computationally convenient (to avoid having
to store all the d k ) to assume th2\,t the d k are derived from
a Gaussian population of mean

d

and standard deviation

0'-.

Then the ray crossover factor is written as

(2-5.3)
2.3.3

Thesubreflector position
In the design of a subreflector to compensate for the

errors in the main reflector of a Cassegrain antenna, tile
location of R- relative to R+ is required to ensure that the
ray

c~oss'over

factor is less than a prescribed value which

is denoted here by Er (the' choice of Er is discussed in
§2·3·4 and §2·3·5).

Once a value for E

r

is chosen then R

is positioned relative to R+ to ensure that

(2.54)
where E is given by (2'53).
The values of

d

and

0'-

depend upon the given errors

+
in R+ and upon the separation of Rand
R.
ensure that (2'54) is satisfied is to bring R
close to R+ that the values of d and
Denote by D

r

that E

r

0'-

The only way to
suffic:lently

are small eno",'Jh.

the value which D must assume to cr);,ure

is greater than or equal to E.

Then by assuming

again that the d k are, members of a Gaussian distribution with
mean

d

and standard deviation

0'-,

D

r

is given by

(2-55)

where

~

Er =

satisfies
erf

(~)

(2·56)
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Consider the Cassegrain geometry shown in Fig. 2·6.
The distance from the origin to the vertex of the original
subreflector W is H.

The distances SW and S Ware

approximately equal to

5

H

r

and D

r

respectively.

r

The distance

from the origin to the vertex of the redesigned

r

subreflector Wr is given by

=
(2 57)
0

HD

r

/5

(2·57)

defines the position of the subreflector relative to

the main reflector for a chosen ray cross-over factor sr.

2.3.4

Apert'~:r~_bloc~a~~

Denote by A+ the area of the main reflector aperture.
Denote by A- the orthogonal projection of R- onto the
aperture plane.

An aperture blockage factor B is introduced

where
B

=

A-/A+

(2' 58)

To maximise the antenna 'gain it is desirable to have B as
small as practicable (see §lo6-2).
The procedure described in
of R

+
relative to R.

§ 2·3·3

The smaller the value of s

whicll

- is to R+ I

is chosen, the closer is R- to R+.
the larger A

define::: the location

The closer R

has to be to maximise the antenna illuminat:ion

and spillover efficiencies (see §1·4·2).
that B increases as £

r

decreases.

Thus it is clear

The loss of gain and U1e

increase of side-lobe level become unacceptable when B exceeds
some limit, which is set by whatever application is intended
for the antenna (see §le4·2).

If

set by the allowable tolerance loss

£

r

exceeds another limit(see

performance again becomes unacceptable.

§1~5)-the

antenna

So, the designer
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Fig.2-6: Geometry used to define the position of the redesigned subreflector.
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has to make a compromise and choose the subreflector
position accordingly.

In many applications it is appropriate

,

"

to ensure that, at the shortest wavelength of operation, the
loss of antenna gain due to aperture blockage is equal to that
due to tolerance loss.
2.3.5

Illumination efficiency

.
R+ 1S

Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 2'7.

an imperfect main reflector and R- has been redesigned by the
method described in §2"2 to compensate for the imperfections

.

+

l.Il R •

The feed is considered to radiate a spherical

wavefront with constant amplitude over that portion which
intercepts R-.

Von Hoerner (1976) shows tha"t when the

subreflector is illuminated in this \!Jay, the resulting aperture
illumination is uneven - i.e. there is a reduction in
illumination efficiency.

The curvature of the redesigned

subreflector surface causes energy to be concentrated into
some regions of the aperture and disI?ersed over other regions.
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2·7 by the tracing of
several rays from the feed to the aperture, plane.

The

concentration is particularly pronounced in regions of the
aperture which correspond to locations of the subreflecfur
near where ray crossovers have occurred, or nearly occuLced,

+

-

in the space between Rand R •
Von Hoerner (1976) defines a factor by which the
reduction in illumination efficiency, caused by the
introduction of the

redesigned, subreflector may be estimated.

This factor is here called the illumination efficiency
reduction factor I

and is given by

y
p

\
o

v

Fig.2-7: Illustration of

L~e

effect

illumination efficiency.

z

redesigned subreflector can have on the antenna
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k
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(2-59)

where K is the total number of data points specifying
the main reflector surface, /I,~

K.

and 6Yk are the resulting

grid spacings on the secondary for equal grid spacings
!:;X

and /l,Y at the aperture plane and n is a normalising

factor to ensure that I

=

100% in the case of a Cassegrain

incorporating a perfect main reflector of equivalent
F/D + ra t'10.

It should be noted that the degradation of the
ill WIlination efficiency given by (2·59) is independent: of
frequency.

Although the introduction of a redesigned

subreflector may produce improved antenna performance at
short wavelengths where the imperfections in R+would
otherwise be significan·t (tolerance loss is wavelength
dependent - see §1-5'3) the performance at longer wavelengths
is degraded due to the reduction in illumination efficiency.
If the operating reguencies of an antenna are to fill a
wide frequency band, it may be preferable not to redesign the
subreflector, in order t.o avoid degradincJ ·the antenna
performance at the lower end of the band.
The reduction in the illumination efficiency can be
minimised by minimising the probability of ray cross-overs
in the region between R+ and R- - i.e. by repositioning R
with respect to R+.

So, the reduction in illumination

efficiency must also contribute to the compromise between
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aperture blockage and ray cross-overs discussed in §2·3·4
with the aim of maximising the total aperture effieiency
(see §1-2·7) over the operating frequency band of the antenna.
The design examples presented in chapter 4 illustrate'an
approach to this compromise.

2.4

CHECKING THE DESIGN

2.4.1

The problem
When a design for R

has been obtained, it must be

checked.
,-The interpolation algorithm described in chapter 3
enables the irregular data specifying the subreflector to be
output onto a rectangular grid of data points, represented
by the set {(xk,Yk ) ik L I(l,K)} with corresponding data values
{;kik L I(l,K)}.

are

6X

and

6y

The grid spacings in the x and y directions

respectively.

The point, on R- corresponding to
~

the kth data point is labelled Sk - i. e. the point S on Fig.

-

Fig_ 2·8 can be taken to be anyone of the Sk"

The l'-axis

describes an arbitrary radial direction in the aperture plane.
The ray from C to Sk is reflected such that it strikes

-

the main reflector at Mk .
any of the

~.

The point M on Fig. 2"8 r"presents

The ray from Sk to Hk is reflected such that
~

it strikes the aperture plane at P k •

The point P on Fig. 2·8
~

~

represents any of the Pk .

Note that the points Mk and Pk do

not in general coincide with the points Mk and P k
respectively, defined in §2·2.

Also if C and Sk lie in the

plane of the paper, then note that in general neither Mk nor
~

P k lie in the plane of the paper.
The standard deviation of the lengths of all the
rays CSkMkP k determines the distribution of pathlength errors
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Fig.2·8: Rays in a Cassegrain antenna when checking the design.
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across the aperture plane.

So, computati.on of the lengths of

these rays would constitute an exact check on the design.
However, the amount of computat.ion required would be
considerable because the directions of rays SkMk and l\1k Pk
would have to be calculated as would the position of the point

+

~

Mk and the gradien·t of R

~

at Mk , for all values of k.

The

computation of the position of point Mk and the gradient of

+

R

~

at M]c involve an intricate numerical procedure prone to

excessive round-off error, unless tedious precautions are taken.
The designer is not interested in the exact distribution
of path length errors.
errors that matter.

It is the gross statistics of these
The next section shows that these

statistics can be estimated expeditiously_
2.4.2

An estimate of the path length errors
at the

apertur~

Reconsider the ray CSMP shown on Fig. 2-8, which is one
of the CSk}\Pk as defined in the previous section.

The ray

P'M'M" shown dashed on Fig. 2·8 is drawn parallel to Oz and
intersects the ray SM at the point M'.

The position of M' is

chosen such that
L o :::; CS + SM' + M'P

(2-60)

where L0is
the length
of the central ray as defined in
,
.
§2·2·4

(Note that M' is as likely to be behind R+ as in

front of it).
For any ray emanating from the phase centre C of the
.

-

feed which is incident on one of the Sk'
'Y

Lo :::; CS k + SkMk + MkP

(2·60) is rewritten as

k

(2·61)

If R+ was perfect, so that the design procedure
l:,r. U!l.G,/'.R Y
Y II,' (j\i'iTEIUl,URY

CHR1:;TCHUI\CH.

N.:z..
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specified an ideal R , then the points M,M' and Mil would

+
coalesce to lie on Rand
P and pI would coalesce to a
single point on the aperture.
l'l

=

Now define
(2-62)

21-1' Mil

Inspection of Fig. 2-8 then indicates that !J. is a measure
of the path length error at the point p in the aperture
It is of course unequal to the exact path length

plane.

error, but is nevertheless not a great deal different from it.
This error estimate can be calculated very efficiently since
Snell's law need only be satisfied explicitly at one point S
on each ray, as is described in the next section.
Ca:J.:culatioE--'£~!E_~_~...:"?J:.i~ate

2.4.3

.gf the path length errors

at the .. aperture
Define the lengths of rays CS k and SkMJ~ to be
r k1 and r k2 respectively.

They lie in the directions of the

A

A

unit vectors r k1 and r
respectively where
k2.
A

A

r

k}

=

,Q,kl X

==

,Q,k 2.

A

-I- ~(1Y -I-

A

nk1z

(2-63)

and
"-

r

k2

x m1

<2

/\

A.

Y +- n k 2. z

for each respective ray.
coordinate of the point Sk on R •
The geometry of Fig. 2'8 indicates that

(2 64)
8
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r

](1

I(x k - x F ) 2 + (y~ k - y F )

==

..j

2

+ (zk -

F -

B)

2

(2-65)

where the dimensional parameters XF,Y pf P and B are defined
in §2·2.

The direction cosines for

r~y

...

CS k are given by

(2'66)

(2'67)

(2'68)

De fine two orthogonal uni t vectors I

i: k and nk on t.he

tangent plane a-t Sk such that (the geometry is similar to that
illustrated in Pig. 2·2)

8k

+ Z sin 8 k

= y cos ¢k

+ z sin ¢k

A

tk == x cos

A

(2-69)

and
A

nk

A

A

(2-70)

The partial derivatives at Sk denoted by
ZkX and Zky in the x and y directions respectively are
calculated using the standard numerical method quoted in
§2·2 to obtain zkx and Zky at !11k on R + •
tan Elk

=

'"Z

kx

and

The unit normal to R

Then

tan ¢k == z
kyo

(2'71)
'"
"'-

at Sk' denoted by n k , is given by
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(2-72)

Rays CS k and SkMk must obey Snell i s law of reflection
at Sk - i.e.

(2-73)

Manipulation of equations (2·63) through (2·73)provides
expressions for the direction cosinesQ,k2 f mJc2 and n k2
where:

(1 + i
2 + i
2)
.
kx
ky

2

+

]( 1 Zk Y

(n]u

mk 1 ZkY)

-

N

~

+ Q,z
,kl kx (n~kl z kx - 2n kl +

(2-74)
-.-------------,-------~---,----

where

x <

= -

and

1

x

0

~ 0

(2·75)
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mk

2

;:::; .-

+

(

~

+ n leI Zkry + IDk 1 Zkx

TIl.lel

K ;k
2

/(n

X

k

tk

-

1

-1

~J

2-

~

<;:x

)

2

~

+ mk 1 Zk Y (m]elY
Zk

J
~

~

(1 + zkx 2 + Zky2 )

(2-76)

where
K
2

- +1

x

= -1

x <

~ 0

(2·77)

0

and
n k2 = (1

-

9-

2

_.

1<:2

~

k' y]~, zk)
point Mk is

Denote by (x
The position of

2)

~2

(2 ·78)

-the coordinates of the

point~

k.

M

determined by the knowledge:'! -that

it lies on ray SkMk and must satisfy (2-61).

Explicitly,

these conditions are written as

(2-79)

and
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and

(xJ~

- xk )

(z~

-

zk)

=:

n k2

.tk2

(2-80)

and

(Y~ ...

Yk )

( zJ~

=

mk2
Solving (2-79),

-

zk)

n k2

(2-81)
I,

,

(2-80) and (2-81) for xk'Yk l and zk

gives

(2-82)

(2-83)

(2·84)

where from (2 - 35)
~

Lo

=

2F -

+ [( F

H

-

H -

B)

2

+ (X F

2

+ YF

2

Denote the coordinates of the point
"

II

II

by (xk ' Yk ' zk ).

)]

(2-85)

"

~(

on R+

The geometry of Fig. 2"8 indicates that

,

= x Jc
The value of zk"

(2"86)
is determined by two-dimensional

interpolation of the data specifying R+.

Then from (2"62)
(2·87)
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204.4:

The statistics

0:f~he.o_J)at~

~k

The histogram of the

leng-th errors

is calculated for all k.

The mean value of this distribution is denoted by "Eo
Constant path length error over the whole of the aperture has
no detrimental affect on the aperture distribution.
new errors

~k

So,

are produced where
(2 88)
0

~

'The distribution of the ilk has zero mean.
The probability density distribution of the ~k is
Denote the rms value of the distribution by

denoted by Pc.
0.

r

It is clear that

0

r

is a useful estimate of the rms

value of the path length errors in the aperture plane.
It is important to note that the computa-tions required
to calculate

0

r

can be carried out very rapidly compared with
'1'11e only numerical

computing the lengths of the rays CSkMkPko

computations required are the evaluation of the partial
~

derivatives at the points Sk and the interpolations needed to
determine the coordinates

of the points M~

I

which ar r

both

straigh tforward procedUJ:es.
2.4.5

Autocorrelation function of the errors
Following Bates

(1959 - see §1-S'4) an autocorrelation

function of the errors is defined.

Consider the aperture of

an antenna shown circumscribed by the curve

r

in Fig. 2·9

(the aperture is positioned to lie in the x,y-plane).
N

Using the values of ilk calculated by the method
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Fig.2"9: Grid of data poin~s on the antenna aperture.

described in §2·4·4, the pathlength errors at the
intersections of all the dotted lines wi-thin the aperture
are determined by interpolation.

Denote the pathlength

error at the kth point in the. g-rid by 6 k •

The grid

spacings in the x and y directions are 6x and 6y
respectively.
Using the pathlength errors 11 k , the error in:12
equivalent aperture distribution in any desired
found (see §1·S·4).

plan~

is

The aperture distribution consists of

a discrete set of values since the errors have been given
as such.

For example, the error in -the equivalent linear

aperture distribution in the x, z--plane at the point P is
written as

hp =

(2·89)
y-direc -tioD.
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Similarly -the autocorrelation function of the errors hh
consists of a discrete set of values.

n

If there are

2m+1 points on the x-axis, then

Ell n

I1x
==

2m

I1x
=

2m

=

m==n

2.

.Q,=-m

-*

h£ h ,Q.+n

m

L
Q,=-(m+n)

hQ, h-*
.Q,+n

0;

~

n

<

2m

-2m

~

n

~

0

0

2m < jnl <

The magnitude and shape of hh

n

00

(2-90)

are sufficient. to

estimate the effects of the errors on the far field radiation
pattern as described in §1·S·4.

2mhho is the power in

the error far field radiation pattern and the width of

hii. n

is roughly inversely proportional to the width of the main
beam of the error far field radiation pattern.

2.4.6

Discussion
The evaluation of the rms pathlength error, a pJot of

the cummulative probability density function of pathleJ.i.'Jth
errors and a plot of the autocorrelation functiort of tbe
errors together with the calculation of the aperture blockage
factor and the illumination efficiency reduction factor provide
the means by which the performance of an antenna incorporating
a redesigned subreflector may be assessed.

The way in which

this informa-tion is interpreted is illusb:aJced by some example
designs presented in chapter 4.

If the magnitudes of the

11k can only be brought within tolerable limits, as set by the

l08
. gain and sidelobe performance required of the antenna, by
increasing the aperture blockage so much that the overall
performance is unaccep·table, the only remedy is to refigure
the main reflector.
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CHAPTER THREE

TWO DIMENSIONAL INTERPOLATION
OF

3.1

IR1~GULARLY

SPACED DATA

INTRODUCTION
The design procedure introduced in §2·2 requires that

the s'ubreflector surface be defined as a set of ordina-t:.es
specified at a rectangular grid of points.

The actual

calculation of this surface provides ordinates at a grid of
points which are effectively randomly positioned with respect
to each other.

So, a means of interpolating from irregular

onto regular grids is needed.

The prime requirement for

the interpolation procedure is accuracy.

However, computer

time is expensive and so it is important for the procedure
to be computationally efficient.
The interpolation problem is defined in §3-2.

The

literature related to the two-dimensional interpolation of
irregularly spaced data is reviewed in §3·3.

The

discussion emphasises the inadequacies of the presently
available techniques, showing the need for a new method.
The next three sections provide the background material
required to appreciate the new interpolation method described
in §3-7, a concise account of which has already been
published (Bates and l1ilner 1977).

The essential features

of Lagrange polynomials are recalled in §3"4.

It is
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shown in §3·S that one-dimensional interpolation methods
can be generalised to two dimensions provided the data
points lie on a system of "defined" curves.

The choice of

-the order of the Lagrange polynomials is the concern
of §3·6.

The method for interpolating between data

specified on an irregular grid which invokes Lagrange
polynomials of a complex variable is then described in §3·7.
This method is both computationally efficient and
Sufficiently accurate for our purposes.

Some encouraging

computational results are reported in §3·8.

3.2

THE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM
The

two~dimensional

interpolation problem can be

defined in the following way:

let T be a domain in the

x, y-plane and let u =u(x,y) be a real-valued function
defined on T.

Suppose we are given a set

{U(xk,Yk ) ik L I(O,K)} of real data values specified at the
set {(~'Yk);k C I(O,K)} of data points lo.cated in T.
The two-dimensional interpolation problem requires we find
a real-valued function U(x,y) defined on T \vhich
interpolates u at the (K+l) data points, i.e.

Usually one wishes to determine
~

and n within T.

U(~,n)

for any particular
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3.3

REVrmv OF ThTO-DIMENSIONAL INTERPOLATION
OF IRREGULARLY SPACED DATA
The problem of interpolation of two-dimensional data

onto an irregular grid arises in a variety of fields which
range in diversity from cartography to antenna design.
However r the problem has not been satisfactorily so::ved in
the way that the one--dimensionCll in-terpolation problem has.
Interpolation in one dimension can be accomplished
efficiently and accurately using such procedures as Newton's
divided differences (Isaacson and Keller 1966), cubic
splines (c.f. Prenter 1975, §4"2), chebychev polynomials
(c.f. Scaife 1974) or Lagrange polynomials (c:f. Davis

1963, §2·S ).

It is also true that established techniques

permit two-dimensional inte:rpola-tion to be accomplished
efficiently and accurately using extensions of these
procedures, provided the data is available at points, all
of which lie on defined curves - see §3"4.

Unfortunately,

there is no obvious generalisation of a one-dimensional
interpolat.ion procedure to two-dimensions when the data is
available on irregular grids.

Any exis-ting methods for

irregular grids are excessively computationally protracted
and/or insufficiently accurate for many applications.
The best known of these methods are reviewed in sections

3·3'1 through 3·3'6.
3.3.1

Polynomial interpolation
Two-dimensional interpolation can be accomplished

as accurately as desired by employing global polynomials.
Given a set of (K+l) data points {(xk'Yk);k

C I(O,K)} then
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the, global polynomial interpolating function is given by:

k

k

I

U(x,y) ;:::

(3· 2)

9,::::0 m=o
2

where the a9,m satisfy the (K+l)

.-

k

k

I

I

equations:

9,

( 3 • 3)

a 9,m (xk )

9,=0 m:=o

A suitable method of solving for the a9,m is to

rearrange (3'3)

into matrix form and invert this matrix.

For the case of data points on a rectangular grid the
solution by polynomial exists and is unique

(Van Derkel 1978).

However, attemp-ts to generalise the uniqueness -theorem to
the irregular grid case have not been successful.

In

general, the first (K+l) terms in (3 ~ 2) are chosen and it is
hoped that during the matrix inversion to solve for the an '

.

Nm

the data points do not make the determinant of the matrix
unduly small.

The larger the value of K the greater the

likelihood that the matrix will be ill-conditioned
(John 1966,

§4

·4) .

Another difficulty with the use of globa.l polynomials,
is that each polynomial is entirely unconstrained except at
data points.

The values attained between ·the points may be

highly unreasonable (Crain 1970).

This difficulty may

arise even with relatively low order polynomials - of degree 9
or less

(Van Berkel 1978).

A similar situation can arise

in the case of one-dimensional interpolation.
The difficulty with ill-conditioned matrices can be
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lessened if Chebyshev polynomials are used (Clenshaw and
Hayes 1965).

'l"he advantage however is slight compared to

the additional computations required (Crain 1970).
Orthogonal polynomials (Forsythe 1957, Hildebrand 1974,
§7-5) can be used to allow computation of higher order
polynomials.

But generating the orthogonal polynomials

to fit non-equispaced data adds considerable complexity
(Forsythe 1957, Crain 1970).
Salzer (1964) has implemented a method of generating
. global polynomials by generalising Newton's divided
differences (Isaacson and Keller 1966, §6'1) to two
dimensions.

Salzer's method is significant in that it is

one of the few two-dimensional interpolation methods for
which an error term has been calculated (Salzer 1964).
However from a practical point of view, "the number of
determinants which have to be evaluated is large (Van Berkel,
1978) .

It of "ten requires more computation than a matrix

solution.

Thus, Salzer's method is of mainly theoretical

interest.
3.3.2

Finite difference

interp~lation

Finite difference methods have been developed for
two-dimensional interpolation of irregularly spaced data
(Noma and Misulia 1956, Crain 1970).

The assumption on

which these methods is based is that the desired surface
obeys some differential equation.

This equation is then

approximated by finite differences and solved iteratively.
Essentially the finite difference representation of Laplace's
equation with point boundary conditions (at the data points)
is solved.

This method is reasonably simple, but is
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computationally protracted When many thousands of
It also tends to give

interpolations must be performed.

the resulting surface an unnaturally exaggerated irregularity
under certain conditions (Crain 1970) .
3.3.3

Planar interpolation methods
The simplest forms of interpolation of two-dimensional

information are the planar methods

(Sheppard 1968, Van Berkel

Here the domain T in the x,y-plane is divided into

1978) .

triangles with a data point at each vertex.

The

interpolating surface is then the piecewise function made up
of triangular planes or plates.

However this surface is

not, in general continuous in its first derivative.

As a

result the maxima and minima of the piecewise function are
just the maxima and minima of the data values.

This can

produce a surface of severely distorted appearance.

These

methods, although simple, are too inaccurate for many
applications.
3.3.4

Weighting interpolation methods
The weighting methods are one group of interpolating

methods which have been implemented in several computer
packages (Sheppard 1968, Maude 1973).

In particular

Sheppard's (1968) weighting method and its extensions have
found popularity in the field of cartography (Rhind 1971).
The function U(x,y) used to perform the interpolation
is written as

K
U (x, y)

=

[I

K
u ( Xm ' y ill)

W

m(x I y) ] !

I

Wm(x , y)

f

(x I y)

;r'

(x k ' y k )

m=o
= u(x,y),

(3'4)
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weighting function.

For example Sheppard (1968) uses a

.weighting function of the form

w (x,y) == d -v
m

(3·5)

m

where
(3·6)

and v > o.
The iriterpolating function so defined is essentially
continuous everywhere and so are the first derivatives.
However -this simple weighting method exhibits zero gradient
at all datR points_

Also it is a species of global

polynomial method and has the inherent disadvantages of all
such methods with large K (see §3-3-l)_
The basic method has been modified in several ways
to overcome the limitations mentioned above.

The

interpolation is usually performed over a local region using
only the N data points closest to the interpolation point
(where N «

K).

Sheppard (1968) also

incorporate~

a

multiplicative factor into the weighting function which
gives a finite value to the gradient of the function at
each data point:

u'"xm
and

U(Xm'Ym) - u(xm_i'Ym_ 1 )
(X

m

-

x m-I )

(3·7)

l16
U

u'"

ym

=

where

(xml Ym)

~

u. (x ... y

m-l' m- I

)

(3'8)

~--------~~.

(Ym ~ Ymu~

and

xm

U~

ym

1)

are the estimates of the partial

derivatives of the surface at the mth data point in the
x direction and y direction respectively.
This modification tends to produce a surface with
more natural characteristics.
McLain (1976) in·troduces another weighting method
for two-dimensional interpolation of irregularly spaced data,
which_requires that the surface be triangulated so that the
data points lie at the vertices of the triangles.

The

tria.ngle is then found which encloses the point to be
in terpola ted.

For each vertex of this triangle the 2nd

degree polynomial g (x,y)
m

is found which passes through the

vertex and the nearest N points (where N lies between
6 and 18) .

The interpolated value is then given by

N-2
U (x r y)

=

I

gm (x f y) w (x, y)

m= 1 ·

(3'9)

m

where the wm(x,y) are appropriate weighting
.
. functions
chosen to ensure the surface is continuous in both the
first and second derivatives (McLain 1976, van Berkel 1978).
This method gives a smooth surface for graphical work.
However i t does require considerable computa·tion to
triangulate the plane and then to calculate the polynomials
at each of the data points.
Van Berkel (1978) sU<jgests a method combining McLain's
and Sheppard's methods, but his results using this combination
are not completely convincing.
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In general the weighting methods tend to smooth
the surface in areas with a high data point density and
produce unnatural irregularities in areas of low data
point density.

These features make the weighting methods

too inaccurate for many applications.
n~~:thods

3.3. 5"Approximation II interpola tio!1
The approximation methods

(Anderssen and Osborne 1970,

Cole and Davie 1969) are concerned with determining a
function U(x,y) which assumes values at the data points
approximately equal to the observed data values.

Hence

there will, in general, be an lIerrorll or residual at every
data point given by
(3' 10)

For a good approximation, the errors must be kept within
bounds determined by some error criterion.
used criteria are the IIminimax"

Two commonly

(Crain and Bhattacharyya

1967, Ralston 1965) and the "least squares ll
Davie 1969, Crain and Bhattacharyya 1967).

(Cole and
The minimax

criterion requires the maximum value of E over all k to be
minimised.

The least squares criterion requires

minimization of the following summation:
K

K
2

L Ek = L
k=l

2

[U(Xk'Yk)

-

u(xk'Yk)]

(3·11)

k=l

which can be satisfied by making U(x,y) some form of
polynomial.

The coefficients of the polynomial are

determined in such a way as to make the summation a minimum.
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The determination of U(x,y) according to the minimax
criterion is rather complicated even in one dimension
(Ralston 1965).

The determination of U(x,y) according to

the least squares criterion is rather more straight forward.
But to obtain a good looking surface the computation is still
rather involved (Crain and Bhattacharyya 1967).

Further,

when fitting a surface to measured ordinates it is justifiable
to use some kind of error-smoothing interpolation method,
because all measurements are unavoidably "noisy".-

But for

the majority of design procedures, "noise ll makes its entrance
~

posteriori via either manufacturing tolerances or

computational round-off errors.

In the design one usually

specifies that the surface must pass through the given
ordinates.
3.3.6

Mis~ellaneous

interpolation methods

Attempts have been made to extend several other methods
of interpolation which are suitable in one dimension to two
dimensions.

However when the array of data points forms an

irregular grid, there appears to be no efficient way of
modifying the many trigonometric interpolation schemes
(Tsaacson 1966, §5 ·1- ,

Scaife 1974, Cody 1970) which arc

known to be satisfactory for one-dimensional interpolation.
Spline interpolation

(c.f~

Prenter 1975, §4

another method of proven use in one dimension.

is
However its

application in two dimensions is limited to the case of
regular grids, for which it is one of the best methods of
interpolation available (McLain 1974), since it produces a
smooth func-tion consisting of piecewise bicubic polynomials
(de Boor 1962) defined on each rectangular cell of the grid.
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3.4

' LAGRANGE POLYNOMIALS
Take {Zkik ~ I(O,K)} to be a set of data points

in a complex plane_

z = x

If

+ jy

(3· 12)

is the complex variable spanning the complex plane, the Nth
order Lagrange polynomial can be defined by

, N
,Q,N,n ( Z )

n

=

(n)

(3'13)

k=o
where the notation n(n) means that the nth term in the
product is to be left out.

In this formulation it is

implied that N < K and that the tk are members of the set of
da-ta points:
(3-14)

The formal theory'of the IJagrange polynomial defined
by equation (3-13)

is unaffected by z being taken as either

a real or a complex variable (Davis 1963, §2·5 ).
Formulae for remainders are -the same.
that ,Q,N,n (.)

Note in particular

is an analytic function of its argument and that
(3"15)

where 0kn is the Kronecker delta.
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To each data point zk is assigned a "data value"
w(zk) written as
(3'16)

One can construct an Nth

parts respectively of w(zk)'

order polynomial estimate of the function w(z)

I

from which

the data values are (actually, or notionally) derived, by
writing
(3'17)
which has the satisfactory property that
k L I (O,N)

because of equation (3-15).

For later convenience Pk and

qk are defined to be the real and imaginary parts of

3.5

(3- 18)

~:

. TWO·-DIMENSIONAL INTERPOLATION OF DATA
ON DEFINED CURVES

A set {u(xk,Yk ) ik ~ I(O,K)} of real data values are
specified at the set {(xk'Yk);k ~ I(O,K)} of data points
in the x,y-plane.
arbitrary point

It is required to interpolate onto an

(~,n).

Consider initially the situation depicted on Fig. 3-1.
~rhere

is no computational difficulty when the data poin·ts lie

on parallel lines.

The required interpolation can be

y/il.

l2l

~

fI

I

I
I
I

f

tI

*

I
I

I

I

t
I

o~

Fig.3·1: Illustration of the method for interpolation

data

along parrallel lines using Lagrange polynomials (of
order 3 - the crosses represent data points) .

effected with one-dimensional Lagrange polynomials.

For

instance, suppose that the data points can be arranged into
subsets, in each of which the real parts of the
are equal •
. {a ;~
~

d(~a

points

'l'his implies that the x k all belong to a set

£ I(O,i)},

where

R

is considerably smaller than K.

In fact, the average number of data points on anyone of the
parallel lines is equal to K divided by the average value
of K.

Having decided what order N of polynomial can be

expected to give the needed accuracy (a practical approach to
the choice of N is outlined in §3-6), the interpolation can
be attempted in the following way.
closest to

~

The (N+I) values of a

are found (a l 'a2 ,a 31 and a q in Fig. 3-1).

jl
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For a particular one of these values
data points whose y

~

at

~,

coox'dinates are closest to 11 and say

that these data points constitute the set
I(O,N)},
each a

{(a~,qk) ~k

£

(the circled data points on the dotted line through
in Fig. 3"1).

].1

take the (N+l)

The estimate of the function

u(x,y) at the point (a,11)
].1

is then

(3·20)
where the Lagrange polynomial is defined as in equation'
(3-13), but wi~h z replaced by 11 and tk replaced by qk.
Having computed U(a].1,11)

for the

(N+l) values of ].1, i.e. the

set I(].1o,"o + N) of integers, then write an estimate of
u

(s ,11)

as
].10+N

U(

s ,11)

= I

U (an' 11 )

Q,N,

n (E,;)

(3·21)

n=].1o

where z is now replaced by

s

in equation (3-13) and tk

is replaced by aka
The basis of the interpolation procedure outlined in
the previous paragraph is unchanged in all importc:mt
particulars if the lines through the data points "".re curved.
Consider ,the set of data point:s lying on the curve C
illustrated in Fig. 3·2a.

The curve passes through the

Denote by r the pathlength along C from an

point (s,ll).

arbi trarily defined reference point, labelled R in Fig.' 3· 2a.
The pathlength along C, from R, to the point (s,ll) is
denoted by rc

",n.

Once a choice of N has been made, the (N+l)

data points which lie on C, and are closest to the point

(s,n) are chosen.

They form the set {(ak,b k ) ik £ I(O,N)},

which is ,the set of data points whose pathlengths r k , from R,
are closest tor sll •
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y

It.

I

Fig.3·2a:Illustration for the method of interpolation along
a defined curve through a set of data points,using
Lagrange polynomials (of order 3).
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Fig.3·2b: Illustration of the method of two dimensional
interpolation along curved lines.
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C

can also be represented by {xi; k

The estimate of the function u(x,y)

I(O,N)}.
at the point

(~/n)

is then

(3-22)
where the Lagrange polynomial is defined as in (3"13) but
with z replaced by r~n and tk by r k .
Now consider the situation depicted in Fig_ 3·2b.
The surface value at the arbitrary point (s,n) is required.
The given data points (marked by crosses) are scattered
randomly over the X, y-plane.
to the

x~axis

A straight line L

is drawn through "the point

(~,

are fitted through the data points near L.

n) .

paral10l
Curves

The data

points defined by the intersection of L with the curves
closest to (~,n) belong to the set"{(all,n) ill
(the points labelled

SI

through s
"

N

C I(O,N)}

in Fig. 3·2b).

Replacing

(i;,p), rand ro in (3-22) with (a,n), r a n d r
the
n
sn
ll]Jn
lln
es"timate of u(x,y) at the point (a]J ,n) is given by

N

U (all I T1)
~

==

L u (r"lln )

n=o

£N

,n

(r

lln

(3-23)

)

Having computed U(a ,b) for the (N+l) values of II then
]J
II
the estimate U(i;,n) of u(s,n) is given by (3-21).
The "curvedness" of the lines on which the data
points lie is seen to cause no difficulty.

However, the

curves must be unambiguously defi"ned before the procedure
described above can be carried out.

When the data points

are more or less randomly distributed over the x,y-plane,
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there does not seem to be any computationally convenient
and efficient means of definins the curves.
approach must therefore be adopted.

Some other

In conclusion,

however, it is worth noting that the algorithm described
in §3·7 can be regarded as generating a transformation of
the x,y-plane into the complex plane which enables curved
lines to be defined.

3.5

CHOICE' OF N

If the exact form of the function to which the data
values belong was known, there would be no interpolation
problem.
sUbjective.

This means that the choice of N is always partly
To interpolate successfully between a particular

set of data values, a general idea of the behaviour of the
function must be known.

Enough

a priolOi information should

be available to estimate how oscillatory is a typical curve
connecting data values correspondirig to adjacent data points.
Indeed, one must be able.to assert with confidence whether
such a curve is convex (concave), as in Fig. 3-3a, or
whether it has one convex part and one concave part, as in
Fig. 3-3b, or whether it is more complicated.
It is worth recognising here an essential difference
be-tween in·terpolation and

curve~fi tting.

The purpose of the

tormer is ·to provide estimates of particular values of a
function.

The purpose of the latter is to represent a

continuous range of values of a function.

Consequently,

cri-tical interest in the accuracy of the interpolation method
is only centred in the middle of the interpolation range
{i.e. around the central point, or between the central pair
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Fig.3-3: Genera.l shapes of curves connecting data values,
denoted by hI and h21 at adjacent data pointsAspaced
by b. (a) Convex curve (curve is concave when h is
negative). (b) Curve with one convex part and one
concave part.
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of points, of the (N+l) data points used for a particular
interpolation) .

This irnpl:les that concern need only be

paid to the parameters characterising one curve of the sort
shown in Fig. 3·3.
The shape of the curve depicted in Fig. 3-3a is
characterised by five parameters:
(h -11 ).
2

1

The angles

¢l

and

~2

~

1

,¢ 2 ,d/6,h

& h

=

describe the slopes,

with respect to the straight dotted line joining the data
values, of the two ends of the curve, and h is the maximum
excursion of the curve from the dotted line.
,- The curve depicted in Fig. 3· 3b is characterised by
A

eight parameters:

A

¢1
,~ ,d /6,d /6,d /6,h,h
& h.
20
1
2
12

The parameters may not all be effectively independent.
with regard to Fig. 3·3a for instance, the value of

(¢ -¢ )
1

2

may be nearly linearly dependent upon d/6, for all pairs
of adjacent data points.

A limiting form of the

interdependence of the parameters occurs when ,the curve
always coincides with the dotted line, as happens when the
data points are so dense that linear interpolation is
satisfactory.
The order N of the Lagrange polynomials is chosen to
equal the estimate of the number of effectively independent
parameters.

General experience has shown that the optimum

value for N is 4 or 5 in the great majority of situations.
This suggests that interpolation is only likely to be very
accurate if adjacent data points are close enough that the
curve connecting their data values can be expected, on the
average, to be concave or convex.

It follows therefore

(not surprisingly) that the accuracy of interpolation within
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any domain of the x,y-plane must depend strongly upon the
density of data points within that domain.

3.7

INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM
Given the set of real data values u(xk'Yk) at the

data points (xk'Yk)' the real x,y-plane is mapped one-to-one
onto the complex plane by set-ting

z :::; x + jy

(3-24)

In doing this the existence of a function w(z) is postulated,
which has both real and imaginary parts, i.e.
w(z) ::::; u(x,y) + jv(x,y)

TO each data point zk ::::; x k

(3·25)

-I-

jY k there is postulated to

exist a complex data value w(zk)' where
(3·26)

However, as the interpolation problem is posed in §3"2
the imaginary part of each w(zk) is not given.
real data values, u(xk'Yk) are given.

O:n.l.y the

Further, i i- is only

tile real part of w(z) which is of interest.
It is convenient to introduce the quantities
N

a(z) =nloU(Pn,qn)

~N,n(z);

(3-27)

(3-28)

which are standard polynomial estimates (as defined
in §3-4) based on the u(xk'Yk) and v(xk'Yk) respectively.
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It follows from (3·16)
W(z)

=

a(z)

+

thr.ough .( 3 ·18)

that
(3"29)

jB(z)

and tha-t

k C I(O,N)

( 3 • 30 )

However at an arbitrary point in the complex plane
a(z)

and 8(z) cannot be identified with u(x,y) and

v(x,y)

respectively.
It must be recognised that the accuracy of any

interpolation scheme tends to falloff markedly as the
interpolation point moves away from the middle of the
interpolation range.

In 53·5 i t is shown that i t is only

necessary to interpolate onto discrete points lying on
defined curves or preferably straight lines in order to
be able to take advantage of well tried methods.

These

two considerations indicate that only one or two.
interpolation points need be examined for each set of
(N+l) data points.
In the complex plane an interpolation point is
denoted by:
(3-31)

It is now postulated that
with

u(~,n),

a(~)

can be identified

at points where the imaginary part of

is zero and where the imaginary part of
Inspection of equation (3-28)
is determined by the

B(~)

a(~)

is zero.

shows that the form of

8(~)

(N+l) constants v(p ,q ), which
n

n

are effectively arbitrary because only real data values
are given in the two-dimensional interpolation problem
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(see

Consequently, it is only a weak constraint

§ 3' 5) •

to require the imaginary part of
two points.

~

to be zero at one or

Furthermore, we can make this requirement

wi thout having to perform any computa'tions on S.
This suggests a straight: forward interpolation
algorit~hm.

First a separation L is chosen, for adjacent

points on that square grid which it is estimated would be
the ideal set of data points for the particular application
being investigated.

Next a suitable value of N is decided

For pairs of values of integers lJ and v, the

upon.
,"

(r)

k

,q k } are taken to be those (N+l) actual data points

closest to the point (lJL,VL) in the x,y-plane and closest
to the straight line parallel to the y-axis passing through
the point (lJL,VL).

Then that point (l; + jVL) which is

the nearest point to (lJL + jvL) in the complex plane at
which the imaginary part of a(z} is zero is found.
procedure is repeated for the (N+l) values of
to a particular integer, ~ say_

~/L

This
closest

The set of values of ~

is denoted by {l;k; k (: I (111 , jJ 1 +N) }.

One-dimensional

interpolS1,tion is used to estimate u(x,y) at the
.....

/:

point ('j:.tL,VL):
11 +N
1

I~ a(~n + jVL) ~N,n(jJL)
n==jJ

=

1

where z is replaced byli1t. in equation (3·13) and
tk is replaced by l;k.
This algorithm

i~

ana.logous to the siJnple

two~dimensional interpolation scheme for data on defined

curves.

(3-32)
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The transformation into the complex plane makes
it possible to interpolate along curved lines of data
(shown dotted in Fig. 3-4).

This enables the data values

of particular points (~~ , ~~
jJl
jJH-l

r

E-

-)11-1-2

, ... ) on grid lines

Y = vL parallel to the x axis to be determined.

One

dimensional interpolation along the parallel lines
y

=

vL

V

r

=

O,l,2, ... then completes the gridding operation.

The selection of -the particular curved lines is
accomplished by the transformation of the data points onto
the complex plane.

Specifically, the condition that the

imaginary part of a(s) be zero must be satisfied at each
point

{~k;k E:::

I(jJ ,jJ + N)}.
1

It is then predicted that

1

a(s) is a useful approximation to the required function of

x and y.

It has not been possible to discover what

1imi tations this postulate places on U1e accuracy of
interpolation.

However computational experience (see §3'8)
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Fig.3·4: Illustration of the method of interpolation of
irregularly. spaced data using Lagrange polynomials
of a.complex variable (of order 3).
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suggests that useful accuracies are obtainable (see §3-S).
Also, this approa,ch alloYls two-dimensional in terpola tion
from an irregular grid to be almost as efficient as
interpolation from a rectangular grid.
A Fortran program has been written which uses the
algorithm described above.

The program accepts up to

62,500 data values and permits the order of the Lagrange
polynomials to lie in the range 2 to 10.

The program,

called Interpocant, can be obtained from the Engineering
Librarian, School of Engineering, University of Canterbury,
Christchurch, New Zealand.

3.8

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The algorithm described in the previous section has

been tested by interpolating between data values derived
from the fllnction
u(x,y)

=

A[sin(TIXX) + Bcos(TIUy +

D)]

(3·33)

By choosing appropriate values for the parameters
A,B,X,u and D i t is possible to obtain sufficiently rapid
variation of u, with either or both x and y, to simulate
most of the kinds of practical situation to which it is
anticipated applying the algorithm.
It is convenient to make the normalisation
(3·34)

I. = 1
where L is defined in §3"7.

A standard pseudo-random

number routine (Burroughs 1971) is employed to
specify 121 data points in the x,y-p1ane, with an average
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density of one data point per unit area in the domain
After
for A,B,X,U,O and N the

choo~ing

algorith~

particular values

is used to interpolate

onto the 11 grid points (ll, 2), with the integer II
ranging from -5 to 5.
interpolation error
~2

110

FinallYr the root mean square

a,

5

-I

is computed, where

.

[U()1,2)

-

2

(3·35)

u()1,2)]

)1=-5

and U(.) is given by equation (3-32).
'"" Five sets of parameters are investigated_
The results are shown in 'Table 3- 1.

In each set only the

parame"ters whose effect is being assessed are varied.
Set 1 shows the effect of increasing the deviations of u
from its mean value, thereby increasing t.he derivatives
of u vli·th respect to x and y.

Set 2 shows the effect of

varying the linear scale of the structure of u.

Sets

3 and 4 show the effects of changing the y-variation of u,
without changing its x-variation.

Set 5 shows how the

order of Lagrange polynomials affects the accuracy of
interpolation.
3.8.1

Discussion
Several features of the interpolation algorithm

described in §3·7 are illustrated by the results shown .in
Table 3-1.

Parameter Set 1 shows that the rms interpolation

error increases (approximately linearly) with increase in
the deviation of u from its mean value.

As the value of

A increases, so the derivatives of u with respect to both
x and y increase.

This requires a corresponding increase in

Parameters
Parameter
Set

A

1.)

v

f\

B

Q

N

E:

1

0'5
0'25
0'125

0-125

0-125

1'0

Tr/4

4

0'007

2

0'5

0·25
0·125
0-0625

0-25
0·125
0-0625

1~0

n/4

4

0'014
0'007
0'003
I

3

0'5

0-125

0-125

1'0
0'5
0'25

n/4

4

0'5

O~125

0'125

1'0

n/8
n/4
n/2

5

0'5

0·125

0-125

1'9

n/4

4

0'007
0'005
0-004

4

0-006
0-007
0-004

2
4

0'010
0'007
0·010

6

Table 3'1: Root mean square interpolation errors
N.

E:

for five sets of the parameters A,

1.),

X, B, ~ and

~fuen only one value is listed for a parameter then that parameter was kept constant

for all three of the compu-tational tests carried out for that parameter set.

i

,
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the derivatives of the polynomial with respect to both

x and y.

The derivatives of a polynomial of given order

are restricted by the values of the coefficients of the
~ndividual

terms in the polynomial.

To increase the

derivatives significantly it is necessary to increase the
order of the polynomial.

However the order of the

polynomial is also dependent on the form of u between
adjacent data points (see §3·6).

High order polynomials

can be sufficiently unconstrained in the region between
data points to cause an increase in the interpolation
error~

(see Set 5).
'rhe change in the linear struc-ture of u as shown

in Set 2 has a distinct effect on the interpolation error
alsoo

When the values of X and u are small the form o£ u

between adjacent data points exhibits the convex (concave)
form shown in Fig. 3·3a but with the value of d close to
being

B.

linear function of (¢ - ¢) and h close to zero.
1

2-

In this case the form of u between the data points is
uniquely defined by a low order polynomial.

In fact i t

would be expected that the use of a polynomial of deer' ne
significantly higher than 4 should increase the inter;:rllation
error (see Set 5) .

However when X and u are large,

form of u bebveen adjacent data points exhibits the structure
shown in Fig. 3·3b.

In this case the number of independent

parameters defining the form of u is greater than the order
of the polynomial.

An increase in the value of N may

reduce the error to a certain extent, but my experience suggests
that when the number of independent parameters characterising
the structure is greater than 6 or 7 the polynomials become
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sufficien-t1.y unconstrai,ned between the data points to give
poor results.

It is preferable to ensure that adjacent

data poin'cs are close enough that the curve connecting their
data values can be expected, on the average to be concave or
convex.
The results shown in Set 3 show a similar trend to
those shown in Set 1.

The increase in the interpola·tion

error with amplitude is not as marked as only the amplitude
of the y variation is changed.
Parameter Se-t 5 shows ·the effect of changing -the order
of the polynomial.

An increase in the value of N can give

some improvement but for most forms of u there is an optimum
f'o:e the particular form of (3· 33) defined by the

value.

parame-ters in Set 5, the parameter d in Fig. 3· 3a is close
to being a linear function of ($,-$ ) for all pairs of data
1

2

Consequently the number of independent parameters

points.

is 4 rather t.han 5 and thus the error is least for N

=

4.

It mnst be clearly recognised that this reasoning has a heavy
subjective content;

but that is unavoidable when choosing N.

It is contended that when the parameter sets Jis-ted in
Table 3 -I are substituted into (3 - 33)

the

resul-L~ing

-':)rms for

the function u cover -the majority of cases of practic:a.l
interest.

Since interpolation errors of 1 per cent are often

acceptable in practice, the results listed in Table 3·1
confirm the usefulness of the algorithm.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CASSEGRAIN ANTENNA SOFTWARE
DESIGN PACKAGE

4.1

INTRODUCTION
- A computer-program design package called "CASSEGRAIN

CORRECTION" has been assembled for redesigning subreflectors
to compensate for measured imperfections in the main
reflectors of Cassegrain antennas.

The Cassegrain Correction

program accepts main reflector measured surface data and some
basic dimensional parameters and outputs a comprehensively
checked design for the subreflector ,.;hich best compensates for
the errors in the main reflector surface.
The subreflector design is based on-the ray optics
analysis devised by Von Hoerner (1976).

However, all the

improvements introduced in chapters 2 and 3 have been
incorporated.

Specifically, an estimate of the probability

of ray cross-overs allows a compromise to be arrived at
between aperture blockage and the fraction of rays that cross
before striking the subreflector.

The two-dimensional

interpolation procedure using Lagrange polynomials of a
complex variable is used to grid the data defining the
redesigned subreflector surface.

This makes it easier to

write the routines which check whether designs are satisfactory,
and it should also facilitate fabrication of redesigned
subreflectors.

The statistical approach to checking the
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subreflector design is adopted because it is more efficient
computa-tionally than deterministic methods.
Details of the program package are presented in §4·2.
In order to make a preliminary assessment of the usefulness of
the program package, simula.ted"measured \I main re flector da t.a
has been generated digitally using standard pseudo-random
number routines, as is described in §4·3.

The results of

using such simulated data to test the program package are
reported in §4·4.

4.2

PROGRAJ:.1 DESCRIPTION
The program package is sub-divided into a number of

subroutines each performing a distinct function.

The main

subroutines are listed in Table 4-1, in which is included a
brief description of the subroutine and any options available
to the user.

The basic program architecture is shown in the

flow-chart of Fig. 4·1.

To avoid confusion this flowchart

only shows the interconnection of key subroutihesand major
decisions.

The main reflector surface must be specified as a set
of ordinates on a rectangular coordinate grid.

The reflector

vertex is chosen -to be the origin of coordinates (see
Fig. 4·2

~

note the change of coordinate origin compared to

that used in chapter 2 during the subreflector design,
positioning and checking) .

It is assumed that the

measurements of the surface are made at a grid whose spacing
is sufficiently close to characterise all imperfections of the
surface to the accuracy required for the subsequent
computation of the shape of the subreflector.
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Table 4-1:

Subroutines in the CASSEGRAIN CORRECTION
software packaqe.

Subroutine

Description

name

CORECT

this is the main subroutine.

It inputs

and outputs the Cassegrain antenna data
and calls subroutines MSLOPE, SUBPOS,
SCALC, SMOOTH and NZRAY2.

MSLOPE

from

tl18

given data at the given grid

points specifying the main reflector,
this subroutine calculates the deviations
from their ideal directions of all rays
reflected from the main reflector.

SUBPOS

this subroutine positions the
subreflector for a defined ray cross-over
factor and calculates the resulting
aperture blockage factor.

SCALC

this subroutine calculates the shape of
the redesigned subreflector, which it
specifies at an irregular grid of points.

ILLEFF

this subroutine calculates the
illumination efficiency reduction factor
for the redesigned antenna.
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Table 4·1:

(continued).

Subroutine

Description

name

SGRID

this subroutine interpolates the
irregularly gridded data describing
the subreflector surface onto a
regular grid.

SlViOO'TH

this subroutine provides additional
smoothing of any large excursions on
the redesigned subreflector surface
(due to those rays that have nearly
crossed over in the space between
the main and subreflectors).

NZRAY2

this subroutine checks the performance
of the corrected Cassegrain antenna
design.
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CORECT
Input main reflector
surface data and antenna
parameters

~e~;~~~t;;"-~~--~'"

ndata
'~'l

for

hyperboloi(l~],l

sHbrcflec"tor
-- ..

.------."....

"-~-~ ..

~~~

mSLOJ?E

Calculate gradients at
e8. ch data sample on the

___~.~~

._n:::~~~:,. 1'0 f]~:~~~~~.~

Fig.4-l: Flowchart for

th~

CASSEGRAIN CORRECTION program

(only the interconnection of key subroutines and
major decisions are shown).
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STJBPOS

Position the subreflector
for the eiven tay crossover factor

_"~'~"''''''~'-l

calcUl~.-.;: t. ;:~ ~:~r;~~ ]
bloclcage fFtctor
-~"""-'-~"~~J

,~

[Def]:~~br~le·~~or~~."._]'.'
extrenn t1 e s

~"~.b~~

",..-....

~CIi=".....=-'-~-

-

SC.AIJC

Calculate the locus of
points describing the
subreflector surface

,t'calcu12,te
illumination

ro

effiCi:n~y ---'~l
reductJ.ol1
factor
?

~Yes

I

Fig.4·l: Flowchart for the CASSEGRAIN CORRECTION program
(can t. ) .
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E;"tirt;l,te the illumi.nation

SGRID
Two dj.mensional interpolation of irre~:v.18,rly
cJpaced data onto a re[,l1lar
IIricl

ro

~[es

r---~~" .~..~.~r'~Y'~~-~~~='~l
NZR.AY2

Hay
tracing
rOll.tine

Fig.4 1: Flm>lchart for the CASSEGRAIN'CORRECTION program
0

(cont. ) .
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~" __ C"-.,,-c."~_=~-~-~"=l

Print

to
disk file
,:,.~.~

RedesiE,necl antenna

output

[

-~

..

~

-"

clat>l
-.=--~-.
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~""""""-->---",,-'"'==""""-

--~-"

Fig. 4 • 1: Flowchart for -the CASSEGRAIN CORRECTION program
(cont. ) .
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Denote by T the region of the x,y-plane
Fig. 4'2a

(shown in

) enclosing the rectangular grid of data points

specifying the main reflector surface.

Consider a main

reflector whose aperture perimeter is defined by the curve r,
as illustrated in Fig. 4·2a.
area A+ contained within

r.

for any main reflector, T+

Denote by

T+. the region of

The program requires that,

C T.

but within T is denoted by T-.
of the circle which circumscribes

The region outside T+
Denote by D the diameter

r.

Any aperture shape can be accommodated by extrapolating
the given data in T+ to cover T.
in two

The extrapolation is done

steps~

(i)

the best fit paraboloid surface (see §1'5'2)
is found for the given data at data points
contained within T+ •

(ii)

the data values at data points in the
region T- are generated artificially using
the parameters of the best fit paraboloid
surface.

A special case is illustrated in Fig. 2·4b.
this example the aperture perimeter
case no extrapolation to cover T

r

is circular.

In
In this

is necessary.

A skew reflector Cassegrain configuration as
described in §1'7'2 is input by assuming that the skew
reflector is part of a larger rotationally symmetric
reflector.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4·2c.

The aperture of a skew reflector is represented by the

.

reglon T

+

The data values at the data points in T- must

be defined by continuing the skew reflector surface by
extrapolation to cover all T as explained in the previous
paragraphs,
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Fig.4·2 q : The geometry of the rectangular data grid on which
the main reflector is specified (the z-axis points
out of the plane of the paper - the crosses
represent data points) .
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Fig.4·2: Data input format for:
(b)

a circular aperture

(c)

a ,skew reflector Cassegrain geometry.
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The following antenna dimensional pa;(ameters must
be input to the program:

1.

The distance from

th~

main reflector

vertex to its focus.
2.

The dimensions of

th~

main reflector aperture -

diameter, height, width and depth

~

and the

number of lines in the data grid describing
the main reflector.
3.

The position of the phase centre of the feed
relai-:.i ve to the vertex of the main re flector.

4.

The distance from the main reflector focus
to the vertex of the subreflector in the
original design (which is to be corrected by
using this program) .

The position of the

subreflector may be al-tered during program
execution.

This is dependent on

th~

ray

cross-over factor Er which must also be input
to the program.
S.

'l'he height and width of the subreflector in
the original design.

Other information which must be input to the
program is:

1.

The shortest wavelength at which the antenna is
expect.ed to operate after the subreflector is
redesigned.

2.

The order of the Lagrange polynomials used for
interpolation and numerical differentiation.
Any even order between 2 and 10 may be used.
However experience has shown that 4 is the best
value for most applications (see §3"6 and 3'8).

l/J.9
3.

The illumination efficiency of the antenna,
when bo"th reflector surfaces are without e:cror,
which provides the scaling factor n to improve
the estimate of

th~

illumination efficiency

reduction factor calculated for the corrected
antenna (see §2·3oS).
by the program.

It can be calculated

A preliminary program run

must be made using ideal (not measured) data
for the particular antenna being investigated.
4.

The selec"tion of program options which are to
be executed on a given run.

Th~

execution of

subroutines SCALC, SGRID, ILLEFF, SMOOTH and
NZRAY2 is optional.

A table of ray cross-over

factor verses aperture blockage factor can be
output when required.

The uncorrected antenna

performance can be checked before proceeding on
the redesign of the subreflector.

. The printing

of the redesigned subreflector data and the
plotting of graphs can be suppressed.

The

program also has facilities for the generation
of data specifying either a paraboloidal main
reflector or a paraboloidal main reflector vii th
defined surface errors.

This option can be

used to test the operation of the program before
measured main reflector data is input.
Complete copies of the Cassegrain Correction software
package source listing. are available at copying and mailing
costs from the Engineering Librarian, Scho?l of Engineering,
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand.

All

the input parameters are defined in the preanmle to this
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source listing.

This includes a diagram similar to Fig. 2·1,

illustrating the antenna dimensions listed above.
4.2.2

Output
The principal output from the program consists of a

set of ordinates on a rectangular grid describing the
re-designed subreflector surface.

The output data format is

similar to that described in §4·2·l for the input of the main
reflector data.

The vertex of the subreflector is located

at the origin of coordinates so that the grid of data points
lies in the x,y-plane (see Fig. 4·3 - note the change of
coorclinates again compared to that used in chapter 2 during
the subreflector design, positioning and checking) .

y

Fig.4·3: The geometry used in outputting the data specifying
the redesigned subreflector.
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The particular coordinate system has been chosen to put
th~

data into a form

subreflector.

suitablefo~

later manufacture of the

In . general, the grid describing
the
.
,

~

subreflector has the same number of point.s as tha"t describing
the main reflector.

Thus the grid spacings are

proportional.
I1x/l1y

0;

-

/::"X/I1Y

(4' 1)

~

where I1x and l1y are the grid spacings in the x and y
direction respectively, on the grid specifying the
subreflector, and I1X and I1Y are the grid spacings, in the
x and y directions respectively, on the grid specifying the
main reflector.

The data specifying the subreflector is

output to a disc file and may be listed.
To allow a ready appraisal of the antenna, when
fitted with its redesigned subreflector, all parameters of
·the an tenna are tabula ted.
shown in Table 4·2.

An example of the printout is

Included in this list are:

1.

All the antenna dimensional parameters.

2.

The ray cross-over factor (see §2·3·3).

3.

The percentage illumination efficiency
reduction factor

4.

0

The percentage aperture blockage factor
( see

5.

(see §2 3·5).

§2 ~

3 ° 4) .

The rms value of the pathlength error for an
ensemble of rays traced from the feed
phase centre to the aperture (see §2·4·2).
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Table

4'2~

Example printout from the Cassegrain
Correction program

,.--_ ..- - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - _ . _ - - _ . _ - - - - - - - PROGRAJ,1 OPTIONS SUMMARY

SCALe EXECU1'ED
SGRID EXECUTED
ILLEFF EXECO'I'ED
NZRAY2 EXECUTED
REDESIGNED SUB-REFLECTOR DATA LISTING SUPPRESSED
GRAPHS NOT PLOTTED

.-------.----~--

CORRECTED CASSEGRAIN ANTENNA DESIGN

----_._------------_._---_._--------------1
BA~nc

C.ASSEGRAIN ANTENNA

PROGRlU-1

DESIGN PARAMETER
----------,-_._-_._--------

VALUE

VARIABLE
..

----

MAIN REFLEC'rOR DIMENSIONS

DIAMETER

MD

=

4 39 9 • 9 9 J.'.1H

HEIGH'I'

MY

=

4399·99NM

.WIDTH

MX

=

4399~99MM

DEPTH

HC

=

346·78MM
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MAIN REFLECTOR GRID SPACING

220'OOMM

IN THE X DIRECTION

MGRDX

IN THE Y DIRECTION·

IvlGRDY _. 220' OOM..1Yl

~

NUMBER OF SAMPLES ON MAIN REE'LEC'l'0R

= 21

ALONG THE X AXIS

MTOTX

ALONG THE Y AXIS

MTOTY::::

MAIN REFLECTOR FOCAL LENGTH

21

j\1A :::: 3489 -19IVJM

DISTANCE FROM THE MAIN REFLECTOR VERTEX
TO THE FEED PHASE CENTRE

MB -

827-271'1M

DIAMETER

SD ==

605-641'11'1

HEIGHT

SY _..

605' 64MlVI

WIDTH

SX =

605' 64M1'1

DEPTH

SC =

37-S01'1M

SUB REFLECTOR DIMENSIONS

SUBREFLECTOR GRID SPACING

NW~ER

IN THE X DIlillCTION

SGRDX

=

30·28I~1

IN THE Y DIRECTION

SGRDY ==

30 • 2 8WI'}

OF SAMPLES ON SUBREFLECTOR
ALONG THE X AXIS

STOTX ==

21

ALONG THE Y AXIS

STODY ==

21
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LENGTH OF BEST FIT HYPERBOLOID MAJOR
HALF....,AXIS:

BEST FIT HYPERBOLOID ECCENTRICITY

SA::::

860'92MM

SE ==

1-546

ORIGINAL DISTANCE FROM MAIN REFLECTOR
FOCUS TO THE SUBREFLECTOR VERTEX

FO

=

.145' 65J.fr.1

DISTANCE FROM THE MAIN REFLECTOR FOCUS
TO THE REDESIGNED SUBREFLECTOR VERTEX

F -

470'04~~

RAY CROSS-OVER FACTOR

EPSIL

=

10·0%

APERTURE BLOCKAGE FACTOR BEFORE CORRECTION

ZETAO

=

0·18%

ZETA

=

1'89%

ZETAIL

=

90' 28%

APERTURE BLOCKAGE FACTOR AFTER CORRECTION

ILLUMINATION EFFICIENCY REDUCTION FACTOR

MAIN REFLECTOR RMS DEVIATION FROM THE
BEST FIT PARABOLOID

O' 86

Wi

0-79

MM

SUBREFLECTOR RMS DEVIATION FROM THE
BEST FIT HYPERBOLOID

RMS PATHLENGTH ERROR AT THE APERTURE OF THE
CORRECTED CASSEGRAIN ANTENNA

RMS PHASE ERROR AT THE APERTURE AT A
WAVELENGTH OF l'OMM

0'086 MM
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If desired, the following functions can be plotted:
1.

The cumulative probability density
distribution of pathlength errors over the
aperture plane (see

2.

§2~4~3).

the autocorrelation function of the errors
(in the two principal planes

~

see §2·4·4).

The interpretation of this information is illustrated
in

§ 4·4.

4.2.3

S~.orage

requirements and execution time

The major dimension allocation for the program is set
by a ·single statement in the calling program for subroutine
CORECT (refer Table 4'1).

Five arrays with dimensions

equal to the number of data points in the grid specifying the
main reflector must be defined.

For a 5lx51 point data

grid the storage required is 13005 bytes plus 4351 bytes
of fixed overheads, making a total of 17356 bytes.
maximum grid size is set at 251x251 elements.

The

The design

and checking of a corrected subreflector given an array of
5lx5l data values specifying the main reflector takes
approximately 8 minutes execution time on the Burroughs B67l8
machine in the Computer Centre at the University of
Canterbury.
4.2.4

Typical design procedure
The design procedure implemented in the program

package is summarised in Table 4'3, which lists the various
steps in their order of occurrence.

Comparison of Table 4-3

with Table 4·1 and Fig. 4·1 shows the correspondence between
the program structure and the design procedure.
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Table 4-3:

Design procedure outlined as
a sequence

step Number

1.

o~

steps

Description of Step

Input data:

antenna dimensions and

data values (given at a rectangular. grid
of points) specifying the shape of the
main reflector (as described in §4"2-l).

2.

Calculate deviations from their ideal
directions of all rays reflected from the
main reflector at the aforementioned
rectangular grid of points.

3.

Choose a position for t.he redesigned
subreflector (as explained in §2"3"3).

4.

Calculate the shape of the redesigned
subreflector (using ray optics as
described in

§2~2).

This shape is

computed at an irregular grid of points.

5.

Express subreflector shape as ordinates
at a rectangular grid of point:s (using t.he
interpolation algorithm explained in §3·7).

60

Check the design (as described in §2"4).
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Table 4 3:
0

(continued) _

step Number

7.

Description of Step

Output

th~

aperture blockage factor

B corresponding to the
factor

£

r

ray cross-over

input. as a design parameter

(as explained in §2-3-4).

8 •. -

output the

aperture illumination

efficiency reduction factor I., the
cununulative probability density distribution
of the ray pathlengt.h errQrs in the aper-ture
plane and t.he autocorrelation functions of
the errors (in the two principle planes refer to §2-4-4).

9.

If the designer is dissatisfied with any of
the output provided during steps 7 and 8
'above, the design is reinitiated at. the
appropriate previous step and iterated until,
sat.isfactory, or unti.l the ¢lesigner feels that
no satisfactory design can be obtained (in
which case refabrica-tion of the main
reflector is required).

10.

Output the final

de~ign:

anterina dimensions

and data values (given at a rectangular grid
of points) specifying the shape of the
subre flecto:r .
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4.3

- SIMULATED TEST DATA

In order to evaluate the performance of the program
package it is necessary to provide sets of data values
characterising main reflector errors of the kind to be
expected in practice.

This has been done by using standard

pseudo--random number routines to generate simulations of
typical main reflector errors.
4.3.1

Specifying the main reflector
Consider the main reflector R+ shown in Fig. 4·4.

h. y

D+

Fig.4·4: Geomc-l:ry used for the generation of computer
simulated main reflector data.
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The reflector surface is described by the following
equation:

=

Z

G(x,y) + E (x,y)

where the function G(x,y)

(4 ·2)

describ~s

the ideal reflector shape

and the function E(x,y) describes the departures from this
ideal - i.e. the reflector surface errors.

However, the main

reflector is specified as a set of measured ordinates on a
rectangular grid of data points rather than as a continuous
function.

It is convenient to rewrite (4-2) as
(4· 3)

.
th
where zk is the data value at the k
data point in the grid.
When computing the zk it is preferable to divide
(4-3) into two separate parts so that

=

zk

,
zk

+ ek

(4·4)

where

z

".

k

=

G(xkfyk )

(4' 5)

and

e

k

=

E(xk'Yk)

(4 6)
0

The antenna configuration used to test the program
performance is a Cassegrain antenna designed to possess
(ideally) a paraboloidal main reflector with a circular
aperture having a focal length to diameter ratio of OoS.
The design is based on a scaled down version (for economic
reasons) of the 11 meter Cassegrain operated by the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) at Greenbank,
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Wes·t Virginia (Davis 1975).

The shape of the main

reflector is specified on a square grid of 441 data points,
317 of which lie within the circular aperture.
antenna,

(4·5)

For this

is written as
(4·7)

where D+ is the diameter of aperture and T+ is the depth of
the reflector at the vertex, as illustrated in Fig. 4-4.
The reflector antenna tolerance Jcheory reviewed in
§ J.

5 shows that the important parame-ters defining the errors

on the surface of reflectors are the rms error from the best
fit surface and the radius of correlation of these errors.
Denote by a, the rms deviation of E(x,y)

from zero.

The

normalised radius of correlation of the departures of E(x,y)
from zero is denoted by p, which is the actual radius of
correlation divided by D+.
4.3.2

'1'h8 algorithm

The grid of I< data points {(xk'Yk);k C I (l,I<)} with
grid spacings

~X

and

~y

in the x and y directions respectively,

are divided into regions of radius approximately equal to p.
A.

quasirandom number genera tor

Burroughs computer

~

(ZI

standard option on the

Burroughs 1971) is used to enter a value

between -·0·5 and +0·5 at the da-ta point nearest the centre of
each region.

The data value at every other data point is

obtained by interpolation from the defined values.

Then the

quasi--random number generator is used -to add a value lying
between -0·5 and +0·5 to the data value at each data point.
Finally the K data values so defined are scaled to give the
desired rms displacement from zero - i.e.

0.

data values constitutes the set {ek;k C (l,K)}.

This set of
The set
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of

13 k

are used in conjunction with (4'4)

to produce typical

main reflector surfaces.
4.3.3

Results and Discussion
Figures 4'5 through 4-8 illustrate the form of E(x,y)

I

as it is generated by the algorithm described in §4'3'2, for
selected values of p and

0.

In these diagrams each plotted

contour represents
.E(x,y)

=

(4 • 8 )

constant

where the value of the constant in (4'8)· is written alongside
the respective contour.
The contour plot of E(x,y) shown in Fig. 4'5 is for
the case when the radius of correlation of the surface errors
approaches the diameter D+ of the reflector surface.

In this

case E(x,y) exhibits only one extrema with a peak excursion
large compared to

0.

This form of E(x,y) is similar to the

type of surface error to be expected when the main reflector
is sagging under its' own gravitational weight (see §1'5-1)

~

The plots shown in Figs. 4'6 through 4'8 show the
change in E(x,y) as p is progressively decreased.

The

surface error structure shown in Fig. 4'6 is similar to that
expected when the reflector has misaligned panels or exhibits
localised stress at subref1ector support structure locations.
On the other hand that shown in Fig. 4-8 would be more closely
associated with poor finishing of the reflector panels during
manufacture.
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Fig.4·S: Contour plot o'f E(x,y) when a = 2'6nuu and
p = 0'2

(contour values in Oolmm).

Fig.4"6: Contour plot of E(x,y)

wh~n

a

= l'Smm

p :::: 0 -1 (contour values in 0 -lInm) •

and
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Fig.4·7: Contour plot of E(x,y) when
p

= 0·05 (contour values in

0

= 0'6mm and

O·ln~).

Fig.4 8: Contour plot of E(x,y) when 0 ;:: O·6mm and
0

p

=

0'025 (contour values in O·lmm).
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4.4

COMPUTATION.LU, RESUL'I'S
Simulated main reflector data, generated by the method

described in §4'3 is used in this section to assess the
performance of -the Cassegrain Correction program package.
For reference purposes consider the case when the main
reflector surface is described by (4-7) with

0

= o.

case the subreflector is hyperboloidal in shape.

In this
The

parameters characterising the antenna are listed in Table 4·4.
- As a is increased the performance of the antenna is
degraded.

This is indicated by an increase in the rms

pathlength error at the aperture.
is dependent on the value of p.

The degree of degradation
The dashed curves in

Fig. 4·9 show how the rms pathlength error at the aperture
varies with a and p.
In comparison, the solid curves in Fig.4·9 indicate
the improvement obtainable when the hyperboloidal subreflector
is replaced by a redesigned subreflector.
'].'he dependence of the pathlengt..h error at the /'.perture
upon the value of E

r

is shown in Fig. 4-10.

discussed in sections

2~3'4

However as

and 2-3-5 variation of E

causes a change in the value of B and I

r

.

also

'l'his dependence

is shown in Fig. 4·11.
The improvement in performance obtained by the use of
the redesigned subreflector is demonstrated spectacularly by
the cumulative probability density function Pc of the
pathlength errors 6.

Fig. 4·12 shows the change in the

form of Pc when the hyperboloidal s'lLoreflector (dotted curve)
is replaced by a redesigned subreflector (solid curve) .
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Table 4·4:

Parameters characterising the antenna when a
paraboloidal main reflector is used in
conjunction with a hyperboloidal subreflector.

Main reflector dimensions:
Diameter

4399'99mm
346·78mm

Depth

Main reflector grid spacing:
in the x direc·tion

220·00mm

in the y direction

220'OOmm

Number of samples on the main reflector:
along the x axis

21

along the y axis

21

Main reflector focal

length~

3489·l9mm

Distance from the main reflector vertex
to the feed phase centre:

827~27mm

Subref1ector dimensions:
Diameter
Depth

l84·73ij1IU
13·72mm
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Table 4·4:

(continued) .

Subreflector grid spacing:
in the x direction

9·l4mm

in the y direction

9·l4mm

Number of samples on the subreflector:
along the x axis

21

along the y axis

21

Length of the hyperboloid major

l18S·31rnm

half-axis:

1'123

Hyperboloid eccentricity:

Distance from the main reflector focus
-to the vertex

0

f the subreflec-tor:

0-18%

Aperture blockage factor:

100%

The illumination efficiency factor:

RMS pathlength error at the aperture

145·6 E)mm

(J

r

=

1-Ox10- 7 mm
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10-0

p=0'2
1'0

p=0'025

/
0·1

1-0

0·0

2'0

a (mm)
Fig.4"9: funs path length error in the aperture plane verses
rms surface error (with various radii of correlation)
on the main reflector.
hyperboloidal subreflector
redesigned subreflector positioned
so that Er

~ O~Ol.
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2·0

a
r
(rQm)

1-0

0·0

._~L-c _ _=_~L, ~--~,".".~J~='''~~>~'4C

0'0

0·05

0'1

0-15

0-2

Fig.4"10: Dependence of rms path length error on the ray
cross-over factor, when the surface errors on the
main reflector are characterised by 0'=1-0 and p=O·l.

100

B (%)

I (%)

1

»,

a
a-a

80

0-05

0'1
e:
r

0'15

0-2

Fig.4-11: Dependence of the aperture blockage factor and
illumination efficiency reduction factor on ray
cross-over factor when the surface errors on the
main reflector are characterised by a=l'O an~ p=O·l.
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Fig.4-12: Cumulative probability density distribution of the
path length errors, when the main reflector has
surface errors characterised by 0=1-0 and p=O·l.
redesigned subreflector is positioned so that:
(a)

E:

r

=

0'01

(b)

E:

r

=

0'2_

hyperboloidal subref1ector, --- redesigned subref1ector.

The
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The main reflector to which the results shown in both
4~12a

Figs.

=

by a

and 4-12b apply, has surface errors characterized

1'0 and p

= a-I.

The differences in the curves on

the two graphs is a ttribut,able to a varia'tion in the value
of

£

r

•

The redesigned subreflector to which the resul,t

shown by the solid curve in Fig. 4'12a applies is designed
for a ray cross-over factor of

a-aI,

whereas that to which

the result shown by the solid curve in Fig. 4·12b applies is
designed for a ray

cross~over

factor of 0'2.

The improvement in the radiation pattern of an antenna
incorpora'Ung a redesigned subreflector is demonstrated by a
plot of the autocorrelation function of the errors, hh($)
(see §1·S·4 and §2·4·S).

In Fig. 4'13a the dashed curve

shows the real part of hh($)

in one principal plane when an

hyperboloidal subreflector is used in conjunction with a
main reflector whose surface errors are characterized by
p =0'1 and

a =

1~0.

The solid curve in Fig. 4"13a

represents the real part of hh (\jJ). (in the same plane) when
a redesigned subreflector positioned so that
.

E:

r

= 0-01

used in conjunction with the same main reflector.

is

Note

that the value of hh(o) for the case when an hyperboloidal
subreflector is used, is normalised to unity and all other
values are scaled accordingly.
In order to more clearly show the form of hh (\jJ) \'1hen
using a redesigned subreflector, a rescaled version of the
real and imaginary parts of hh(\jJ)

f

(the real part is shown

by the solid curve in Fig. 4-13a) are plotted in Fig. 4·l3b.
In Fig.

4~14

the dashed curve is a repeat of that

shown dashed in Fig. 4·13a.

However the solid curve shows

the real part of the autocorrelation of the pathlength errors
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hh(1j!)

-CI,

o

a

CI,

tjJ

a

Fig.4·13a: The autocorrelation function of the errors
(in one principal plane) when the surface errors
on the main reflector are characterised by
o == 1-0 and p

= 0·1. (the value of hh(o) when an

hyperboloidal subreflector is used is normalised
to unity).
Re(hh(tjJ))

hyperboloidal subreflector

Re(hh(1j!))

redesigned subreflector positioned
so that

£

=

0'01.
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hh(ljJ)

Fig.4·13b: The autocorrelation function of the errors
(in one principal plane) when the surface errors
on the main reflector are characterised by
cr =

I-a

and p

= a-I,

and a redesigned subreflector

is used, positioned so that

E:

=

0·01 (N.B. the

value of hh(o) is normalised to unity).
Re (hh (~J) )

Im(hh(ljJ»
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hh(ljJ)

~='.~.-" _,-<_,',_.~ •• ".~,

-a

...."~,,=_._~.

. _ _ ._--~J_

__=

o

a

Fig.4·14: The autocorrelation function of the errors
(in one principal plane) when the surface er:cors on
the main reflector are characterised byo = 1'0
and p

= 0'1 (N.B. the value of hh(o) when the

subreflector is hyperboloidal is normalised to 1·0)
Re (hh (ljJ) )

hyperboloidal subreflector

Re (hh (ljJ) )

redesigned subreflector positioned
so that

E

== 0'2.
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(in the same plane) for an antenna using the same main
reflector but with a
that E

4.5

r

redes~gned

subreflector positioned so

;::; 0·2.

. DISCUSSION
The curves shown in Fig. 4-9 indicate that a

considerable improvement in antenna performance can be gained
by the introduction of a redesigned subreflector.

A

redesigned subreflector will, in general, allow an existing
antenna to be satisfactorily operated at a maximum frequency
at least 10 times higher than that at which it could be
operated without the use of a redesigned subreflector
(by the criterion discussed in §1"5"2).
'1'he degree of improvement is dependent on the

positioning of the redesigned subreflector as shown in
Fig.

4~10.

The rms pathlength error at the aperture is

minimized by positioning the subreflector so that the ray
cross-over factor is also minimized.

The illumination

efficiency is maximised under these conditions as is shown
in Fig. 4-11.

This emphasises the value of the subreflector

positioning algori'l:hm in the design of redesigned
subreflectors.
However the aperture blockage factor B increases as
the ray cross-over factor is reduced (see Fig. 4-11).

This

causes a corresponding reduction in the aperture efficiency
of the antenna.

A compromise must be made between the

reduction in the aperture efficiency as a result of aperture
blockage, tolerance loss and illumination·efficiency.

The

actual compromise made will usually depend on the particular
application and the frequency band over which the corrected
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antenna is to operate.
Consider as an example of the type of compromise
required, an antenna whose main reflector surface is
characterised by a

= 1'0

and p

=

0'1.

A redesigned

subreflector is to be designed for this antenna.
redesigned subreflector is positioned so that
then a

= 0·025,

r

B

=

4'5% and I = 98%.

E

r

If the

=

0-01

The value of a

r

is sufficiently low to enable the satisfactory operation of
the redesigned antenna at wavelengths as small as lmm.
The reduction in illumination efficiency only represents a
loss of 0'09db in the gain which would also be satisfactory
in most applications.

However, in many applications the

aperture blockage would be considered excessive - causing
a reduction in the gain of 0·2db.

More significant in

applications requiring low noise temperatures, the scattering
introduced by the large subreflector would increase the
sidelobe levels.
The cUlmnulative probability density function Pc of
the pathlength errors for this case is shown in Fig. 4·12a.
The improvement obtained by the use of the redesigned
subreflector is evident.
The plots of the autocorrelation functions of the
errors shown in Fig. 4 -13 indica-te a similar improvement in
antenna performance Wiel the introduction of the redesigned
subreflector.

The value of fih(O)

for the antenna using an

hyperboloidal subreflector (refer to the dashed curve in
Fig. 4'13a) is more
of fih(O)

~lan

100 times greater than the value

for a redesigned subreflector (refer to the solid

curve in Fig. 4·l3a).

Thus the power in the error radiation

pattern is much greater when using an hyperboloidal
subreflector than it is when using a redesigned subreflector.
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It sh6uld also be noted from Fig. 4·l3a that the central
peak of the real part of EE(~) when an hyperboloidal
subreflector is employed is broad, indicating that the
radiation is scattered directively.
n,~ar-in

of the

This implies that some

sidelobes of the radiation pattern will be

significantly increased in level.

In comparison the central

peak of the real part of EE(~) when a redesigned subreflector
is used (see the solid curve in Fig. 4'13b) is narrow.
This indicates that any remaining phase errors in the
aperture have a short radius of correlation and so what
radiation is scattered, is spread diffusely over the whole
radiation pattern of the antenna.
In comparison, when the same main reflector is used in
conjunction with a redesigned subreflector positioned so
that E

r

B

=

= 0·2

the value of

°r

=

0·3 (see Fig. 4'10),

1'2% and I = 86·5% (see Fig. 4'11).

The value of

°r

is now considerably larger than when Er - O' 01 and B is
considered smaller.

The value I has been reduced but the

loss of gain is still only O'63db, which could be acceptable
in some applications.
To decide whether this case might be satisfactory in
a particular application it is necessary to inspect the
cummulative probability density function P
errors.

c

of the pathlength

The solid curve shown in Fig. 4'12b does not show

quite the same degree of improvement as is indicated by the
solid curve in Fig. 4'12a but the difference is slight.
The small percentage of large pathlength errors shown in
Fig. 4'12b biases the value of or' making it
disproportionately large.

The majority of pathlength errors

a·t the aperture are of similar magnitude as those shown in
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Fig. 4·12a.

The performance of the antenna incorporating

the redesigned subref1ector positioned so that Er = 0-2
should not be significantly worse than that incorporating
a subref1ec"tor positioned for
point of view.

£;

r

= o· 01

from a tolerance loss

However the aperture blockage is reduced so

that the overall efficiency of the an-tenna will be higher
over a wide band of frequencies.
The conclusions drawn in the previous paragraph are
supported by an inspection of the plots of the autocorrelation
function of the errors shown in Fig. 4·14.

The value

of fifi(o) when the redesigned subref1ector is used (solid curve
in Fig. 4·14) is still reduced by a factor of about 90 on
that when an hyperboloidal subreflector is used.

The central

peak is also still relatively narrow.
It must be emphasized that the conclusions drawn in
the previous few paragraphs are somewhat sU_bjective as a
specific application has not been defined.

The higher the

frequency at which the antenna is to be opera"ted, the more
importan"t it is to design the subreflector to minimize
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CHAPTER. FIVE

HIGH RESOLUTION Il'iAGING

IN ASTRONOMY

5 • lINTRODUC'I'ION

It is desirable to utilize costly optical and radio
astronomical viewing instruments as fully as possible.

All

earthbound radio and optical telescopes s1-lffer from
atmospheric disturbance to some degree.

The largest optical

telescopes and radio interferometers have their ultimate
resolution severely affected by turbulence in the atmosphere.
In the last 10 years a considerable amount of effort has
been put into inves"tigating means of obtaining. high
resolution astronomical images of objects viewed through the
earth's turbulent atmosphere.
The principles of high resolution imaging are
introduced in §5-2 and the concept of resolution is defined.
The effects of the earth's turbulent atmosphere on imaging
and in particular the effects on resolution are described in
§ 5'

3.

This discussion highlights the need for image

processing techniques to realize high resolution images of
celestial objects.

In the 1920's, Michelson and his

collaborators demons"trated that high resolution images could
in principle be obtained by a technique called
"interferometry" .

However, the technology available to
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Michelson was too crude to allow him to do other than
estimate the angular separation of pairs of stars.

The

developments in this field are briefly reviewed in §5·4.
Labeyrie (1970) has introduced an extension of
interferometry - an a posteriori astronomical image processing
technique called "speckle interferometry".

This technique

which is described in §5'5, allows the limit of an
earthbound telescope to be realised despite the atmospheric
turbulence.

However, speckle interferometry does not in

. general produce a true image of the object viewed.
Modifications and extensions of speckle interferometry which

in principle produce true images are the concern of §5·6.
Even so few of these methods are generally applicable to
objects such as clusters of stars, which is the incentive
for the processing methods introduced in chapters 6 and 7.

5.2

IMAGING AND RESOLUTION
Consider the imaging system illustrated in Fig. 5'1.

It consists of an object plane, receptor(s)

(represented by

the lens) gathering the radiation from t:he object
dis-tribution and an image plane \vhereupon an image of the
object is formed.

In astronomical imaging this simple

system is complicated by there being a randomly fJ.uctuating
medium int.erposed between the object and the receptor (s)· i.e. the earth's atmosphere, and the interplanetory medium
in radio astronomy (Little and Hewish 1966).

~----

Zo

-----~~<---Zi

I

v·i

Yf .

,

f
a

b

c

d

f

e

Fig.Sol: A simple astronomical imaging system:
(a) Object

ane

(d) Lens (receptor(s))

(b) Turbulent media
(e) Rear focal plane

(c) Front focal plane
plane.
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The object being viewed could be any celestial -object,
such as a star, planet, asteroid, nebula or galaxy
(c.f. Pasachoff and Kutner 1978), which emits or reflects
radiation in the optical or radio spectrum.
represents any receptor of radiation.

The lens

At optical wavelengths

it may be the lens in a refracting telescope (c.f. Kuiper and
Middlehurst 1966) or more likely the mirror and associated
optics in a reflecting telescope (c.f. Barlow 1975,
Pasachoff 1977, §3·3).

At radio wavelengths the imaging

instrument is an antenna (c.f. Christiansen and
Hogbom 1969) or series of antennas arranged in the form of
an array or an interferometer (c.f. Steel 1967).

A much

used radio antenna is the Cassegrainian type described in
chapters 1-4.
In optical astronomy -the image is usually recorded on
photographic film (c.f. Holder 1971).

However today there

are a wide variety of photo-electric. devices
(c.f. Boksenberg 1978) which are replacing film in some
applications (c.f. Lowrance 1975, Loh and Wilkinson 1975).
Twenty years ago radio astronomical images often consisted of
one-dimensional plots of object brightness temperature
distr~butions

(c.f. Ostrowsky 1965).

However, increasingly,

two-dimensional brightness temperature maps are being
produced (c.f. Christiansen and Hogbom 1969 r chap Jeer 7) by
multiple scans through the object (c.f. Christiansen and
Hogborn 1969 §7'2) or by the use of multielement arrays
(c.f. Hogbom 1974).
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5.2.1

The

tran~missio~function

The radiation emitted or reflected by most celestial
objects is "spatially incoherent II

,

The degree of spatial

coherence of a radiating object is determined by considering
the temporal correlation of the radiating sources existing
at points (within a distant radiating object) having an
angular separation 8 as seen by an observer who is vie\;7ing
the object.

This correlation is zero, if

~n

object is

"spatially incoherent II for all finite G (c.f. Goodman 1968,
§6-l).

If this condition applies then only the intensities,

as opposed to the complex amplitudes of the radiating objects
are of practical interest, because the relative phase
between separated parts of objects are continually changing
in a random manner

(c.f. Born and Wolf 1970, §7·1).

Often

in astronomical imaging the bandwidth 6.1.. of the received
radiation is restricted, such that.
81.. «

where

X
X is

(5' 1)

the mean wavelength of the radiation.

'rhe

radiation is then referred to as being quasimonochromatic.
When the object radiation is quasimonochromatic or the
received radiation is restricted to a narrow bandwidl:.h making
i t effectively quasimonochroma -tic r the transmiss ion function
may be evaluated at the mean wavelength

X (often

the

wavelength dependence is left out of the transmission function
as a generally excepted convention).
Denote by t

exp

-the time for a single exposure.

formation of the image is intimately related to the way

The
ll1

which the receptor(s) and the medium interposed between the
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object
T.

ml,n

~nd

the receptor(s) vary during t

exp

Deno-te by

.

the time needed to record a detectable signal in the

image plane.

Define T to be any convenient time interval

which is appreciably shol:-ter than any characteris tic time
of the medium or the receptor(s)
receptor(s) are stable during

T.

~

Le. the medium and
Thus, when T .

nun

< t

< 'If

exp

the transmission function is independent of time during the
exposure.
The image produced by an imaging system of the type
illustrated in Fig. 5-1 is characterised at each wavelength

~

by the quasimonochromat:ic transmission function
q(Xo,Xi,Yo,Yi, t,~), which is the intensity per unit. area in
the image plane at the point (Xi,Yi), due to a radiator of
unit intensity at the object point (xo'Yo)
Wolf 1970,

§9~5)_

dependence of

g on

(c.f. Born and

In general, the form of the functional
space, time and wavelength is arbitrary.

Let o(xo,yo) represent the intensi·ty of the radiating
sources in the object pL-;:me.

The average distribution of

intensity that this object produces in the image plane is
i(x. ,y.) given by:
1

1

i(x.,y.)
1

1

=

g(x o ,x.,y
,y.
,t,A) dAdx dy dt
1
0
-1
a 0
o--coo

(5' 2)

If the quasirnonochromatic condition is sati.sfied,
(5-2)

-

may be evalua-ted at the mean wavelength A
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1

t

q(x ,x. ,y ,y"t,A) dx dy dt
o

~

0

1·

0

0

exp
(S· 3)

Further if t

exp

~

then

T

o(xo'Yo) q(x o ,x.,y
,y.A)
d x 0 dy 0
1
0
1
(5 • 4 )

-00

where the explicit time dependence of q has been discarded
but remember that both i and
because, even if

q

q depend

~

implicitly upon t,

does not change during a single exposure,

it does change between different exposures which are
separated in time by many

To

The quasimonochromatic transmission function is
usually called the point spread function (psf) of the optical
system (note that the psf as defined here is the intensity of:
the psf as it would be defined in a coherent imaging system Goodman 1968, §6-S).
The psf q(x o I X]_" y 0 'Y'/t)
is
1
q(X ,x.,y ,y.,t)

o

1

-0

1

=

q(x ,x.,y ,y.,t,X)
0

1

0

1

(S' 5)

The psf may be regarded as the intensity of the
radiation in the image plane due to a point source in the
Object plane.

If the form of the psf is independent of the

position of the point source in the object plane, during a
single exposure then tile psf is termed point spread
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invariant (psi).

The region over which the point source

in the object plane can be moved while the psf remains psi
is called the "isoplanatic" region, or isoplanatic
p.atch.
The degree to which the psf is psi or not depends on
the characteristics of both the receptor(s) and the medium
interposed between the object and the receptor(s).

For

instance, in an optical system usually only the central
region around the optical axis is considered ·to be psi.
outside this region there are significant position dependent
aberrations (c.f. Born and Wolf 1970, §5"3).

Also when

viewing celestial objects from an earthbound telescope one
must see through the earth's atmosphere, which is turbulent
and not at a uniform tempera.ture.

The effects of the

earth's turbulent:. atmosphere on the psf of an imaging sys'tem
is discussed in §S·3.
For all object and image distributions that are
contained within the isoplanatic region,
q(x ,x. fY ,y. ,t)
o

l

0

q(x -x.,y

=:

'l

0

l

0

~y.

l

,t)

(5-6)

The distribution of radia·tion over ·the image plane due to a
quasimonochromatic spatially incoherent distribution of
radiating sources in a part of the object plane, small enough
to be restricted to the isoplanatic region is,
Cf)

t

exp

1
o(Xo,yo) q(x _·x. ,y -yo It)dx dy dt

t

o

l

0

l

0

0

exp

J

-coo

(5' '7)
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The perfect image is related to the object by A
. magnification factor M, where
M.

=

Z.l !Z 0

and Zi and Zo are defined in Fig. 5·1,
so that
1

o(Mx ,My)

i(x.,y.) =
l

l

o

M

(5 • 9 )

0

Making this scale change so that all the coordinates are the
samc~,·-(5·5)

is rewritten as (Goodman 1968,§S-3)
ce

i(x,y)

t

exp

1

=

o(x,y) q(x,y,t) dxdydt
t

(5' 10 )

exp
-ceo

where the subscripts, being all the same, have been dropped.
(5-10) has the form of a convolution integral, integrated

over the exposure time.

It can be conveniently written in

the following shorthand form
t

exp

1

i(x,y) :::::

t

o(x,y) @ q(xry,t) dt

(5·11)

exp
o

where Q denotes convolution.

i(x,y)

=

o(x,y) ® q(x,y)

If t

exp

~

T

then

(5·.12 )
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5.2.3

The Fourier

trahs~brm

plane

If in an object or image plane there is an intensity
distribution f(x,y)

then it is possible to define a

corresponding distribution F(u,v) in the Fourier transform
These two distributions are connected by the

(FT) plane.

two-dimensional FT's (Goodman 1968, §2-l):
(X)

F(u,V) ;::;

f(
: x,y ) e -j2TI(ux+vy) d x d y

(5' 13)

F(u,v) e j2TI (ux+vy) dudv

(5 . 14 )

-(X)

co

f(x,y)

=
-

(X)

Often the FT operation is denoted by a double ended
arrow connecting the two distributions:
f(x,y)

~-+

F(u,v)

(5' 15)

The distribution, F(U,V) in the FT plane may be
called the spatial frequency distribution or spectrum of
the object f(x,y).
Denot.e the FT of the quanti"ties i(x,y), o(x,y) and
q(x,y) by I(u,v), O(u,v) and Q(u,v) respectively.
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Fig. 5-2 shows the coordinate system relating distance in the
spatial domain to spatial frequency in the FT plane.

Po is

a point in the object distribution and R is much larger than
the size of the recep-tor(s) or the midband wavelength

A.

Then the spatial frequency u is defined by

-

u -- sin 8/A

Similarly if sin

(5'16)

¢

is the direction sine

in the y-direction,

then

v

= .-sin

¢/~

(5'17)

The FT of (5·12) is
I(u,v) - O(u,v) Q(u,v)

(5· 18)

Q(u,v) is known as the transfer function or TF.

Fig.S-2: Coordinates for the Fourier transformation in the
X,

z-plane.
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5.2.4

Di££ractiol2._ limi teditnagin..9.
Re-examine Fig. S-l.

The lens represents the

receptor(s) of radiation, which in practice, always has a
1imi ted aperture diameter and some aberrations.

These

,imperfec·tions can vary from simple defects caused during
manufacture or defocusing, to the irreducible aberrations
of perfectly spherical lenses, such as spherical aberrations
(cof. Born and Wolf 1970, §S-3).
aberr~tions

Collectively the

are referred to as Seidel aberrations

(c.f. Born and Wolf 1970, §S'3).
The operation of the receptor (s) during a -time
interval t

exp

~

T

is described by (S-12).

to divide the psf q(x,y)
q(x,y) = a(x,y)

0

It is convenient

into -three parts, so that
(S . 19 )

b(x,y) ® h(x,y)

where a(x,y) is the psf due to the limited aperture of t_he
receptor (s) , b(x,y) is the psf due to any aberrations in the
receptor (s) and h(x,y) is -the psf due to the distorting medium
interposed between the object and the receptor (;;) .
Consider firstly the effect on the image of the
receptor(s) having a limited aperture diameter D.
e(x,y)

=

o(x,y)

@

a(x,y)

Define
(5-20)

The FT of (S-20) is
E(u,V)

=

O(u,v) A(u,v)

(5·21)
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A(u,v) is known as the transfer function of the
receptor(s) given that it is aberration free_
(1968,

Goodman

§6-3) shows that the transfer function of a receptor

with a circular aperture of diameter D is

A,(u,V)

=

2
7T

=

0

(5·22)

substituting (5-22) into (5-21) shows that E(u,v) has no

_.
spatial frequencies above D/A.

It is convenient to introduce
2

A

a quantity u in order to define the range

~

2

(u +v)

A

< u of

spatial frequencies throughout which A(u,v) has significant
value - i.e.

G~

D/X.

A receptor with aberrations that have a psf b(x/y)
produces an image intensity distribution f(x,y)
f (x,y)

=

e (x,y)

\3)

given by

b (x,y)

(5-23)

The FT of (5-23) is
F (u,v)

=

E (u,v) B (u,v)

Goodman (1968,

(5-24)

§6"4) shows that aberrations introduce

a phase error into the wavefront passing through the
receptor(s) •

He shows that the effect of this phase error is
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in general, to lower the contrast of each spatial frequency
component of image intensity.

The absolute cut-off of the

transfer function B(u,V) remains unchanged compared to the
aberration free transfer function A(u,v), but severe
aberrations cause such a decrease in contrast at the high
spatial frequencies that the effective cut-off is much lower.
Aberrations in the receptor(s) are thus detrimental to image
quality.
It is usual to say that a receptor is diffractionlimited if it has no measurable aberrations other than those
due to it having a limited diameter.
An interposed medium with a psf h(x,y), produces an
image intensity distribution i(x,y). given by
i(x,y)

=

f(x,y)

@

h(x,y)

(5"25)

The FT of (5-25) is
I (u,v)

=

F (u,v) H (u,v)

(5'26)

Discussion of the effect of H(u,v) on the image
spectrum is deferred until §5'3'4, after consideration of the
characteristics of the a-tmosphere.
5.2.5

Angular

resolutio~

The classical limit to angular resolution for a
diffraction-limited receptor is given by the "Rayleigh
criterion"

(c.f. Goodman 1968, §6·5).

It is expressed

mathematically as
t'J

=

l'22'\/D

(5~27)

where () is the angular resolut-ion in radians, A is the midband
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wavelength of the received radiation and D is the diameter
o~

the receptor(s)' primary aperture.

When detail is

resolved to this limit in an image it is often referred to
as diffraction-limited resolution.

This is because

(5~27)

defines the diameter of the central bright region in the
diffraction pattern of a uniformly illuminated circular
aperture of diameter D (such a pattern is illustrated in
Fig. S·3).

The bright central disc is referred to as the

Airy disc.

Any object whose image in a given instrument is

of the same angular diameter as the Airy disc is considered
unresolvable by the instrument.
to as "point sources".

Such objects are referred

A point source located at the point

(x,y) in the image plane of an astronomical imaging system
is here denoted by o(x,y) where 6(.,.) is a two-dimensional
delta function.

Fig.S·3: Photograph of the diffraction pattern of a circular
aperture illuminated by 632·8nm coherent light.
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5.3

ATMOSPEERIC OPTICS
Clean air at a uniform pressure and temperature is in

principle an excellent medium for the undistorted propagation
of electromagnetic waves at optical and radio
(Labeyrie 1976).

freque~cies

The Brownian motion of 'the air molecules

introduces negligible wide-scale phase fluctuations on optical
or radio waves.

However the air in the earth's atmosphere

is no-t homogenous and does not exist at a uniform temperature.
The wa,ter vapour present in the atmosphere produces some
refractive index variations but it is generally considered
that, on nights which are suit,able for astronomical imaging,
i t is the fluctuations in temperature vlhich cause the most
significant index of refraction fluctuations
Strohbehn 1971, Labeyrie 1976).

(Divari 1970,

The fluctuations in

temperature introduce variations in the air density which
cause changes in refractive index.

The refractive index

variations cause electromagnetic waves propagating through
the atmosphere to become distorted due to the different paths
over which different parts of the wavefront travel
(Tartarski 1961, Fried 1967, Tartarski 1971, Fried 19790.).
PresSUre variations also effect air density, but pressure
fluctuations are rapidly dissipated and their effects are
small compared to those of the longer lasting temperature
variations.
The temperature fluctuations in the atmosphere are
caused by a variety of mechanisms, depending on the weather
conditions and the terrain topography.

Some of these

mechanisms are thermal convection, interface

t~urbulence
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between layers at different temperatures, wind shear
turbulence

~nd

wake turbulance.

The scale size for the turbules ranges between a
few millimeters and hundreds of meters for air at sea level
(Rumsey 1977).

The majority of the temperature

inhomogenei·ties are believed to occur in the lower
(convective) atmosphere, up to the stratosphere (Dicke, 1975).
The apparent lifetimes of turbules along any given line of
sight is largely governed by wind speeds near the ground.
Winds at higher altitudes have a less pronounced effect.
,

.,.

LJ.,fetlmes vary between 1 and 10
weather conditions

-3

seconds depending on

(Rumsey 1977).

The optical wave received at the ground from a point
source located above the atmosphere exhibits both phase and
amplitude variations (Hodara 1968, Breckinridge 1976).

The

amplitude variation is usually attributed to the introduction
of a random phase distortion by s:rnall turbules (diameter
approximately 10cm) high in the atmosphere which is converted
by diffraction and interference into an amplitude variation
(Dicke 1975).
the stars.

This effect causes the familiar twinkling of
The phase variations along the wavefront are

generated by turbulence at all altitudes, but the effect is
accentuated at lower altitudes (Labeyrie 1976).
5.3.1

The seeing problem
On good observing nights, using a small telescope

(in the 2 ·to 10cm range. of aperture sizes) in the
conventional manner (i.e. t exp »T) diffraction-limited
images of celestial objects can be obtained.

This implies

that the phase is nearly uniform over t.he aperture of the
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telescope and so the effective size of a typical turbule
or "seeing cell"

(as it is commonly referred to -

Wimbush 1961) in the atmosphere must, be larger than the
telescope aperture.
Conversely a very large 'telescope f with a.n aperture
of diameter greater than about 1m, may have several t.housand
seeing cells across its aperture.

Each of the seeing cells

has a different random phase associated with i t (Fried 1965).
vfuen a point source locat.ed above the atmosphere is viewed
under these conditions, the Airy disc pattern is completely
destrqyed.

Elementary Fourier theory shows that the angular

spread of tJ1e image is of the order of A/do where do is the
average characteristic linear dimension of the seeing cells.
Under average observing conditions do is typically IOem
(Labeyrie 1976, Miller and Zieske 1977, Schneiderman and
Karo 1978b).

This corresponds to a resolution of about

1 second of arc.

Under these cond.i tions the image formed

in the image plane of a telescope of Sm diameter operating
at a wavelength of SOOnm is roughly 100 times great.er than the
diffraction-limi-t:ed spot size (Le. the Airy disc).
image is knol;J11 as the "seeing

disc~iI.

This

rrhus under normal

seeing conditions the advantage of a Sm telescope used in the
conventional manner only lies in its increased light gathering'
power (Hufnagel and Stanley 1964, Fried 1966) .
5.3.2

Imaginsrthrough a ·turbulent medium
Define a

comparable to T.

It

short exposure II as a vievling interval
During a short exposure the atmosphere is

essentially stationary or "frozen"

(Fried 1966).

Under

average seeing conditions T is less than 10 milliseconds
(see § 5' 3 . 1) .
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Define a characteristic time T for the atmosphere
which is the minimum time interval which must be left between
short exposures to ensure tha·t the stat.:es of the atmosphere
during the two short exposures are statistically independent.

rr is often referred to as the redistribution time for the
Under average seeing conditions it is about half
a second (Fried 1966) .
A "long exposure" is here defined to be one v1hich is
much longer than T but still sufficiently short so that during
the exposure the statistics of the atmosphere can be assumed
stationary.

Often the statistics of the atmosphere remain

effectively stationary for up to several hours.

It should be

noted that most images formed with telescopes used in the
conventional manner can be considered to be long exposures.
The image intensity i (x. ,y.) obtained by viewing an
1

1

object intensity o(x ,y ) through the earth's atmosphere
o 0
during a long exposure is given by (5-3) where t
»T.
.
exp
It is convenient to denote by f(x ,y ) the true image of the
.

0

0

object resolved to the diffraction limit of the particular
receptor(s) being used.

f(x ,y ) is defined by (5"20)
o 0
provided the object is viewed through the region of the
receptor(s) which is effectively isoplanatic.
(5-25),

reduces to

(5-3)

00

i(x.y.)
l

l

~

t

1
·t

Then, using

exp
f(xo'yo) h

exp

(x0
-x.,y
-y.~)dx dy dt
10
1
0
0

-000

(5"28)
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It is useful to consider a long exposure as an
ensemble averag'e of many short exposures so that (5' 28) can
be written as
00

<i (x. , y . ) > -l

f(x ,y ) <h(x -x.,y -y.»dx dy
o 0
0
l
0
l
0
0

l

(S·29)

-00

where <.> denotes an ensemble average.

The conditions required for isoplanatism are
described in §S-2"2.

Bates and Gough (1975) consider the

conditions required for isoplanatism when viewing through a
randomly fluctuating media.

In summary, the psf is psi

provided that:
1.

The fluctuating atmosphere is far from the
viewing plane.

2.

There is negligible multiple scattering of the
radiation emitted by the spatially incoherent
sources in the object plane.

3.

The angular extent of the object is small.

4.

The fluctuating medium is statistically
stationary.

If (1) through (4) hold then
<h (xo ,x.,
Y I Y. ) >
l' 01

=:

<h (x0 -x.l , y 0 -y.)
>
l

(5 ~ 30 )

When the scale change given by (5-8) is introduced
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=

<h(x -x. ,y -y.»
o 1. 0 '1,

<h(x,y»

(5-31)

Then the long exposure image is written as

=

<i(x,y»

f(x,y) ® <h(x,y»

(5·32)

Liu and Lohmann (1973) point out that certain long
exposures may satisfy the isoplanatic constraints loore nearly
than the short exposures from v\7hich they are derived.

~rhe

isoplanatic constraints on sh.ort exposure images are
discussed in §5·S.

The FT of

=

<I(u,v»

where <H(u,v»
atmosphere_

(5~32)

is

F(u,v) <H(u,v»

(5'33)

is the long exposure transfer function of the
The instantaneous transfer function Q(u,v) of

the entire imag"ing system (i. e. the receptor (s) and turbulent
atmosphere combination) is given by the FT' of (5·19):
Q(u,v) - A(u,v) B(u,v) H(u,v)

(5-34)

It is convenient to denote that part of Q(u,v) which is
directly a ttribu·table to the recep·tor (s) by Hr (u, v) so that
H (u,V)
r

=

A(u,V) B(u,v)

(5-35)

Then (5-34) becomes
Q(u,v)

=

Hr(U,v) H(u,v)

(5- 36)

If the characteristics of the receptor(s) are stable
throughout an exposure of arbitrary duration, so that during
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a long exposure
(5·37)

<H (U,V) > ;::; H (u,v)

r

r

then the long exposure transfer function of the imaging
system is given by
<Q(u,v) > ;:::: H (u,v) <H(u,v) >

(5-38)

r

If, for simplicity, it is assumed thatB(u,v)

=:

1·0

(i.e. the receptor(s) are free from aberrations) then H (u,v)
r

is significant throughout the range of spatial frequencies
2

2

eu +v)

k
2

<H(U,v»

/'

u "" D/X.

< li(see §S·2-4), where

However,

is only significant for spatial frequencies
2

2

throughout the range (u +v )
in §5'3'1

U ""

~
2

v

< u where from the discussion

do/~ where do is the average characteristic

linear dimension of the seeing cells.

V

Thus u «

A

u and

the seeing usually limits the resolution attainable with a
large telescope, when it is used in the conventional manner.
Fig.

5~4a

shows a typical plot of Q(u,v) when a stable,

homogeneous medium is interposed between the object and the
receptor (s) - i.e. Q(u,v) = H (u,v).
r

shows a plot of <Q(u,v»

In comparison Fig. 5·4b

when observing under typical

atmospheric seeing conditions.

In both plots the transfer

function is normalised to 1·0 at zero spatial frequency.
5.3.5

Charact.eristics of a short exposure image
When a short exposure of a celestial object is taken

in narrow band light (e. g.
nanometers)

!:-:,/-..

less than a few tens of

the resulting image exhibits a mottled appearance,

similar to that of laser speckle (c.f: Dainty et al 1975).

In recent years the speckle phenomena has been extensively
studied (Gabor 1970, Dainty at al 1975, Lohmann and
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Q(u,v)

1'0

<Q(u,v»
1·0

v

A

u

u

E'ig. 5· 4: The long exposure transfer function of an
astronomical imaging system:
(a) A stable homogeneous medium interposed
between the object and the receptor(s)
(b) Typical atmospheric seeing conditions.
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Weigelt 1975a,Dainty 1976a,Goodman 1976, Welford 1976,
Fujii and Asakura 1977, and Jakeman and Welford 1977).
The speckled appearance arises in short exposures of
astronomical objects, because any point inside the image of
a star receives coherent contributions from many of the
seeing cells in the aperture plane.

The ampli t.ude at the

image point thus appears to arise from the sum of many
sinusoids with random phases

(Labeyrie 1976).

If the

amplitude of each individual sinusoid is denoted by a
the squared modulus of the sum of many

n

then

sinusoids with

randomly distributed phases may have a value between 0 and

I I

aiin

ani

2

The particular value found at any point in the image
plane depends on the point being considered.

When viewing

a point source the scale size for the intensity variations in
the image plane is "5:./D (see §S'S'2), which is 6f the same
order as the diffraction-limited spot size.

Thus detail is

present in a short exposure image of a celestial object to
the full resolution limit of the receptor(s) being used.
Unfortunately this detail is difficult to recognise as it is
obscured by the broader speckle pattern of approximate
diameter 'X/do'
Denote the intensi·ty in a short narrowband exposure
of a celestial object by s(x,y), which is referred to from
now on as a "speckle image".

If the isoplanatic constraints

hold during the exposure then (5"12) and (S-25) show that
s(x,y) can be written, within the isoplanaticregiol1, as
s(x,y) == f(x,y)

where f(x,y)

@

h(x,y)

(S-39)

is the true image of -the object resolved to -the
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diffraction limit of the particular receptor(s) being used
and h(x,y)

is the psf of the atmosphere during the short

exposure.

5.4

l\STR,ONOMICAL
INTERFEROMETRY
----_.
In 1920 Michelson and his collaborators (Michelson and

Fease 1921) gave a classic demonstration of the way
interferometry could be used to resolve the angular dimensions
of stellar objects which are normally beyond the limits
imposed by atmospheric seeing.

He recorded the interference

fringes produced by coherently superimposing the wave fronts
received from two receptors spatially separated from one
another.

By measurement of the fringe visibility Michelson

was able to estimate the angular diameter of a few stars to
the diffraction limit of an equivalent full aperture
telescope whose diameter is the separation of the two
individual telescopes.
5.4.1

Theory
Consider the diagram shown in Fig. 5'5 which describes

any -two element in-terferometer such as a simple Michelson
interferometer.

The interferometer elements are separated

by a distance di and f(x)

is the equivalent one-dimensional

brightness temperature distribution of the part of the
celestial sphere under observation.

If the viewing angle

e

changes, while R remains constant, the relative phase of the
two signals output from the two receptors changes with (R--r).
'l'he combined output of the two receptors exhibits the well
known interference fringes

(Christiansen and Hoghom 1969,
2_

§1·4·1) .

~"7hen

R is much greater -than d.

1

IA

(Le. the

/ "-j?b
/\ t

---..'<><;;

----.,,-1..
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f(x)

observed brighbless

P

I~~

"

1

temperature distribution
.

~~x

'R

I
I

z

r

I·

DetectorJ_____ (Fringe
-~-

~

--1-·

nformation)

F (u)

Fig.5 S:

Schematic diagram of a basic interferometer.

0

brightness distribution is in the far field of the
interferometer, as is almost alwa.ys the case in astronomical
imaging)

t.hen the fringe spacing is independent of R,

because (Swenson and Mathur 1968)

R-r

~

c{. sin e

(5'40)

1.

To locate the fringe nulls with a prescribed accuracy,
for all

A

e

in the range

18 I

<

e

A

f

where 8 is the upper limit to

the viewing angle F ·then di must not exceed some maximum
A

receptor spacing die

Bracewell (1958), Swenson and Mathur

(1968) and Clark (1970) discuss the quantitative estimation
A

of

e

A

and die

The combined output of the two receptor(s) is

called the IIcomplex fringe visibility" and is a measure of. the
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coherence of the light incident on the equivalent telescope
(\

with an aperture diameter D

~

d ..

The fringe visibility is

1

denoted by F(u) where
u ;::: (d.cos'P)
1

5:

(5'41)

The modulus and phase of F(u) are given respectively by the
normalised modulus and relative position of the fringes
(c.f. Bracewell 1958).

Swenson and Mathur (1968) show that

f(x) and F(u) are a FT pair throughout the range of spatial
frequencies

"
lui < u

(\

-

~ di/~R

provided that the following

assumptions are valid:
1.

The source is incoherent.

2.

The interferometer has identical receptors.

3.

The receiving system is quasimonochromatic i.e.

4.

(5'1) applies.

The brightness distribution and the receptor
radiation patterns I have insignificant variat.ions
in the passband f.,'A.

5.

The interferometer interfererice pattern has one
of its maxima in the direction

~.

This requires

that the delays of the transmission paths from
the two antennas to the detector differ by
(d.sin'P)/c vlhere c is the speed of light.
1

In practice all interesting source distributions are
usually two dimensional - i.e. the brightness temperature
distribution on the celestial sphere can be written as f(x,y)
where the y axis of Fig. 5'5 is into the plane of the paper.
The two element interferometer can be used to measure the
two~dimensional

complex fringe visibility F(u,v) throughout
2

2

the range of spatial frequencies (u + v)

~

"-

< u by rotating

I
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the receptors about an axis, parallel to the z axis on
Fig. 5"5, but centred equidistant between the two receptors
(Christiansen and Hogbom 1969, §7 2)
0

Provided both the

0

magnitude and phase of F(u/v) can be determined throughout
the valid range of spatial frequencies i t is possible to
reconstruct f(x,y)

to the diffraction limit of the

interferometer used to make the measurements i.e.
f(x,y)

+-7

(5'42)

F(u/v)

....
t
f·
.. t
ln ln er er0l!l~_::~y
The measuremen·t of the phase of the complex fringe
l1ichelson

visibility at optical frequencies is difficult.

and Pease (1921) measured only the modulus which enabled him
to determine the angular diameter or some large stars but no·t
to produce a true image of them.

Until recently

(Labeyrie 1976) useful measurements of the phase of optical
complex fringe visi:bili·ties were nonexistent.

The practical

difficul ties involved in t.he measurement of phase at optical
frequencies are those of maintaining optical path lengths in
the two arms of the instrument and of overcoming the effec·ts
of )curbulence in the atmosphere (see

§ 5·

3 -I) .

In radio interferometry it is also generally true that
the modulus of the complex visibility can be obtained with
much better accuracy than can the phase.
chapter 8, Clark 1970).

(Jennison 1966,

The chief factors causing

difficulties in the measurement of phase at radio frequencies
are turbulence in the atmosphere (Baars 1967, Basart et al
1970, Barton 1971, Hinder and Ryle 1971, Swenson and
Kellermann 1975), variations in the links joining the
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interferometer elements (Swenson and Kellerman 1975) and
variable phase shifts in the electronic equipment and local
oscillators (Jennison 1958, 1966, Swenson and Mathur 1968,
Swenson and Kellerman 1975).
5.4.3

Types of Interferometer
The simplest form of interferometer is Hewish's

"scintillation interferometer" (Little and Hewish 1966) which
uses only a single receptor.

By suitable processing, the

signal fluctuations caused by the seeing provide an estimate
of the extents of objects (Bates and Gough 1975) .
The interferometer most. usually referred to is the
Michelson interferometer.

It uses two receptors, the

outputs of which are combined by coherent integration to
maximise the signal-to-noise ratio of the interference fringes.
As mentioned in §S·4·2 it is theoretically possible to
measure the modulus and phase of the complex fringe visibility
using this type of interferometer.'

However the practical

aspects outlined in §5·4·3 make the measurement of phase
difficult.

Recent developments in Michelson Stellar

interferometry are discussed by Tango and Twiss (1979).
l'1ultiple element (compound) interferometric methods
(Jennison 1958, MacPhie 1966) have been introduced to reduce
the difficulty of maintaining phase stability over large
distances bet:ween the interferometer elements, bu·t with these
techniques measurement errors "tend 'to accumulate (Jennison
1958, Bates 1969a).
When coherent detec"tion is impracticable, the intensity
interferometer developed by Hanbury Brown and Twiss (1954)
is used.

In optical intensity interferometry t.lle light from

a, celestial object is ;focused by hlO large mirrors onto
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photoelectric detectors.

The

tluctuat~ons

in the output

currents from these detectors are then correlated in an
electronic correlator (c.r. Hanbury Brown 1974, §4-2-2).
During this process all phase information is lost, leaving
just the modulus of the fringe visibility.

This type of

detection is also severely limited in its sensitivity,
because the background noise remaining after the correlation
proces[; is proportional to the fourth power of the noise
present on the signals before the correlation process
(Hanbury Brown 1974, §4· 2·3) .
Bates (1969a) and Bates and Napier (1972) have
studied further refinements of intensity interferometry.
They show that when using holographic techniques

(see

§5·6 -I) a unique detel:mina cion of the unknown object can be
J

made but it relies on a complete knowledge of a second
reference source.

When there is no reference source, the

determination of the object is no.t lmique I but the number
of possible objects can be reduced to a finite number
(Bates 1969a, 1969b, Bates and Napier 1972).
The advantages and disadvantages of intensity and
Michelson interferometry in optical astronomy is discussed
by Hanbury Brown (1978).

His discussion is orientated

towards the building of the next generation of
interferometers, to obtain the most useful astronomical
informa-Lion.
In order to conveniently measure the two-dimensional
complex fringe visibility and thus form complete images of
celestial sources, sophisticated multielement synthesis
arrays have been developed, for use by radio astronomers
(Swenson 1969, Heeschen 1967, Christiansen 1973).

This
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. technique was pioneered at Cambridge, England (Ryle 1975) ,
but ·the most spectacular example is the Very Large Array
(VLA - Heeschen 1967, Heeschen 1975) under construction J.n
. New Mexico.

In i·ts final form the VLA will consist of

27 Cassegrain antennas, each of 25 meter diameter, located
on three arms of a Y whose legs are each 21 kilometers long.
This array will enable the mapping of the celestial sphf'Ore
to an angular resolution of better than 1 arc-second.
VLA's with baselines more than a few 10 I s of
kilometers are very expensive to construct.

To resolve the

most compact regions of cosmic radio emission, Very Long
Baseline Interferometers (VLBI) with baselines approaching the
diameter of the earth are used (Cohen 1973, Kellermann 1972).
In VLBI systems the signals at two widely separated antennas
are recorded on magnetic tape, together with highly accurate
time signals and later correlated to form the interferometer.
In this way angular resolutions of be·t·ter than 1 milliarcsecond are achieveable.

An extension of the VLBI concept is the Very Long
Baseline Array (VLBA), which utilizes several telescopes
spaced along a line across the surface of the globe.

The

earth's rotation is then used to produce two-dimensional maps
of radio sources (Swenson and Kellermann 1975).
5.4.4

Order of an Interferomet.er
Bates and Gough (1975) define the order of an

interferometer.

The defining characteristic of an

interferometer of order n for any integer n >

0

is that its

final output is the correlation of the outputs of two
interferometers of order (n-1).

A zeroJch order

inte:cferometer is one using only one receptor such as
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Hewish's scintillation interferometer.

Michelson's

two element interferometer is typical of a first order
interferometer.

The most advanced first order interferometer

interferometer is Ryle' s

(l975) syn-thesis telescope.
,

Second order interferometry includes the various compound
interferometers.

It should be noted that by definition

the output of a second order interferometer is the
correlation of the outputs of the first order interferometers
of which it consists.

Thus the intensity interferometer can

be considered as the special case for which the first order
interferometers making up the second order (intensity)
interferometer have the same baselines - i.e. only two
receptors are required if this condition applies.

5.5

STELLAR SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY
Labeyrie (1970) proposes

a

method called "speckle

in-terferometry" which allows the formation of images of
celestial objects with detail

pre~erved

out to the

diffraction limit of large earthbound telescopes.

Practical

implementa_tion of the method (Gezari et al 1972,
Breckinridge 1973, Labeyrie 1974, Labeyrie et al 1974,
McAlister 1977a, 1977b, 1977c, 1978, Blazit et al 1977,
Aime et al 1978, Morgan et al 1978, Selby et al 1979) has
since confirmed iJes usefulness.
5.5.1

The method
The basis of Labeyrie's speckle interferometric

method is the recording' of a large number (e. g. several
-thousand

~

see §S'S'7), narrow-band (e.g. a bandwidth of a

few tens of nanometers - see §S-S"S), short exposure (each
exposure less than a few tens of milliseconds - see §5·S·6),
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speckle images.

Denote by N the total number of speckle
s

images recorded.

The time bei.:ween each exposure is made

, greater tha,n the redistribution time T of the atmosphere
(see §5-3'2) to ensure statistical independence (Karo and
Schneiderman 1976).

In addition all N exposures are taken
s

over a time interval during which the statistics of the
The distribution of

atmospheric turbulence are stationary.

intensity throughout a particular speckle image (say the n

th

),

taken of a celestial object with a particular brightness
distribution is given by
(5-43)
where the brightness distribution f(x,y)

is defined by

(5-23) and 11 (x,y) is the psf characterising the atmosphere
n

during the n

th

short exposure.

In (5-43) i t is assumed that

the angular extent of t,he object is smaller than t:he
effective isoplanat:ic region of the atmosphere at the time of
the

11

th

exposure.
Labeyrie's method of processing requires taking the

FT of each speckle image and recording its spatial frequency
power spec'l:nJm

~

i. e. for the n

2

,Is n (u,v)

1

th

exposure

2

=

IF(upv)

2
I H

I

n

(u,v)

(5'44)

1

Note the loss of all phase information.

The N

such

s

power spectra are combined to give an average power spectrum
2

denoted by IS(u,v)

I ,

with improved signal-to-noise ratio

(see §:;. 5' 9 . 1) :
2

Is(u,vH

;:: < Is (u,v)
n

I

2

> ;:: IF(U,v) I

2

2

<IHn

(u,v)

1

>
(5'45)
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2

It is possible to obtain <IHn(U,V) I > from
measurements o;f a single unresolvable star f observed under
statistically identical seeing conditions (c.f. Labeyrie
2

Also <IH (u,v) I > can be estimated from a

1974) •

11

theoretical derivation based on measurements of the turbulence
in the atmosphere (Korff et al 1972).
< IHn (u f v)

I

Dividing (5'45) by

2

> gives the power spectrum of the celestial object,

2

2

Providing <IH (u,v) I > contains spatial

IF(u,v) I .

n

frequency information extending to the full spatial frequency
limit of the telescope (i.e. the diffraction limit) then so
will the modulus of the object visibility.
2

Inverse Fourier transformation of IF(u,v) I

yields the

autocorrelation ff(x,y) of the object:

ff (x,y)

=

(5-46)

ReCE'n-Uy Welter and Worden (1978) have shown that the
autocorrelation of the object brightness distribution, ff(x,y)
given by (5-46) can be obtained without requiring the
2

They form t_he average

>.

measurement of <IH(u,v)1

autocorrelation of the recorded speckle images denoted here
by <ss, (x,y»
1

and the average cross-correlation of the

recorded speckle images denoted here by <s,S, l{x,y»
1

<s.s. (x,y»
1

1

-

=:

s. (x,y)
1

*'

1+

where

s. (x,y),
1

(5·47)

and

I
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(5·48)

Then they show that ff(x,y)
·ff(x,y)

=

K«.s.S. (x,y»
~

is given by

- <s.s, l(x,y»)

~

~

~+

(5-49)
where

K

is a constant.

Welter and Worden (1978) emphasize that during the
processing by this me"thod, the low spatial frequency
2

information in <1·H(u,V)

I

of spatial frequencies

u<

> is destroyed - i.e. only the range
2

2

(u +v)

~

< u are retained.

One

consequence of this is that the method is only valid when
the extend of f(x,y)
5.5.2

Speckle

is smaller than the seeing disc.

Statis"~~

The statistical properties of laser speckle are
discussed by many people including Goodman (1975a), Parry
(1975), Dainty (1976b)and Jakeman and Welford (1977).

The

first order statistics describe the fluctuations in brightness
in the pattern (i.e. the statistical proper-ties of the
pattern at a single point in space) whereas the second order
statistics describe the
in the speckle pattern.

coarsenc~~s

of the spatial stxucture

It should be noted that laser speckle

is formed by the sca·ttering of light that is nearly spa.tially
and temporally coheren"t, whereas stellar speckle is formed by
the scattering of only quasimonochromatic light.
statistics for both situations are similar.

However the

Parry (1975)

reviel'ls the analysis of speckle patterns formed by the
scattering of partially coherent light.
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5.5,2.1 First order statistics
Consider a telescope viewing a stellar object through
the earth's turbulent atmosphere.

At any instant, the

amplitude of the electric field at any given observation point
in the image plane consists of a mu.lti tude of contributions,
each with a different random phase corresponding to all the
different scattering regions in the atmosphere that transmit
light into the pupil of the telescope.

Thus the total

phasor amplitude is represented as a sum of many elementary
phasor contributions.

Using a classical analysis based on a

random walk in the complex plane, Goodman (1975a)derives an
expression for the statistics of the distribution of intensity
in the image plane -- i. e. the distribution of intensity in the
speckle pattern.

Provided that a large number of seeing

correlation cells lie within the telescope aperture
(i.e. D/d

o

»1) and the phase from cell to cell is uniformly

distributed in the interval

-1T

to

+1T

(which is.closeJy

approximated when a large telescope is used under typical
atmospheric seeing conditions), then the probability density
distribution of intensity in a speckle imac;e is given by
Lord Rayleigh's expression

-1/1
p(I)

=

(5'50)

1/1 e

where I is the i.ntensity in the image and I is the mean value
of the intensi-ty throughout the image.
Two characteristics of the Rayleigh distribution of
intensity given in (5·50) should be stressed:
1.

the probability of zero intensity is always
high -

i.e~

a speckle image consists of patches

of light on a dark background.

2.

there is a finite probability that some
speckles in the image will be very bright.

These properties of t.he speckle image are used in both
speckle interferometry and some of ·the other speckle
processing methods described in §5"6, and chapter G.
5.5.2.2 Second order statistics
Two approaches have been adopted in the literature to
determine the second order statistics of partially coherent
speckle patterns.

'I'he first method uses the fact that a

speckle pa t.tern is an image of a source (Labeyrie 1970 y
Dainty 1973, Parry 1975) and the second involves propagating
the mutual intensity function through the optical system
Asakura~

et al

1972, Fuji and Asakura 1974, Parry 1975).

The imaging approach is adopted here as it is most suitable
when considering scattering by turbulent regions in the
atmosphere.

In addition it uses the principles of stellar

speckle interferometry described in §5·S·l.
Consider the imaging of a point source through the
earth's turbulent atmosphere, by a large earthbound telescope,
as illustrated in Fig. 5-6.

A short exposure image is written as
s (x,y) ::::: q (xrY) 0

0

(x,y)

(5-51)

where o(x,y) is the intensit.y distribution over the point
source and q(x,y), in this case, ·is simply the intensity in
the

quasimonochromatic speckle pattern produced by the point

source.

The second order statistics of the speckle pattern

are giv·en by the Wiener spectrum of the intensity fluctuations
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instantaneous
wavefront
w(x ,y )
r
r

speckle
image
s (x f

)

Quasimonochromatic
point source

turbulent
medium

receptor (s)
pupil p (x ,y )
r
r
r

Fig.So6: The formation 6f an instantaneous image of a point
source viewed through the atmosphere.
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Following Dainty's

in the image plane.

the Wiener spectrum, the FT of (5-51)

(1973) derivation of

is

S(u,v) - Q(u,v) O(u,v)
where from (5-36)
Q(1J.,v)

-- H (ufv)
r

H(u,v)

(5'53)

For any effectively isoplanatic quasimonochrornatic
incoherent imaging system Q(u,v) is given by the spatial
autocorrelation of the pupil function p (xp,yp)

(c. f. Goodman

1968, §S"2, Born and Wolf 1970)

p * (xp,yp) p(x -- +x fY~ + y ) dx dy

Q(u,v) -.

P

P

P

.P

P

P

(5-54)

...-co

where xp and yp represent distances in the pupil plane and are
related to 1::.he spatial frequencies u and v by (5-16) and
(5'17) .

In the situation depicted in Fig. 5-6, the pupil

function may be expressed as the product of Jci1e complex
amplitude w(x ,y ) of the wavefront due to the light from the
p

p

point source that is propagated through the turbuJ.ent
atmosnhere
and the pupil function p r (xp ,y p ) of the receDtor(s)
1:
l:
(c.f. Dainty 1973)
-

p

r

(x ,y )w(x ,y )
p

p

p

p

Substitution of (5-55) into (5'54) yields

(5-55)
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(X)

p

Q(U,V) ;::

r

(x ,v )r) 'k(X~ +Xp,yp~+yp)
p 7'P

r

W

p

(Xp-"fYp")

(5·56)

The transfer function of the atmosphere/ receptor(s)
combinat~ion

for a long exposure is found by taking the

ensemble average of Q(u,v) - i.e.

=

<Q(u,v»

-00

.

.)
w * ( X +x ,y .+y
>dx ... dy ...

P

P

P

P

P

P

(5·57)

Dainty (1973) defines an autocorrelation function of w(x ,y )
p

p

such that

cw (xp ,y p ) =

<w(x ,y ) w*(xp-"+x ,yP+ y »
p p
p p p

(5.58)

which is independent of (x p" ,y..-) if the w(x ,y ) is a random
p

p

p

variable and the random process is statistically stat.:Lonary.
From

(5~54)

the transfer function of the receptor(s) only

may be written as
00

H (u,V)

r

=

Pr(Xp'Yp)P:
(x-"+x
~
p p fY"~Y
p p )dx p dyp

(5·59)
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Using (5·58) and (5"59).

<Q(u,v) >

.~ H

r

( u , V)

(5'60)

C ( x , Yp)

w

p

Comparison of (5"53) with (5"60) shows that

(S~6l)

The Weiner spectrum of the intensity fluctuations in
the image plane, on averaging a large number of

sho~·t

exposures in Fourier space is given by

<IS(u,v)

I

2

>

=

2

2

<IQ(u,v) I > IO(u,v) I

(5'62)

The ensenillle average modulation transfer function (IvlTF)
2

<IQ(u,v) I > of the turbulent medium/receptor(s) combinat.ion
is gi.ven by
(5-63)

or, by using (5-57),
00

1)

C

* (xp' y')
pr (x y")
p.
p' p

r

I

II

p

r

(x I +x Y I +y )
p p p p
I

y"+ ) <w * ( x p' y')
Pr* (x"+x
p w ( x"pi y")
P
p p'.p y p
I

-00

w(x'+x y'+y)w * (x"+x y"+y»
p p' p p
p p' p p

, ,

"

"

P

P

P

dx dy dx dy

P

(5-64)
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:tn order to dete:(mine the fourth order moment in
(5-64) it is necessary to specify the probability distribution
ofw(x

Although no one model for the complex

p' y).
p

amplitude of a wave propaga ted through tb.e a·tmosphere is
completely satisfactorYf the most realistic model for
typical seeing is the log normal model (c.f. Korff 1973
Roddier et al 1978) in which the log of tb.e amplitude and
phase are each assumed to have Gaussian distributions.
2

Korff (1973) determines <IQ(u,v) I > using this model bul: the
analysis is highly protracted.

To obtain some insight into

2

the form of <IQ(u,v) I > it is more convenient to use a model
in which the real and imaginary parts of the field are assumed
to have a zero·-mean Gaussian distribution (such a model is
quite realistic for poor seeing and is mathematically very
much simpler to handle - Korff et al 1972, Dainty 1973,
Dainty 1974, Dainty 1975).
For a complex Gaussian process it can
shown thai: (Dainty 1973)
-J,'
<w'w

1

*

2

>

W.W
3 4

=

<w * w ><w" w * > + <w *W ><w w* >"
1

2

3"4

1

3

2

Using (5"65) Dainty (1973) reduces (5-64)
2

2

(5·65)

4

to

2

< IQ(u,v) I > == IH (u,v) I I<H(u,v»1
r
00

+ k
,

,

II

II

p(x +x ,y +y )p(x +x ,y +y )
p p p p
p p p p
I

I

II

dx dy dx c1y

P

P

P

II

P

(5"66)
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where the cons tan t

7< allows for the fac't tha'l: the -trans fer

functions are normalised to unity at zero spatial frequency
(Dainty 1975).
Dainty (1973) considers firstly, the situation where
the random medium is correl.ated over distances very much
,greater than the aperture diameter D (i.e. good seeing).
Then C (x ,y ) ::::: 1-0 for all (x

w p

p

, < IQ (u f v}

1>

2

~.

(1 +k)

IBr (u, v) I

y) and (5-65) reduces to
p' 'p

2

(5-67)

which- implies resol'lttion only limi ted by the recep·tor (s) as
expected.

The second case considered by Dainty is that when

the random medium is correlated over distances small compared
to D, as in the case of poor seeing when do «

D.

'1'hen

(5-66) reduces to (Dainty 1973, 1975)

I

< Q (u , v)

I

2

> ~

IHr (u

2 2

f

v)

I I <II (u

,

+ k

r

I

v»

,2

1Pr(Xp'Y p )

,

I

I Ip' r (x p +x p ,yp +Y p ) I

2

I

,

dx p dyp

(5-68)

The first term on the right hand side (5'68)
exposure transfer function.

is the long

The second term simplifies to

the diffraction-limited transfer function A(u,v) a.ssociated
with the receptor (s) limi,ted aperture and thus

I

< Q (u, V)

I

2

> :::

I<Q (u

f

V)

>I

2

+ kA (u

f

V)

(5-69)
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(5-69) shows that even under severe seeing conditions,
the ensemble average I1'rF has some spatial frequency
in~ormation

preserved out to the diffraction limit of the

receptor(s) used to make the observations.
l

however is in general, small.

The value of k,

Dainty (1975) shows that for

an average characteristic seeing cell of diameter do and
using a receptor of diameter D then
(5'70)

whe;r'e Nc is ,the total number of seeing cells in the telesc:ope
apert.ure.

This means that the diffraction limited detg.il in

an image produced by speckle interferometric methods is
depressed by an amount proportional to (do/D).
tha't (5' 70) has on tlle

signal~to-noi

The effect

se ratio in images

formed by speckle interferometric methods is discussed
in §5-S-9·1.

transfer function of tJ1e
receptor (s)

at~mosphere

combinat~on

The resolution obtainable by Labeyrie's speckle
interferome'try is determined by the form of the ensemble
average modulation transfer function (HTF) of the atmosphere
and receptor(s) combination.

Under severe atmospheric

seeing this is given by (5-69), which shows

that detail is

preserved out to the diffraction limit, of the telescope being
used.

A typical plot through Q(u,v) during a single short

exposure is shown in Fig. 5-7 a

(N.B.

to unity at zero spatial frequency).
Q(u,v) in the region

u

< (u 2 +

k
2) 2,

The fluctuations of
A

<

Q(u,v) is normalised

U

vary randomly from
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1·0

a

IQ(u,v) I

1·0

v

A

u

U

2?

(u +v )

k
2

b·
2.

< IQ(u,v) I >

1·0

Fig. 5·7: Short exposure tra,nsfe:r function· of an astronomical
imaging system
(a)

the instantaneous TF

(b)

(c) the ensemble average MTF.

the MTF
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short exposure to
transfer function

sho~t

The modulus of the

exposure.

I Q (u,v) I du~;Lng the same short exposure is

shown in Fig. S·7b.

Finally a typical plot of <IQ(u,v)·1

is shown in Fig. S·7c.

2

>

Fig. S'7c should be compared with

the plots shown in Fig. 5-4.
5.5.4

Wavelength

depend~~~~

Hufnagel and Stanley (1966) and Fried (1965) predict
that the MTF of tb.e atmosphere receptor (s) combination is

-

dependent on the mean wavelength A of the radiation
transrni toted through it.

They present evidence which suggests

that

(5· 71)

where do is the average characteristic size of the seeing
cells.

Thus they also predict that the M'I'F has a

6

/5 power

law dependence on wavelength.
Karo and Schneiderman (1978) measure the MTF using
bright stellar sources and the speckle interferometer they
describe elsewhere (Schneiderman and Karo 1977).

Their

results indicate that varying the centre wavelength at which
speckle interferometr.y is performed gives results which are
consistent with the 6/ r_ power law dependence of do on ~,
J

although their measurements are not conclusive.
More conclusive results are presented by Boyd (1978).
He reports on a systematic study of the wavelength dependence
of seeing undert.aken a-t I<itt Peak National Obt:;ervatory.
his experiments telescope resolution is monitored
sirnult~aneously

at wavelengths of 10 and O· 5511ITl under a

In
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variety of atmospheric seeing conditions.

A high degree of

co;t'J.:'elation is found bet:wcen the ;resolution measured at the
two wavelengths.

He shows that the loss of resolution due to

atmospheric effects is systematically less by a factor of
1·9 at the longer wavelength.

This result agrees well with

Hufnagel and Stanley's predictions.
Further confirmation of

6

/5 power law dependence of

the MTF on wavelength is given by Selby et a1

(1979)

as a

resul t of 'their speckle interferometric imaging of stars in
the near-infrared.

Most astronomical objects of general interest are
inherenJcly weak sources of radiation.

In order to obtain

,the best possible signal-to-noise ratio in the received image
obtained by any imaging technique, i t is desirable to use
the widest possible spectral bandpass (Walker 1979provided the object radiates energy throughout that spectral
bandpass) .
However to use the speckle interferome'tric techniques
in conjunction with large telescopes, t11e spectral bandpass
must be res'tricted in order to maintain temperal coh,erence and
thus obtain the charac'teristic speckled images over the entire
seeing spo't.

Dainty (1973) describes 'the coherence

requiremen t as

-

6A < A/2m

(5-72)

where he defines the rms wavefront aberration to be rnA
(see Scadden and Dainty 1977), Labeyrie (1976) and Fried (1979a)
wri te the coherence requirement, as
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(5·73)

and Schneiderman and Karo (1977) write it as
(5°74)
where o¢ is defined as the rms atmospherically induced phase
aberration of the incident wave measured in radians (5"74) is
equivalent to (S-72) provided
(5·7S)
and (5·72) is equivalent to (5·73) if
(5°76)
Ka,ro and Schneiderman (1978) present results of
measurements showing the effect of varying the bandwid-th of
the radiation on the MTF.

For the particular seeing

conditions under which their observations were made
(characterized by Dido

~

14 f with A = SOOnm and t

exp

== Sms)

they found that increasing the spec-tral bandwidth from
Snrn up to 30nm produced little change in the MTF.

However

increasing the spectral bandwidth from 30nm to 70nm produced
increasing a-ttenuation of the high spatial frequency
components of the MTF.

It is suggested that under many types

of atmospheric turbulence, the bandwidth constraints could be
relaxed in order to obtain higher light levels without gaining
a significant reduction in resolution.
recorded light level may

increas~

It appears that the

with increasing

rapidly than the resolution decrease:::,.

~A

more

These results are

consistent with Labeyrie's (1976) and Schneiderman and Karo's
(1977) prescriptions.for bandwith dependence and are
consis ten t wi th Dainty's (1973) prescription provided

In

> S.
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Recently Wynne

(1979) has proposed a method for extending
The speckles in

the bandwidth of speckle interferometry.

speckle images recorded at different wavelengths are
separated from each other in a radial direction by an amount
proportional to their radial distance from the centre of the
pattern and to the difference in the wavelengths.

This

effect causes a radial smearing of the speckles which
increases with distance from the pattern centre.
of distortion Wynne (1979) refers to as dispersion.

This form
In

addition there is a certain amount of decorrelation between
speckle images recorded at different wavelengths - i.e. they
differ in form (c.f.
speckle pattern.

§S·S:4).

Both these effects blurr the

However the decorrelation is much less

pronounced than the dispersion.

Wynne (1979) describes an

optical correcting device which is inserted into the optics
of the receptor(s) to compensate for the dispersion, so
allowing the use of significantly increased bandwidths.

This

approach is similar to that described by Cutter and Lohmann
(1974)

for the design of an achromatic stellar interferometer.

S.5.6

Exposure time dependence
A recorded speckle image is both a function of position

and time.

Normally it is assumed that t

the time dependence is removed.

exp

< T and hence

However for t

exp

> T the

time dependence is such that the recorded image is given by
(SolO) •

Roddier and Roddier (1975) write the MTF of the

atmosphere as
t

A

exp

1

<

H (u I V ,t) ==
t

H(u,v,t) dt

2

exp
o

>

(5-77)
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They determine the dependence of H(u, v,t) on t

by assuming

exp

This model is

a simple model for the frozen turbulence.

based on a Taylor approxima'tion in which the wind velocity v
v is considered to be uniform

characterises the turbulence.

throughout 'the turbulen-t region through which an object is
viewed.

'I'hey find that the MTF is substantially depressed

a.t high spatial frequencies for an exposure time exceeding
the transition time, where the latter is proportional to the
characteristic velocity ~ and inversely proportional to the
telescope aperture diameter D.
- Karo and Schneiderman (1978) present the results of
measurements of the effect that exposure time has on the MTE
of the at,mosphere and receptor (s) combination.

Their

experiments (using the speckle interferometric method
described by Schneiderman and Karo 1977, with
6.~

= 40nm)

show that as t

exp

~

=

SOOnm and

increases from 5ms up to 40ms,

the entire high-frequency portion of the MTF «IQ(u,v)
is u:r;iformly depressed by increasing amounts.

12>~)

For a 40ms

exposure the depression coupled with the finite signal
strength available, cause the HTF to become unmeasurable at
2

85% of the diffraction limit - i.e.
For t exp

~

exp

= 320ms
-

k
2

A

< • 8Su

80ms (measurements were made up to t exp = 320ms)

the MTF depression becomes severe.
t

2

(u +v )

However even for

some HTF was measured above the seeing limited

v

freguency, u, indicating that the transition to long
expormre imaging at

lOVJ

spatial frequencies is g'radual.

The

cutoff is of course dependent on the type of atmospheric
turbulence existing at the time of observation.
Karo and Scheiderman (1978) compare their experimental
results with the theoretical predictions of Roddier and
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Roddier (1975) .
as 50ms.

They iden ti fy the trans i tion expos m::-e time

Then, as they used a l' 5m diame-ter telescope r the

characteristic wind speed parameter
20m/s.

v should

be approximately

The actual wind speed at ground level recorded

during the measurements was generally less than lOm/s,
However, higher wind speeds at higher altitudes could well be
expected.
Roddier's

This is in reasonable agreement with Roddier and
(1975) predictions.

These results show that when viewing very faint objects
i t is preferable to use a longer exposure time (say lOOms,
rather than the more usual lOms) to record higher light levels.
In fact, Walker (1979) shows that when the signal-to-noise
ratio is plotted against exposure time the curve exhibits a
distinct maximum.

The exposure time at which the maximum

occurs is dependent on the characteristics of the atrTlosphere
existing- at the time the set of speckle images is recorded.
Walker (1979) also proposes a method for determining the
optimum exposure time prior to recording the set of speckle
images.

However, as the MTF is depressed at the higher

spatial frequencies when_longer exposures are taken, the
number of s-tatistically independent speckle images recorded
must be increased, to obtain detail which approaches the
diffraction limit.
5.5.7

Tsoplanatism and speckle interfe_rometry
The isoplanatic constraints (see §S'2'2) impose

limi -t~a tions on the angular exten t of any object which can be
imaged by speckle interferometric techniques.

Analytical

estimates of the size of the isoplanatic patch when viewing
through the earth's turbulent atmosphere have been made by
Wang (1974), Korff et a1

(1975), Shapiro (1976a, 1976b),
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Schniederman and Karo (1978a)

~resented

and

Some measurements of the isoplanatic

Fried (1976, 1979b).
patch are

Lohmann and Weigelt (1978)

r

by Breckinridge and McAlister (1976)

Schneiderman ".tnd Karo

(1976

197 8a) Nisenson and Stachnik

f

(1978) and Lohmann and Weigelt (1978).
Lohmann and Weigelt (1978), describe the effects of
non-isoplanuticity on the image of an object formed by speckle
interferometry.

They assume an object wi t:h an in-tensity

distribu-tion f(x,y) which consists of- two separate parts
f

1

(x, y) an 0. f

f(x,y) -- f

-- i. e .

(x, y)

2-

(xrY)
1

-I-

f

(5-78)

(XrY)
2

Each of -the separat:e parts is assumed tc lie wi thin an
isoplan<:\tic pa-teh but are sufficiently sl"parated from one
another to each lie within isoplanatic patches characterized
by different psf's, - viz, h

1

(x,y) and h

2

(x,y)

respectively.

Then the intensity distribution s (x,y) in the nth speckle
n

image of the object f(x,y)
sn(X,y)

is given by

= f 1 (x,y) 0 h l,n (x,y) + f 2 (x,y)

If the two parts of the objec-t f

@

h

z,n

(x,y)

(5·79 )

(x,y) and f

(x,y) are
z
separated by about 30 seconds of arc then under normal seeing
1

conditions h

l,n

(x,y) is considerably different from h

z,n

(x,y),

al though the two ps fs are likely to exh_ibi t some similarities.
The averaging of many speckle images of the object in
Fourier space gives
2

2

2

< IH (u,v>1 >

<IS(u,v>1 > =IF1(U,v>1

1

2

2

+ IF 2 (u,v)"1

< I H2

(u , V) -I

>
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+ F (U,V)F *(u,V) <H (u,v)H *(U,V»
1

2

1

2

+ F *(u,v)F (UrV) <H *(u,v)rr (U/v»
1

2

1

(5-80)

2

When the componenJc objects are rea.sonably close
together (not more than 1 arc minute apart) Lohmann and
Weigelt (1978)

assume that

2

2

<IH (U,v) I >=<IH (urv)!
1

2

>=<IH(U,v)!

2

(5-81)

>

Further, as the averaged crossterms
<H (u*v)H *(u,v»
1

a.nd <H *(u,v)H (u/v»

2

1

2

are real, then

=

<H (u,v)H *(u,v»
1

2

(5-82)

<H *(u,v)H (u,v»
1

2

and (5'80) reduces to
2

2

2

< !s(u,v) I >

=

(!F

1

2

(u,v) I +IF (u,v) I ) < IH(U,v)
2.

I

>

+ (F (u,v):!? *(u,v)+F *(u,v)F (u,v»
1

2

1

·2

<H (u,v)H * (u,v»
1

(5-83)

2

The inverse F.T. of (S-S3) gives
ss(x,y)

-- (f f
1

1

+ [(f (x,y)
-

1

o <h

(x,y)
1

+ f f

( x , y)

2

(9

.

(9

f

2

( X I y»

0

<hh (x, y) >

2

(x,y»

+ (f 2

(x,y) 0

f

1

(x,y»]

11 (x,y) >

(5'84)

2

Lohmann and Weigelt (1978) show by example that

~.yhen

the

isoplanatic region covers tJ1e tot.al objec-t then (S·84) gives
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the autocorrelation of f(x,y)

as would be expected from §S·S·l.

As the isoplanatic patch is reduced in size the central
features, or first diffraction order in ss(x,y) given by the
term [(f f
1

1

(x,)?) + f f
2

(x,y»

(9

hh(x,y)] in (5-84) remains

2

distinct but the other outer features spread out and reduce
in intensity.

This is because <h (xpy)
1

weaker correlation peak than <hh(x,y».

el

h

2

(x,y) > has a

Thus the detail in

the autocorrelation is destroyed by nonisoplanaticity.
Practical measurements of star clusters by Lohmann and
Weigelt (1978) show that under some seeing conditions the
autocorrelation ss(x,y) as given by (5-84) has distinct
:f;eatures when the object spreads over an area as large as
10 seconds of arc.

This implies that the effective

isoplan2:tic region under some seeing conditions can be at
least as great as 10 seconds of arc.
I

In many of the studies of isoplanatism of the earth s
atmosphere a correlation coefficien-t r (u, v) is defined, where

<H (u,v)H *(u,v»
1

r(u,v)

2

----------------2

=:

<IH 1 (u,v) I

When H (u,v) :::: H (u,v)
1

r(u,v)

=:

>

(5-85)

(good isop1anaticity) then

2

1·0 and when H (u,v) is totally uncorrelated with
1

H (u,v) then r(u,v)
2

= O.

The quantity r(u,v) has been

estimated analytically by Wang (1974), Korff et al (1975),
Shapiro (1976b) and Schneiderman and Karo (1978a) assuming
a model for the atmosphere.

Alternatively measurement of

the fringe contras.t in the averaged power spectra of a set of
speckle images of double stars (as obtained by Labeyrie's
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speckle interferometry) allows the direct determination
of r (u, v)

(Nisenson and Stachnik 1978, Schneiderman and

Karo 1978a,) and thus gives a measure of the extent: of the
isoplanatic patch existing at the time the exposures were
taken.
Nisenson and Stachnik (1978)

show that substan-tial

correlation is present with stars separated by as much as
4'7 arc seconds.

On the other hand Schneiderman and Karo

(1978a) find -that the correlation is low for stars separated
by 3-48 arc seconds.

They emphasize the difficulties in

making accurate measurements of r(u,v).
As expected the size of tl1e isoplanatic patch is
cJependen-t on the atmospheric conditions prevailing at the
time the measurements are made.

It appears that under

average seeing conditions the isoplanatic patch can be as low
as 1 arc second and as much as 10 arc seconds.
5.5.8

The effect of aberrations in the
YeceptoY(s) on resolution
To obtain resolution approaching the diffraction limit

using speckle interfer'ometry f i t is necessary to ensure that
the

~~econd

term in (5-69) is as large as possible relative to

the first term.

Dainty (1973) shows that under typical

seeing conditions Cw(x ,y ) is large for (x ,y ) corresponding
P p
P P
to distances approximately equal to do (where do « D).
Then provided p (x ,y ) is constant in regions over which
r

p

p

Cw(xp,yp) takes on significant values (i.e. over regions with
diameter comparable with do) then the second term in (5 69) is
0

maximised.

Pr(x,y)
in which the
P p is constant over regions
,

receptor(s) are essentia],ly aberration free.

Thus Dainty
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(1973) concludes that the aberrations in the receptor(s) do
not affect the resolution obtained by speckle interferometric
image processing, provided any aberrations are only
significant over regions of the aperture with diameter less
than do'
Extending this argument, Dainty (1973) suggests that
an additional random medium can be inserted into the optical
system to control the function C (x ,y ).
w p p

In this way, even

if the receptor(s) have severe aberrations, one can always
ensuxe that Cw (x p ,y p ) is significant. only
over regions where
,
A(x,y) is constant (no matter how small those regions may be) .
Howevet this reasoning is only exact if the received
radiation is perfectly monochromatic.

In practice

quasimonochromatic radiation with bandwidth 6"A is received in
the image plane.

A speckle pattern is only present in the

image if the optical path differences introduced by the
random medium and the telescope aberrations are less than the
coherence length.

The coherence length Lc of radiation with

bandwidth D.A is given by
(5-86)

If the vax'iations in the optical wavefront have a rms value
of m\ then the speckle pattern contrast will be high, if
A"A <

-A/2m

(5-87)

vvhich puts a restriction on the degree of aberration ,that can
be tolerated.

As the wavefront variations due to aberrations

increase, so the bandwidth of the received radiation must be
reduced to achieve the same resolution.

However this reduces

the light available for recording and so increases the effec·ts
of phc/con noise_
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Roddier. et al (1978) have extended the analysis given
by Dainty (1973)

to examine the ef;fects of the aber.Lations in

the receptor(s) on the ensemble average MTF using a log-normal
model for the wavefiront distortion introduced by the
turbulent atmosphere (- see §5·5·2·2).
WEF

at spatial frequencies above

u are

They predict that the
depressed by the
A

aberrations but are still measurable up ,to at least:

o· 7u.

This is well beyond the effective eu'toff due to the aberrations
(see §5·2·4) if the receptor(s) were used in the conventional
manner.
Roddier e't al's

(1978) predictions agree well with the

experimental results presented by Karo and Schneiderman (1977a).
They conclude that it is not desirable to operate a good
telescope in a deliberately defocused mode due to the
diminished signal-to-noise ratio in the recorded images.
However, their results verify that telescopes with severe
aberrations can achieve resolution far beyond the seeing-limit
if speckle interferometric techniqtles are employed.
5.5.9

Low light intensi ty

specl~~,~

interferome!:EY

The requirements of speckle interferometry for short
exposure
(SE:~e

§S'

(see §S·5·6) and narrow spectral bandwidth
5· 5) mean that speckle images recorded of celes,tial

objects often contain few photon event,s.
accentuated when observing faint objects.
image usually consists of a few bright

This difficulty is
'1'he low level

scintill~tions

occur:cing on a dark background and distributed in time and
space according to a compounded Poisson law (Labeyrie 1976,
Dain'ty 1978).

The theory of stellar speqkle interferometry

discussed in sections 5'5·1 through 5'5'8 does not take into
account the noise component appearing under these conditions.
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When speckle images contain only a few photon events
it is preferable to form the autocorrelation of each speckle
image (Blazit et al 1977 f Dainty 1978).

The ensemble average

of the autocorrelations of the Ns speckle images, denoted by
<SS(X;yA»

is written as

t

I

=

<ss(x ,y »

<

s

m

(x,y)s

I

m

,

I'

(5'88)

(x+x,y+y) dxdy>

T

where T is the region of the image plane occupied by the
seein<J disc and x'" and y'" represent "separations" in the image
plane.

Then· the convolution theorem confirms that

< Is (u, v)

I

2

I

>

+-+

<ss(x,y

I

(S-89)

»

2

where <IS(u,v)1 > is defined in (5-45).
The procedure described in the previous paragraph is
repea-ted for observations of an unresol vable object, viewed
under similar seeing conditions as· those pertaining \'1hen the
extended object is observed, giving the ensemble average M'rF
of the atmosphere.

The au-L:ocorrelation of the image of the

extended object is then determined by dividing <Is(u,v)

I

2

by

2

<IH(u,v) I > and performing the inverse Fourier transformation,
as described in §S·5"1.

This processing method is amenable

to simple digital processing techniques (Dainty 1978).

The signal-to-noise ratio at a point in the power
spec-truro of an object formed by the speckle interferometry
method has beeh considered by several authors including
Roddier (1975), Millar· (1977) and Dainty and Greenaway (1978).
However the more useful results are those related to imaging
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at low levels using the au·tocorrelation Inethod discusf'::ed in
the

pr~vious

section.

The study of the low light level

properties of speckle images has been discussed by Labeyrie
(1976) Dainty (1974, 1975 1 1976a),Barnett and Parry (1977),
Dain ty and Greenaway (19"78) and t,va1ker (1979).

Some of

these studies have been aimed at determining the magnitude of
the faintest objects that can be imaged using speckle
interferometry techniques

(Dainty 1974, 1975, 1978, Dainty and

G;r:eenaway 1978).
Following Daint:y (1974), the number of photons detected
in a

~peckle

image, fluctuates due to (i)

of the speckle pattern (i.e.

(5"50)

the random intensity

applies) and (ii) the

Poissonian nature of photo detection in a "uniform" field.
Dainty (1974) uses this knowledge to derive an expression for
·the signal-to-noise ratio in the ensemble average
autocorrelation function of a celestial object.
Denote by Ao the area of the .image plane which would be
occupied by -c.he image of an arbiJcrary object
perfect seeing conditions.

~"lhen

vimll]ed under

Similarly denote by Ap the area

of the image plane occupied by the image of a point source
viewed by ·the same telescope.

The number of resoll.ltion cells

over tht::, arbitrary object is given by

(5-90)

Denote by <n> the average number of photons in anyone speckle
of a speckle image of ·the arbi t~al'y object:..

The average

number of speckles per speckle imac.:w is denoted by <ns> and
the total number of speckle images used to form the averaged
autocorrelation by Ns .

Then the average number of det.ected

photons per image <n ph > is given by (Dainty 1974):
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(5-91)

Any recorded image is not only subject to photon noise
but is also likely to contain some additive noise.

Denote by

kr the ratio of the average background level to the average
signal level in the recorded images.

Then the rms

signal-to-noise ratio Q is given by

Q ::::

<n >
ph

N
s
<n >
s

(5·92)

provided that

«

<n >
s

(5·93)

Dainty (1975) draws the following conclusions from (5·92):
(i)

The rms signal-to-noise ratio is directly
propor"tional to the number of detected
photons per image <n ph > and not to the square
root of this number as in conventional
imaging (Dainty and Shaw 1974).

(ii)

For a given telescope and seeing conditions,
it is advantageous to have the exposure time
for each speckle image as long as possible
consisten t with

T

to maximise, <n p h>.

(iii) The signal-to-noise ratio is directly
proportional to the telescope diameter.
(iv)

The signal-to-noise ratio decreases as the
seeing conditions become poorer.

It is

therefore undesirable on a signal-to-noise basis
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to introduce additional diffusers to
overcome aberrations in the receptors unless
tle aberrations are very large.
(v)

The signal-to-noise ratio is inversely
proportional to the number of resolution cells
over the object.

Thus the signal-to-noise

ratio decreases as the square of the object
diameter (for extended objects) .
(vi)

The additive random noise does not have a
particularly significant effect on the
signal",to~noise

rC'd::.io, although given sufficient

exposures it will eventually determine the
limiting recordable magnitude.
5. 5 . 9 .2 Limi ting

mag~~~~ude

Dainty (1974) defines an image as just detectable
above the background noise r if .it has an rms signal--to--noise
ratio of 5.

He then determines t::.he magni t.ude of the

fain-tes-t stars that::. can be imaged using speckle interferometry
under prescribed conditions.
Consider the imaging of a binary star so that M=2,
where M is as defined in the previous section.

1.

Assume that

there is an average background noise so
-that k ",I
r
3

2.

there are 10

speckle pairs per speckle image

on average
4

3.

10

speckle images are recorded and averaged in

Fourier space.
Then (50 91) requires t:hat there be an average of app.roxima-tely
6' 3 detected phot::.ons per speckle image.
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Assuming a quantum efficiency of the recording medium
of 10% and using a Sm diameter telescope with the spectral
bandwidth restricted to 2Snm, Dainty (1974) shows that the
limiting magnitude is approximately +16.

In comparison, the

limiting magnitude for an object with M=200 is +11 when
viewed under the same conch 'tions.
Recently Dainty and Greenaway (1978) suggest that, by
6

averaging 10

statistically independent speckle images and

incl".3asing the spectral bandwidth and/or exposure time by a
small amount, it should be

pos~ible

to observe binaries as

faint as 20 th magnitude.
5.5.9.3 Processing speckle images

q_~anti~'3e~

to two levels
Bates (1977) examines the information distortion
in'troduced by the nonlinear recording of speckle images.

He

considers the simplest recording s'trategy r in \\7hich a
threshold is set and the image iE: ,quant,ised into two levels.
At each point in a speckle image where the intensity is below
tile threshold,

zero intensity is recorded.

A fixed intensity

is recorded wherever the intensity in a speckle image is
above the threshold.

Explicit formulae are derived for the

inforlilcltion distortion in'troduced by this two level
quantisation operation for two cases:
(a)

when the incident light flux from the object,
is so low that the exposed area of a typical
speckle image is much less than the expected
area of an image of a bright object of the
same size viewed under statistically identical
seeing conditions.
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(b)

when the object is bright and exhibits
moderate variations of intensity over it.s
disc and the recording threshold is set
close to the average intensity within the
seeing disc.

,

In both these cases Bate.;:; (19 7 7) shows by example that Jche
effective distortion is small and probably negligible from a
practical point of view.
Bates (1977) points out that this enables efficient
procer;sing of large numbers of speckle images of a faint
object.

Com:;ider the recording of Ns specl::.le images of a

celestial object for which only a few photons are recorded
in each speckle image.
illiage.

A

threshold is set on each recorded

The intensi i..:y dis·tribution recorded in the nt.h

speckle imaqe
is denoted by
-

~ n (X,~l).
.1

As the intensity at

any point in Sn(x,y) is quantised to two levels (usually

o

and 1) it is computationally expedient to form the ensemble

average autocorrelat:ion

<ss (x"y") >

of t.he

s n (x, y) vlhich is

s n (x,y)

written as in (5·88) but with sm(x,y) replaced by
ss(x-",y"')

replaced by ~~(x',y').

Bates I

(1977)

and

rmulas

for the distortion introduced by the nonlinear recccding are
used to correct the quantity <~~(x~,y'»

so forming the

undis·torted ensemble average autocorrela'tion, <ss

(x~

;y . . ) >.

The procedure 'described in the previous paragTaph is

repeated for an unresolved star and the autocorrelation of the
object is determined as described in §S·S·9.

The

autocorrelation is particula.rly easy to compute when the image
1.S

quantised

by 1 or

o.

'1:0

two levels as the multiplications are always
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5.5.10 Speckle interferometry
__

-

__

~

ot clusters of

_ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '1-_
~

unresolved s-tars
M.ost of the stars viewed with even the largest
telescopes are unresolvable, i.e. they are effectively
IIpoint sources ".

It is useful to consider the form of

ff(x,y) when the object consists of a cluster of stars,
each of which is itself unresolvable but is sufficiently
separated from its fellows that the cluster would be
resolvable under ideal seeing conditions.

Such an object

can be represented by
M

f(x,y) -

I

f

m=o
The fm and

m

6 (x-E.

'm'

y~n)

(5·94)

In

-m f nm) are the in-tensi t_ies and the coordinates

(E,

in image space, respec-tively, cf the (rHl) stars that make
up the cluster.

For an object of this impulsive type, the

autocorrelation of t:he image (as obtained when Labeyrie IS
speckle intel:ferometry is used) can be wriU.::en in -the form
M

ff(x,y) --

f

m

f

n

c -[
8(x+ sm
y+n m"11.'

TI

n

(5·95)

)

m,n=o

5.6

EXTENSIONS TO SPECKLE INTEHFEROMETRY

Labeyrie's speckle interferometry produces an image
'''hich is the autocorrelation of the object. viewed.

Detail

present in the autocorrelation is preserved out to the
diffraction limit of the telescope used for the observations.
The autocorrelation allows the determination of the diameter
and limb darkening properties of single resolvable centrosymmetric stars.

It also allows the determination of the
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spacings beb-Teen binary starS.

However even when viewing

simple objects such as binary stars, Weigelt (1977) points
out several advantages in the formation of a true irl1age as
0ppofied to the autocorrelation

0

l"rom an image of a double

star one can determine the position angle of the double star
whereas the autocorrelation yields the position angle with
a 180 0 uncertainty.

In addition, an image enables the

determination of the brightness difference of the tvJO stars
in a different way than from the power spectra contrast.
It is useful to have two different methods because the
determination of the brightness difference is difficult in
practice.

Finally an image producing method seems to be

preferable over an autocorrelation method even if the specific
objeci: would be described completely by its autocorrelation.
The image is the most nat:ural form to be presented and to be
memorized by the human brain.
Baldwin and Warner (1976 I

1978? 1979) show t.ha t \/1hen

the image is a collection of isolated points of varying
brightness then, provided no two pairs of points have the
same vector spacing, the image can be recovered from the
autocorrelation (apart from an irreducible ambig-uity between
the image and i t_s own mirror image).

Their reconstruction

method is discussed further in §7·2.

However autocorrelations

obtained in practice are "noisy" so that one cannot be ceri:ain
that all parts of an autocorrelation brighter than a chosen
threshold represent actual cross-correlations between pairs
of points in the image.

So, in general, an image cannot be

recovered unambiguously from its autocorrelation.
the ambigui-ty some a.dditional data is required.

To resolve
Recovering

only some of the lost phase information tends -1::0 reduce Hie

In radio interferometry, the

ambic.:-ruity (Bates 1978).

recovery of such information is often possible.

For optical

speckle interferometry, methods have only been devised for
very special types of celestial objects as is illus·trated in
the following subsections.
5.6.1

Spec~.~~

hologJ':aphy

Bates et al

(1973) point ou·t that under certain

condi tionEi speckle interferometry could image some stars
rather than just give their power spectra or autocorrelation.
They recognised that the power spectra of the double stars
produced by Gezari et al

(1972) could be compared to a FT

hologram (Goodman 1968, §8-2) of two unresolv'able point
sources.

One point source provides a reference wavefront

to the other source (Gouqh and Bates 1974).

Bates et al

(1973) ext,end the comparison to a FT hologram and replace
of the two point sources by an extended object.

one

The extended

object may be large and continuous or composed of a group of
individually unresolvable point sources.

Both the point

source and the extended object must lie within the same
isoplanatic patch.
The extended object is represented by f(x,y) and the
Denote by A Ute extent of

f(x,y) along the axis which bisects both objects.

The

separation between the nearest parts of the two objects is
denoted by B.

The total obj ect f'l' (x, y)

(see Fig. 5' Sa) can

be written as
(5·96)
'l'he power spectrum produced by Labeyrie I s speclde
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ylA

o(X-XRtY-Y R )

Fig.S-8a: An object consisting of an extended part and a
point source.

Fig.S-8b: The autocorrelation o~ the composite object:
(a)

the autocorrelat~?~ 8(x,y)

(b) the autocorrelation ff (x, y)
(e) the cross-correiation f(x+xR/y+y R )
(d) the cross-correlation f(-x+xR,-y+y R).
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interferometry for this object is called a speckle hologram
by Bates et al (1973).

The FT of the speckle hologram,

written as

(5-97)
separates into three parts as shown in Fig. S·Sb.

The

central part consists of the first two terms on the right hand
side 6f (5·97).

The fourth term in (5·97) represents a true

image of the extended object while the third term is its
mirror image.

These two parts are shown separated to the

sides of the central part in Fig. 5·Sb.

Provided that the

separation B between f(x,y) and 6(x-x R 'Y-YR l is greater than
the maximum extent of f(x,y)

1

denoted by A, t.hen the true

image is physically separated from the other autocorrelation
terms.
Gough and Bates (1974) have simulated speckle holography
in an optical laboratory.

Only recently though has this

technique been act.ually used for the imaging of stars.
Weigelt (1978b) present.s the results of speckle holography
measurements of the stars Zeta Cancri and ADS 3358
This result confirms both the validity of the optical
simulation technique and the usefulness of the speckle
holography t.echnique in astronomical imaging.
It should be stressed that for the FT relationships to
hold it i$ essential that the total object. lie within the
isoplanat.ic patch.

As the point source must be separated

from the extended object by an angular distance B t where
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B

~

1\, then the isoplanatic patch mus·t be reasonably large

(several seconds of arc) to permit

n~ny

objects of interest

to as tronOInl2rS too be imaged using this technique.

It is

worth noting in this context, as is pointed out in §S·S-7,
some workers report effective isoplanatic patch diameters
greater than 5 seconds of arc.

Lin and Lohmann (19"/3) propose a method for producing
true images of objects by a method related to speckle
holography, which they call "large field speckle
interferometry"(Lohmann and Weigelt 1975b r Weigelt 1975).
The approach is only applicable to objects that contain a
l ' •.,-'J

dark background int-:.errupted by relatively small islands as
the case in many parts of the sky.

They also require that

a point source lie within the isoplanatic patch about the.
extend0J object under observation,

did Gough and Bates

(1974) •
Liu and Lohmann (1973) use Labeyrie1s speckle
interferometry to produce the autocorrelation of the object
with detail preserved out to the diffraction limit of the
telescope being used.

They also take a long exposure image

of the objectr which is an image of the extended object,and
the poin-t reference star each convolved with the seeing disc.
If the seeing disc is not too large, i t is often possible to
determine the number of objects compri.sing the extended object
and their approximate positions from the long exposure.
hard·-limi,ted version of the long exposure of the object is
Inul tiplied by "the autocorrelation.

The result of the

multiplication is the image of the object.

A
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Liu and Lohmann (1973) show that the point source
within the isoplanatic patch is required to reduce the
probability of false peaks occurring in the image as a result
of the multiplication.

Unlike speckle holography the point

source need not be separated from the ex-tended object
it may be part of the extended object.

~

indeed

However the different

parts which cons-ti tute the extended object must all be
separated from each other by more than their individual widths.
5.6.3

Knox

a~~d _ Thom~pson

processinq

Knox and Thompson (1974) make the suggestion that the
phase a.s well as -the modulus of the FT of the object may be
recoverable from a set of speckle images.

Their method is

similar to an interferometric technique used by Rhodes and
Goodman (1973)

for restoring images degraded by unknown

aberra-tions and to a processing method used in VLBI called
"closure phase"

(Jennison 1958).

The basic equation describing Labeyrie's

sp~ckle

inter fe rome-try , in one dimension, is
2

< I s (u ) I > --

2

IF (u) I

2

I F-(u) I

2

(5-98)

< I H (u) I >
2

2

is determined by dividing < Is (u) I > by < I H (u) I >

u

Knox and Thompson (1974) and Knox (1975) base their
recovery of the phase information on the characterist_ics of
the statistical autocorrelation of the image transform, i.e.
<8(u)8*(u+6»

=

F(u)F*(u+6) <H(u)H*(u+6»

where 6 is a fixed small displacement.
!J.

=0

(5"99)

Note that when
(5-100)
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(5-99)

reduces to (5-98) and the phase is lost.

However

for a finite 6 the phase information is still present.
A new function L(u)

=

L(u)

is defined, where

<S(u) S*(u+6»

(5-101)

<H(n) H*(u+6»

to be useful, the denominator of (5'101) must

For L(u)

be greater than the random noise for all spatial frequencies
where the numerator is not zero.

So that, if d

r

is the

linear dimension of the smallest resolvable detailpthen
<H(u)H(u+6»

must be significant out to a spatial frequency

of 1/ d .
r

It follows from
L(u)

(5-99) and (5-101)

that

= F(u) F(u+6)
Both L(u) and F(u) are defined in terms of their

modulus and phase so that
j phase L (u)

L(u)

=

(5-103)

IL(u) Ie

and

F(u)

= IF(u)

le j

pllase F(u)

(5-104)

Consider only the phase term of (5·102):
phase L(u)

=

phase F(u) - phase F(u+A)

(5· 105)

0

(5-106)

Now
phase F(o) ::::;
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bec~use

re~l.

F(u) is

phaseF(~)

=-

So I v{hen u :::;

0,

phase L(o)

(5 -107)

It follows from (5·105) and (5-107) that. for any nob-negative
integer i
F((i+l)~)

phase

= phase F(i~)

- phase

L(i~)

(5·108)

Using (5-108), the phase of F(u) can be calculated at samples
spaced at intervals of

~.

If d

s

is the total width of the

stellar object being imaged, i:hen the samples must be spaced
by

1

/d

s

or less to ensure full recovery of the phase

information.

Thus the maximum allowable value of ~ is lid _
s

Since IF(u) I can be determined from (5-98) and the
phase of F(u) can be determined from (5-108)

then F(u) can in

principle be determined uniquely from a set of speckle images.
The mathematics of the process may be easily ex·tended to two
dimensions.
Unfortunately in any real imaging system there will be
an error associated with each phase difference caused by
recording noise

f

photon noise r residual a"cmospheric noise and

telescope boresight pointing errors.
ad~jacent

A simple addition of

pb.ase difference values leads to a cumUlative error

in the calculated phase.

This has meant that Knox and

Thompson's method of imaging has only been utilized for the
reconstruction of solar surface features to date (Stachnik
et al 1971).

However procedures for reducing the effects of

the cumUlative phase error are being investigated (Nisenson and
Stachnik 1979).

Also Aitken and Desaulniers (1979) propose an

extension to Knox and Thompson's processing method which
eliminates the need to measure the ensemble average M'rF of the
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atrr~sphere,

by observation of an adjacent point source star.

In addition to his work on implementing speckle
holography to image stars, Weigelt (1977, 1978a, 1979) has
developed two other processinq methods which enable the
formation of true images of celestial object_s by extensions to
speckle interferome-try.

One he refers t:o as a "speckle

masking method" and -the o-ther
flipping method 11

j

s referred to as a

"phase

•

Consider t.he imaging of a binary

st~ar

whose diffraction

limited image is represented by
(5-109)

where fA and fB are the int.ensities of t.he tvlO stars and
p

s

==

Jxs

2

+y; is the separation of the t_wo s-tars.
s

The nt:.h

Sf)eck1e image recorded of this object, denoted by sn (x,y) is
written aB

s n (x,y) - {f A 6(x,v)+
~

fB6(x~x
_.
s ,y-v
-.Is )}

® h n (x,y)

(5-110)

The E;peckle masJd_ng me-thod is rela-ted to speckle
holography in that it produces a reference source to preserve
the phase information of the object FT.

However unlike

speckle holography the reference source is introduced
II

synthe -tically It after the speckle images have been recorded.

For example f

the synthe-tic reference speckle imaqe can be

generated by subtracting from the double star speckle images,
Sn(X,y), two identical but linearly shifted speckle images
(Neigel t 1977).

Both shifts must be along -the line
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connecting the two stars.

de~ine

It is convenient to

this

line as the p-axis and make the origin coincide with one of
Then one shift is by a distance p

in the

s

positive p-direction and ~he other shift is by a distance Ps
in the negative p-direction.

'1'he separation p

s

of the two

stars is determined from the autocorrelation produced by
Labeyrie's speckle interferometry.
new images denoted by w~(x,y)
each S

n

This process forms two

and w;(x,y) corresponding to

(x,y), where

W-(X,y)

n

= sn(x,y) - s n (x-x s ,y-v-s )

(5-111)

=

(5-112)

and
w+(x.y)
n'

s

n

Using (5-110),

(x,y) - s
(5-111)

n

(x+x ,v+y )
s

~

·s

and (5-11:2) reduce to

® hn

(x~x

/v- u
s.1.·J

S

)

(5'113)

and
w-(X,y)
n'

=

f 6(X,") ® h
n

.l

-

n

(x,y) + f B 6(x-x ,y-y ) ® h (x,y)
s·
s
n

f B 8(X,y)

& h n (x+x s ,y+y s )

(5-114)
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Whenever the right side of (5"113) or (5-114) goes

+

negative, w-(x,y) is set to zero.
n

Weigelt (1977) assumes that the second term in (5-113) is
destroyed by the third term and the fourth term is
disgarded as it is negative.

Similarly if fB > fA then the

first term in (5·114) is destroyed by the fourth term and
the third -term is disgarded as it is negative.

+

these assumptions thew-(x,y)
n

Making

are written as
(5-115)

and
(5-116)
~

where

indicates that the right hand side of (5-115) and

(5'116) only approximately represent the intensity remaining
in the images (Weigelt 1977).
Another linearly shifted version of s

n

(x,y) is

added to the w!(x,y) defined by (5·115) and (5-116).
shift denoted here by

The

PR is again along the p-axis and must
-v

be appreciably larger than p •
s
w~

Two new images w-(x,y) and
n

(x,y) are fanned where

(5"117)
and

s n (x-xR,Y-Y .R ) + f B8(x-X s ,y-y s') ® h n (x,y)

In practice Weigelt (1977)

forms

the w±(x,y) directly in one process without forming the
n

(5·118)
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intermediate images
i~formation

w~(x,y).

Assuming that a priori

on the approximate relative magnitudes of fA and

fB is available, when fA > fBfW~(X/y) is discarded and when
fB >

-

fA'w~(x,y)

is discarded.

When no a priori
~

information is available both ~~(x,y) and w~(x,y) must be
processed to see which gives the best final image of f(x,y).
The ;J.± (x,y) give an estimate of -the psf of the
n
atmor:phere existing a-t the -time the nth exposure is recorded.
Weigel t

(1977)

determines -the ensemble average power spectra

of all the ;J.±(x,y), denoted here by <Iw(u,v)
n

1

2

>, where

(5-119)

and

(5' 120)

The ensemble average MTF of the atmosphere is determined by
conventional speckle interferometry.

< Iw(u,v)

Then

12>

(5-121)
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The right hand 5 ide 0'£ (5·121) is simi lar to the ;(igh t hand
side

0

f

( 5 . 9 7) .

The first two -terms are the autocorrelation

terms and appear in the central region shown in Fig. S'8b.
The third term is the image of the binary resolved to the
diffraction limit of the telescope and the fourth term is its
mirror image,

Provided p

R

is chosen sufficiently large, then

the image of the binary is separated to the side of the other
terms just as the image of the extended object is in speckle
holography.
It should be noted that the speckle masking method is
restricted either to objects such as double stars in which
one star is appreciably brighter than the other or to two-part
objects where one part is unresolved and the other part,
al though re501 vable f

is small in extent and fain"t.

For any

other types of objects -the assumptions made in the paragraph
following (5-114) are not realistic.

When an object is centro-symmetric
f(x,y)

~

(5-122)

f(-x,-y)

and the object Fourier transform F(u,v) is real.

'Ehe central

value of F(u,v) represents the average off(x,y) and so is
always positive.

However, at higher spatial frequencies

F(u,v) can be negative or positive.

In other words the phase

can be zero or Tf.
When imaging centro-symmetric objects by speckle
interferometry the power spectrum, <jF(u,v) j2>, obtained
consists of a light central region surrounded by rings, which
alternate dark and light.

Lohmann and Weigelt (1978)

recognise that in this case the loss of phase resul tin~J from
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the use of speckle interferometry is harmless.

They

recognise that the transitions from a phase of 0 to a phase
of

TI

correspond to the transitions from light areas to dark

areas in < IF(u,v)
function

<I>

g

1

2

They propose the formation of a phase

>.

(u,v) which is zero across the central light

region in <IF(u,v)

1

2

>,

"flips" to

TI

at the transition to the

first dark ring, flips back to zero at the transition to
the next light ring and so on out to the full extent of
The image f(x,y)

is then reconstructed from

the measured IF (u,v) I and the guessed 1> (u/v).
g
The possibility that the phase is zero everywhere
cannot be discounted.

This introduces some ambiguity.

Lohmann and Weigelt (1978) propose a trial and error approach
to overcoming the ambiguity.
5'6·5

Lynds et al

~peckle

processihg

Consider an idealised speckle image of a point source
consisting of a few widely separated bright speckles, each of
which is itself a two-dimensional delta function.
are K speckles in ."the speckle image s (x,y)

If there

then

K

I

(5 ·123)

Sk 8 (x-xk,Y-Y k )

k=l
Where Sk and the (xk,Y k ) respectively are the intensities and
the coordinates in image space of the kth speckle.

The

speckle image for a resolvable object will then be the
convolution of the object intensity with the speckle pattern
due to the point source (Worden 1977) so that

s (x,y) = f (x,y) 0

I
k=l

SJ

<:

0 (x-x

mf y-y m)

(5-124)
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Provided that the object is not too large the speckle image
is just a collection of images of the object, each one centred
on a point source speckle.
In practice the speckle image of a point source is not
a collection of widely separated, brigh·t, two-dimensional
del·ta functions.

However, a few speckles are usually

significantly brighter than the others
Lynds et al

(see §S-S·2-1).

(1976) recognise that in a speckle image of a

resolvable star, each of the bright speckles is a randomly
distorted image of the object.

The bright speckles lie on

a noisy background which forms the remainder of the speckle
If there are K recognisable bright speckles in the

image.

speckle image of a resolvable star then
s (x, y)

-- f (x I y)

@

hp (x I y)

K

o I

8 (x-xk'Y-Yk) + v(x,y)

(5-125)

k=l
where h p (x,y) represents the average speckle
due to an
.

unresolvable object and v(x,y) represents the backqround
It is convenient to define t,he quanti ty

noise.

f

(x,y)

where
"-

f(x,y)

=

f(x,y)

Lynds et al

@

h

p

(5·126)

(x,y)

(1976)

form an estimate of the sum of

delta functions on the right side of (5-123) by computing the
Fourier transform of s(x,y), low pass filtering and computing
the inverse Fourier transform.

This procedure discriminates

ag'ainst both the background noise and the weaker, less
significant speckles.

They then correlate this estimate
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with s(x,y) as given by (5-125).

This correlation causes

the superposition of each of the distorted 'versions of f

(XI

y)

to lie within a circle centred at the origin of "correlation
space" having a diameter somewhat larger than that of the
object (provided each of the bright speckles are well
separated from one another).
Lynds et al (1976)

take many statistically independent

speckle images so that they can average many correlated
/\

images, to get as good an estimate of f(x,y)

as possible.

They then repeat the processing for an unresolvable object
and obtain
an estimate of h p (x,y).
.

It follows from (5'126)

that an estimate of f (x, y) should be recoverable from -the
estimate of f(x,y) by a suitable inverse filtering procedure.
such as Weiner filtering (Helstrom 1967).
McDonnell and Bates (1976) suggest that since the
speckles in a short exposure of the resolvable object are
larger tha.n those for an unresolvable object, i t must be
more difficult to estimate their centres.

They suggest a

modified processing technique which does not require that
observations of an unresolvable object be compared with
those of the resolvable object.
McDonnell and Bates (1976) define a function which
represents the distribution of errors in the estimation of
the centres of the speckles.
with h

p

(x,y)

They combine this function

to form a composite psf.

An estimate of this

composite psf is obtained from the average of a large number
of images correlated by the methdd described by Lynds et al
(1976) .

Then by Weiner fil tering the average correla-tion

image with the composite psf so estimated, all estimate of the
true image of the resolvable object is obtained.

They claim
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that the true image obtained by this processing technique
produces a less distorted image of the resolvable object.
The suggestion of Lynds et aI's that the bright
speckles in each speckle image are randomJ_y distorted versions
of the celestial object being imaged, is the basis of the
image processing method described in the next chapter.

This

method, called "speckle mask processing" - not to be
confused with Weigelt's "speckle masking method" - enables
a distorted version of the image of a cluster of w1resolved
stars to be produced.

This distorted image ,vhen compared

wi ththe autoco'rrelation as described in chapter 7 allows the
recovery of the cluster with detail preserved to the
diffractJon limit of the telescope used for the observations.
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CHAPTER SIX

SPECKLE MASl( PROCES SING

6.lINTRODuC'rION
There is a great need for astronomical image
processing techniques which provide diffraction-limited
images from large optical and radio telescopes.

As

discussed in chapter 5 considerable effort,has gone into
developing techniques to meet this g'oal.

However, when

true images are required, mos·t Jcechniques are effectively
limited to special cases (c.f. Bates et al 1977).

The

a posteriori image restoration method reporJced in ·this
chapter uses an adapta·tion of Lynds et aI's

(19 76) method

of speckle processing to produce estimates of the true
image of

clust~ers

of stars.

true images restored by the

In chapter 7 the dis torl:ed
n~thod

described here are

combined wi,th the resu.lt:.s of Labeyrie' s speckle
in terferometry.

The true image of ·the ob ject being viewed

is then reconstructed using data reduction procedures
based on "Patterson analysis" as developed by the X-ray
crystallog-raphers (c.f. Cowley 1975).

The particular

amalgamation of these three techniques should permit the
formation of diffraction-limited true images of many kinds
of cJ.usters of optical and radio stars viewed in the presence
of severe atmospheric seeing.
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The theory behind the speckle mask processing method
(not to be confused wi th Weigel t' s (1977)
method)

is described in §6·2.

speckle masking

In §6'3 the optical bench

system used to simUlate the imaging of star
described.

clusi~ers

is

The arrangement is si.milar to that described

by Gough and Bates
differences.

(1974) but does have some notable

The speckle mask processing method requires

that two images be correlated.

The method used to perform

this operation optically is described in §6-4.

A number

of results illustrating the optical image processing methods
are discussed in §6·S.

In §6-6 the way in which speckle

mask processing is performed with the aid of digi t.al image
processing techniques, is described toge·ther wi th the
presentation of some encouraging results which combine
experimental and computational methods.

6.2

SPECI<LE MASK PROCESSING -

6.2.1

General
Lynds et al

THEORY

(1976) have devised an extension of speckle

interferometry tIl.at yields an es·timate of the true image of
the objec·t which is being viewed.

A descrip·tion of their

processing method is given in §S·6·S.

They recogLise ·that

each speckle in a narrow band, short exposure of a resolvable
object. is a randomly distorted image of that objecL.

So

they reason that when the speckles. are superimposed, the
imperfections of the individual speckle images should tend to
average out.
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The Rayleigh statistics
patterns as discussed in

o~

§5~5·2·l

the intensity in speckle
indicates that there is a

high probability of there always being some very bright
speckles present in a speckle image.

Labeyrie (1976)

suggests that these very bright speckles are likely to be
the least distorted diffraction-limited images of the object
being viewed.

This supports the proposals of Lynds et al

(1976) for the processing of speckle images.
Fig. 6·1 is the speckle image of a point source
(such as an unresolved star) as it appears when simulated on
the optical bench system described in §6·3.

As a preliminary

description, the method of speckle mask processing can be
considered to be based on recognising those speckles that are
clearly defined enough and bright enough to be images of the
object being viewed.

The recognition procedure described in

Fig.6.l: Typical speckle image of a point source
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this section is significantly different from that employed
The speckles which are recognised

by Lynds et al (1976).

-are called the "bright speckles".

Each of them can be

taken to be a distorted image of the object.

If a single

star is being viewed and the star is resolvable then each
brigh)c speckle is a distor-ted disc of the star (c. f. Lynds
et al 1976).

If a star cluster is being viewed, then the

brightest point in each of the bright speckles can be
expected to identify the approximate position in that
speckle of the brightest star in the cluster.

These

--.

brightest points are referred to, from now on, as the
"centres" of the bright speckles.
A typical speckle image contains many speckles other
than bright speckles.

These less distinct speckles can

also be considered to be distorted images of the celestial
object.

However, -the distortions are so great and their

centres are so in.distinct that they merely forman unwanted
background to the bright speckles.

Any intensity in the

speckle image which is not part of a bright speckle is
considered to be "noise" and is collectively represented
below by the function v(x,y).
'I'he distinction between bright speckles and speckles
which are considered to be noise is SUbjective.

The choice

can only be based on the experience of the person performing
the processing.

This is not a severe restriction on using

the technique because it turns out that the actual number
of bright speckles identified in a speckle image is not too
important.

Furthermore

f

it should no-t be forgo·tten that the

final evaluation of almost any image processing procedure is
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made by an experienced operator who decides that the resulting
image "looks correct"
6.2.2

(c.f. Schreiber 1978).

The n\ethod
Suppose there are K bright speckles in a typical

speckle image s(x,y).

The distribution of intensity in the

kth speckle, having its centre at (xk,Y k )

r

is denoted by

A

fk

(X-X k ,

y'-:i k )

I

where the circumflex accent indicates that each

A

fk(x,y)

is a distorted version of the true, diffraction-

limited image f(x,y) of the object.

The speckle image may

then be expressed as
K

s(x,y) = ~ ~ (x-x y-y) + vex y)
k~l k
k'
k
1

(6' 1)

'1'he first step in the procedure of Lynds et al (1976) is to
form what Bates et a1 (1978) calls a "speckle mask", denoted
by g(x,y).

This consists of delta functions positioned at

the centres of the bright speckles.

Each delta function is
th
..
weighted by the intensity (Sk for the k
speckle) at the
centre of the corresponding speckle:
I<

g(x,y)

I

sk

k~=l

o (x-xk'Y-Yk)

(6' 2)

When the object being viewed consists of a cluster
of stars, each of which is itself unresolvable but is
sufficiently separated from its fellows that the cluster
would be resolvable under ideal seeing conditions, then each
of the fk(xfy) in (6-1) can be expressed as on the right
side of (5-94) but with an extra index k attached to
To further emphasise the distorted nature
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A

of fk(x,y), the symbols

<5

in (5-94) are replaced by 0mrk

each of which should be tJl.Ought of as a "smeared" Airy
It follows that (6-1) can be rewritten as

disc.

K

l\1

s(x,y) ~ 2,
I f
k::::l m=o m,k

<5

m,k

(x-x

k

-~

m,k'

y-y -n
) + v(x,y)
-k mrk
(6 • 3)

The bright speckles in the speckle image tend to be
superimposed upon

one another when the speckle mask is

correlated with the speckle image.

Denoting this

Ii

correIa t.ion

image" by gs(x,y), reference to (6-2) and (6"3) shows that
it cari be written as
K
.

gs(x,y)
.

I

=

M

L

S ~n f

k,R,=1 m=o

ill,

k 0 m,e
] (x+x ~n -xk-~ m,{
]'

Y ~T
_19, -yk

-n m,k ) +

v(x,y)

( 6· 4)

~

where v(x,y) is the correlation of the speckle mask with
the noise - this still has the charac·ter of noise.

It is

convenient to rewrite (6-4) as
A

A

gs (x,y) ::::: f(x,y) + v (x,y)

(6·5)

where
( 6 - 6)

and
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K

v(x,y)

M

I

==

k,,R,~l

Sk f

L

!TI;:::;O

-l;
r y+y -y -n
)
m,k 8!TI,k (x+x ,R, -xkm,k
'~' k
m,k

~

+ v(x,y)

(6' 7)

Comparison of t,he right sides of (5'94 ) and (6'6)
A

that f(x,y)

indicates

is an intensified approximation to f(x,y)

r

provided that there is not too great a variation with k, of
first, the position of the point (~ m, k,n m, k)

for any m, and,

There does
m, JC/ f 11, k for any m and n.
not seem to be any simple interpreta'tion of the triple
secon¢!, ,the value of f

sumrnation on the right. side of (6·7)

f

and so the whole of

A

v(x,y) can be looked on as noise, as is confirmed by the
experience gained with processing speckle images simulated in
the optical laboratory (see §6·5).
It is found t.ha't gs (x,y) often exhibits "recognisable
structure fl close to the origin of correlation space.

'rhis

structure is denoted by a(x,y), which is a distorted version
A

of a number,

(M+l) say, of t.he brigh·test stars in the cluster.

K
6(X f Y)

==

L

M

I

k=l m=o

Ik f

k 0

m,!TI,

k(x--~

],y-n k)
ro, (.
m,

(6 • 8 )

A

\",here M < M.
The recognisable structure is always surrounded by an
amorphous halo.

Rarely can the whole of f(x,y) be

recognised (even in a dis torJced form)

in the structure f which

means that the halo (I.'lbich can be considered as "noisel!) must
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A

A

contain part of f(x,y)

as well as all of v(x,y).

It is irnporta,nt to note that there is a random
distribution of speckJes in each speckle image.
is used in Labeyrie's speckle

This fact

interferometry to enhance

the intensity of the object visibility (see §S·S-9).
Averaging the power spec-tra of many speckle images ( the
intervals between their recordings being sufficient to ensure
that they are all effectively statistically independent)
improv('S the signal-to-noise ra-tio.

The distorted image of

the object obtained by the method described here (i. e.
"speckle mask processingll) can be enhanced in a similar way.
When many correlation images are averaged to form a
A

"composite" correlation image

l

the f(x,y) present in each

correla-tion image tend to coincide in the composite
correlal~ion

image.

However the "noise", being essentially a

random distribution of intensity, is not greatly increased
in magnitude.

Instead it tends to become more evenly

distributed over correlation space.
With or without averaging, the dynamic range of
speckle mask processing is distinctly limited.

The weaker

stars do not usually show up clearly in either their
positions or their relative intensities.

However as

de scr ibed in chapter 7, provided -the approximate rela ti ve
positions and intensities of at least two stars can be
identified, there is usually sufficient information to
unambiguously interpret the autocorrelation of the star
cluster.

Only occasionally do more -than two stars need to be

identified and then only because the cluster exhibits
special symmetry (see §7·S-l).
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Processing by the method of speckle masks allows a
A

part 6(x,y) of ~(x,y)

to be identified by inspection, where

these two quantities are defined by (6'S)
respectively.

and (6'6)

Since each star in the cluster is itself

unresolvable, an estimate of the relative positions and
intensities of the recognisable stars is obtained by
replacing each smeared Ai:cy disc apparent in the (composite)
correlation image by a two-dimensional delta func·tion having
the same in tensi ty and position as ·the br ight.est part of
the disc.

The intensity and the coordinates of the

th
brightest part of the disc corresponding to the m
~

~

recognisable star are denoted
by f HI and (Csm, ~)
.
m resnectively.
1:"
A

So, from 6(x,y), a IIbasic star pattern" 6(x v Y) is derived,
which is the best estimate, obtainable by speckle mask
processing, of the true image of t.he recognisable s·tars:

A

M

6(x,y)

= I

f

m=o

(6 • 9 )

m

In chapter 7 a method is described which shows how·
~

comparison of 6(x,y) with ff(x,y)

allows the true relative

intensities and positions of the recognisable stars to be
obt:ained - i.e. it is possible to reconstruct 6(x,y) which
is defined by the right side of (6-9) with the tildes
removed from f

ill

,E;,

m and nIn
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6.3

SIMULATION OF ASTRONOMICAL IMAGING
ON AN OPTICAL BENCH
The simulation of astronomical imaging using an

optical bench arrangement has been reported by several
authors, including Gough and Bates (1974)

f

Liu and Lohmann

(1973), Weigelt (1975, 1977), and Labeyrie (1976).
The particular system used in the experiments
reported in ·this chapter is similar to that described by
Gough-and Bates (1974) but includes several modifications.
6.3.1

The

optic~_~1?_~nch

The basis of the optics bench is a table consisting of
a 4" Jchick slab of polished grani-te that has been op-tically
aligned to give a flat, level, surface on which to perform
the optical experiments.
layer of rubber.

Below this slab is a I" thick

The rubber lies on a stack of concrete

blocks which in turn lie on another Iii thick layer of rubber.
Below this is a concrete base formed into the foundat.ions of
the building in which the optics laboratory is housed.
The

combinat~ion

of rubber and concre-te ensures that the

bench is both stable and has a low natural freguencyof
vibration (c.f. Lehmann 1974).

A cast iron precision

optics bench is placed on the table to allow the accurate
alignment of the optical

componeni::~3

(c. to Lehmann 1974).

'1'he optics bench as set up for the experiments is shown in
the photographs of Fig. 6-2.
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(2 )

(b)

Pig.6 ·2 : Overview of the optics ben c h arranged for

t~ e

simulation of astronomi c al imag i ng through
fluctuating me dium.
(a) standard 35mm camera at th e image plan e
(b) FADS at the image plane .

2'Jl
6.3.2

The light source
The arrangement of the optical apparatus required to

simulate astronomical imaging is illustrated in Fig. 6-3.
A 632.8nm, 3-Smw laser (a) is used as a light source for the
simulations.

The light from the laser

1S

point by a microscope objective lens (b).

focused to a
The focused

beam is filtered through a lOflm diameter pinhole (c),
The pinhole lies in the front focal plane of the collimating
lens (d).

Output from the collimating lens is a parallel

beam of light.
stop (e).

This beam passes through an aperture

The beam of light emitted from the aperture

1S

parallel and has near constant intensity across its full
cross~sectional

area.

f-

a

b c

0.

e f

h i

9

j

1

k

m

Fig.6·3: Schematic diagram of the astronomical imaging
simulation method:
(a)

3mw 632'8nm laser

(c) pinhole
aperture stop
mask

(b) microscope objective lens

(d) collimating lens

(e) circular

(f) wobbulating diffuser

(11) model atmosphere

(j) telescope bbjective lens
(1) magnification lens

(g) object

(i) telescope aperture
(k) image plane 1

(m) image plane 2.
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To produce high contrast speckle images, light
filtered to a narrow spectral bandpass is required.
is obtained by using the laser.

This

However light from most

celestial sources is incoherent whereas tbat from the laser
has a high degree of coherence.
at (f)

The wobbulating diffuser

is used to produce spatial incoherence across the

light beam.
The wobbulating diffuser used in the experiments
reported here consisted of a piece of finely ground wash glass,
supported by a system of springs as shown in Fig. 6·4.

The

wash glass plate is struck at irregular intervals by a motor
driven rotating cam and lever arrangement.

This system

ensures that the ,,,ash glass wobbles in a very complex motion
which in turn introduces severe and rapidly changing phase
distortion of the wavefront incident on the wash glass.

wash glass

springs (tension adjustable)

motor

..
/'
J
a_umlnlum
mounting
anulus

Fig.6 4: The wobbulating diffuser.
6

2'13

6.3. 3

'Th~s iIl}ula,ted

ste11al':. object

A thin (125jJm thick) brass sheet (g) is placed in
frdnt of the moving diffuser.

This opaque sheet represents

'the object plane of the imaging system (see Fig. 5 ·1) .

The perimeter of the object to be imaged is cut out from
this opaque sheet.

When i1luxl1inated by the

quasimonochromatic spatially incoheren·t light from the light
s6urce, the cutouts simulate stellar sour6es.
6.3.4

The receptorJs)
The primary receptor in the imag-ing system is an

objective lens (j) with a diameter of 59mm and a focal length
of 30 Srnm.

Placed in front of the lens is a set of aperture

stops (i) with diameters variable between O·25rnm and 25mm.
Hultiple receptors are simulated by placing a set of closely
spaced aperture stops in front of 81e lens.

The objective

lens is followed by a magnifying lens (Q,) wi th a diameter
of 33mm and focal length of l40rmn, which magnifies the image
to a size suitable for the direct exposure of 35mm film.
The film is placed in the image plane (m) of the magnifying
lens.

The characteristics of the particular film used

during the experiments are presen-ted in Appendix A.
In some of 1:.he experiments a solid state camera,
called a "Fast Area Digi tising Scanner"
Cady et al 1978) replaces the film.
image to be digitized and input
processing.

(FADS - Ireland 1977,"

'1'he FADS enables an

d~rectly

to a computer for

As the FADS has a photo-sensitive area of only

4mm by 3mm i t is placed directly at the image plane (k) of
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The operation of the FADS is described

the objective lenpo
in Appendix B.

'.rhe characteristics of the earth's atmosphere which
affect the propagation of waves at optical frequencies are
discussed in §S·3.

The fluctuations in refractive index

severely distort the wavefront propagated from a celestial
source.

To produce speckle images the atmosphere must be

"frozen" during" the exposure - 1. e. t

exp

~

T.

A frozen atmosphere is simulated by a piece of perspex

shee't which is lightly singed by a gas torch to give i t a
non-uniform thickness.

The singed perspex sheet is placed

in front of the objective lens and aperture stops (shown as
(h)

in Fig. 6-3).

It distorts the wavefront incident from

the sirnula ted stars in a manner which is similar to the
distortion introduced by the earth I s atmosphere.

By

repo!3i tioning the sheet so that the light from the simula'ted
stars goes through a different region of its surface,
statis,tically independent speckle images are simulated.

6.3.6

Characteristics of the simulated astronomical
im:~_9'ing

syst,em

In all the experiments reported in this chapter,
single stars have been simulated by cutting 0' 25nml diameter
holes in an opaque sheet placed in the object plane.
The distance z, shmvn in Fig. 6"3, from the simulated
telescope objective lens (j) to the objec.t plane is 236 Onun.
Therefore the angle subtended by a simulated star, at the
telescope is 22'2 arcsecs.

'1'he maximum size of telescope
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aperture which Can be used to ensure that this object is
Ul1ref30lved is about 7mm diameter.

In most of the

experiments in which the images are recorded on photographic
film, the aperture is stopped down to 2·Smm.

However

during -the experiments in which the images are recorded
on the FADS, the aperture is increased to 9mm.

This is

done -to keep the dark current noise (see Appendix B) in the
sensor at a reasonable level with the particular integration
ti.mes used.

It should be noted that the size of the image

of a single star on the FADS is about 201lm diameter.
This is smaller than the size of one pixel so that the
resolution is limited by the pixel size and not the aperture.

6.4

CORRELATION ON THE OPTICAL BENCH
The speckle mask processing method described in §6-2

requires that each speckle image be correlat:.ed with its
corresponding speckle mask.

The correlation riperation for

some of the experiments is performed optically by the method
described in this section.
6.4,1

Gene:cal
The correlation cd(x,y) of two two-dimensional

quantities c(x,y) and d(x,y) is defined by

cd(x,y)

=

II

c(x',y') d(x-x' ,y-y') dx'dy'

(6·10 )
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which is written in short hand notation as
cd(x,y) ;::; c(x,y)

;{~

d(x,y)

(6-11)

The FT of (6'11) is
CD (u, v)

= C(u,v) D* (u,v)

( 6' 12)

From (6'10) and (6'12) i t is evident that the
correlation can be performed either in the spatial domain
or in the spatial frequency domain.
6.4.2_

C~herent

optical

c:or~~la tion

Correlation in the spatial frequency domain using
(6' 12)

is

accompli~-;hed

using -the FT properties of lenses

(c.f. Goodman 1968, §5'2) and a coherent optical bench
( c .f . Tl1ompson 1974) .

However D*(u,v) is a

complex quantity and thus mus·t be recorded holographically.
This type of filtering has been performed in the optical
laboratory but requires considerable expertise and
expensive precision apparatus.
6.4.3

Incoherent opt:ical cor?.::-elation
Unless the optical laboratory is equipped for the

production of holographic filters it is more convenient to
use (6'10)

and perform the correlation in the spatial domain.

The simple optical processor illustrated in Fig. 6'5
is used.

It consis-ts of a diffuse source of monochromatic

radiation followed by two transparencies, with transmittance
functions c(x,y) and d(x,y) respectively, a lens L and an
image plane P.

The two transparencies are (ideally)

separctted by a distance' which is large compared t.o their
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p

~-zo ~I

/
/

L

c(x,y)

f

-------?f/

Fig.6 S: An incoherent optical correlation processor,
0

s is a diffuse source of incoherent radiation,c(x,y)
and d(x,y)

are the two t.ransparencies being

correlated,L is a lens and P is the image plane.
lateral extent.

The image plane is located in the back

focal plane of the lens.
The correlation is formed in the image plane in the
following way (Rogers 1977):
A ray of unit intensity from the diffuse source is
understood to emerge from the first transparency at the
point (x, y) with an intensi ·ty c (x, y) .
uni t intensi ty

incidE~nt

Similarly a ray of

on the second transparency i.:3

understood to emerge wiLh intensity d(x,y) at the poin·t
(x,y) .

If the two transparency planes are a distance Zo

apart as shown in Fig. 6-S then a ray passing through the
point

(~fn)

in the plane of c(x,y) with direction cosines

a and Sf passes through the plane of d(x,y) at the point
(~+az

0,

n+Bz).
0

lens is c (en)

Its intensity at the front surface of the

(t;+az 0, n+Sz).
0

All rays with direction
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cosines

CJ,

~

and

system of

e

that form angles with the axis of the optical

and ¢ are focused to a single point in the back

focal plane of the lens

(i.e. to a single point on the image

The luminous flux associated with each little

plane) .

bundle of rays is added together during the focusing process.
It must be understood that the various bunclles s·triking the
lens at different places on its front surface, fallon the
image plane from different directions.

As the image plane

usually consists of a photosensitive plate which is sensitive
to light from any direction, the effect at the focused point
.-

is to integrate over direc·tion.

In the space in front of

the lens the rays are being integrated for a fixed (8 / ¢) or
(a,S) over the entrance pupil of the lens.

The lens and

photographic plate system perform the required integration.
For a lens of focal length

f the integrating effect

of the lens over the x,y region produces a total intensity
at the point

cd(a,S)

=

(af,Sf) in the back foCal plane oithe lens of

II c(~,n) d(~+azo,n+szo) d~dn

(6-13)

plane
This is the correlation coefficient of c and d wi·t:h
O f..-.-Fset
~

(AJ,",<,

oz'
)
I-.l
~

u,

0,

0

•

If now a and S are regarded as variables,

cd(a,S) is the correlation function of c and d with scale
factor zoo
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6.4.4

Apparatus
The optical

used to perform the correlation

apparat~s

on the optical bench is sh)wn in Fig. 6·6.

The light

source used is the same as that described in §6·3 for
simulating astronomical imaging.

However the star mask is

replaced by the transparenc y c(x,y).
transparency d(x,y)

The second

is placed 320mm in front of the first.

Each transparency is mount8d in a liquid gate to ease
registration and to preven::. the variabl e thickness of the
film and backing from distorting the wavefronts passing
through th e transparency.
is given in Appendix

c.

A descripticn of a liquid gate
r~he

lens is positioned directly

behind the second transparency and the correlation image is
formed i n th e rear focal p l ane, di r e ctl y onto 3 5mm f il m.

Fig.6·6: Optics bench a rranged to obta in the c o r r elation
of two images.
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In order to test the incoherent optical correlation
processor shown in Fig. 6·6 the transparency shown in
Fig. 6·7a was made.

This represents c(x,y).

For

simpl lci ty the second transparency was made identical to tha-t
shOi'Jl1

in Fig. 6·7a.

Thus in this example the autocorrelation

of c(xtY) is formed in the image plane of the lens.
autocorrelation cc(x,y)
6.4.6

The

is shown in Fig. 6·7b.

Discussion
The correlation of two images using the incoherent

optical processor described in the previous sections gives
adequate results provided its limitations are recognised.
Firstly, it is essential t-hat the light incident on -the firs't
transparency be highly diffuse.

This is required to ensure

that the light wavefront passing through any small element
of the first transparency spreads out to cover the whole of
the second transparency Which can be ensured if the essential
information in the transparencies is kept small compared to
the cross-sec-tional area of the diffuse beam of 1ighL.
A, more sig-nificant limitation to the processing

metl10d is one of dynamic range.

It is well known that

commonly available types of film have a dynamic range limited
to about 12-15db (Appendix A discusses the characteristics
of photographic film).

Assuming the transparencies are

recorded with optimum dynamic range (i.e. grey scale from
dense black to perfect clear), the dynamic range in the
correlation image is limited to a maximum of 9-12db.

This is

often insufficient to see detail in the correlation image
above the inherently noisy background.

So f

in some

0

fthe
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Fig.6·7: Experimental verification of the incoherent optical
correlation technique
(a) print of the transparency c(x,y)
(b) result of correlating c(x,y) with itself.

experiment:s reported here the images are digitised and
correlated by a digital compute,r (see §6 6·S).
0

This

enables the dynamic range apparent in the correlation image
to be increased considerably.

6.S

SPECKLE MASI< PROCESSING USING AN
OPTICAL CORRELATOR
The apparatus described in §6'3 has been used to

simulate the imaging of several stellar objects.

Speckle

images of the objects are formed and then processed by the
speckle mask. processing me-thod described in §6·2.

In this

section, results using en-tirely optical processing methods
are presentedo

'rhis includes the use of the incoherent

op-tical co;:-elation technique described in
6.5.1

§ 6·4.

§peckle mask processing pf a binary star
The speckle mask processing method is best illustrated

by em example.

Two O'25mm diameter holes, spaced l'5n@

apart are drilled in a brass sheet (g in Fig. 6'3).

J>iylar

is placed over one of the holes to attenuate the light
passing

thJ~ough

that hole.

In this way a binary star is

simulated with each component having a different intensity.
The diffraction-limited image of this object as recorded on
35nun film in -the image plane of the simulated telescope
(with the frozen atmosphere removed)

is' shown in Fig. 6·8a.

It. is emphasised that both simulated stars are of the same
diameter.

The apparent differences in diameter are due to

halation of the film (Horder 1976, chapter 14) resulting
from the differences in intensity of the two stars.
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In the following qualit~tive discussion of the images
shown in the photographs

(e.g. Fig. 6'S)

f

it is assumed that.

the origin of coordinates is located in the bottom left hand
corner of each photograph.

Then the term "above" is used

to describe a star which has a y-coordinate which is larger
Similarly one star is "below ' !

than that of another star.

another if it has a y-coordinate which is less than the
y-coordinate of another star.

The term "to the right

0

fll

indicates that one star has a larger x-coordinate than
another star and "to the left of ll indicates that one st.ar has
a smaller x-coordinate than another star.

For example

in Fig. 6' Ba, the brighter star is above Jche fain·ter s·tar.
The frozen atmosphere is placed in front of the
telescope objective and aperture stops.

A typical speckle

image of the simulated binary star, as recorded on 35uun film
in the image plane of the telescope, is shown in Fig. 6·8b.
A sheet of clear celluloid (unexposed 35mm film)
over a transparency of the speckle image.

is placed

A small black dot

is positioned on the clear overlay on what 'seems to be the
brightest part of each bright speckle in the speckle image.
A negative of this overlay

(called a speckle mask) looks like

Fig. 6'8c, each bright point of which lies aJc what seems to be
the "centre" of one of the bright speckles in Pig. 6·8b.
The brightes-t parts of each of the bright speckles in
Fig. 6'8b are interpreted as distorted images of the brighter
star in the binary.

Consequently when the speckle mask of

Fig. 6'Sc is correlated with the speckle image, these
distorted images are superimposed.

It therefore follows that

the distorted images of the fainter star in the binary
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a

b

d

c

Fig.6 S: Speckle mask processing of a simulated binary star
a

(a)

,8

diffraction-limited image of the binary

(b) a typical speckle image
(e) the speckle mask
(d) the correlation
above.

im~ge

(scale 4:1 compared with
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(not visually obvious in Fig. 6 8b, but they must be
0

there) must a.lso be superimposed.

Fig. 6'Bd shows the

result of correlating the speckle image of Fig. 6 8b with
0

the speckle mask of Fig. 6 8c.
a

The optical me-thod by

which the correlation is performed is that described in
§6-4, with the speckle mask replacing the transparency

c(x,y) and the speckle image replacing the transparency
d(xry).

Fig. 6·8d shovls two stars - one brighter than

the other.

The images of the stars are however plainly

distorted and surrounded by an amorphous halo of unwanted
intensity which clouds fine detail.
The important feature to note in Fig. 6 Sd is that
0

the brighter star is above the fain-ter star.

As the stars

are unresolvable in the simulated telescope, the centres
of the distorted ima.ges of the two stars can be estimated.
Also the relative intensities can be estimated.

Using

this information the basic star pa't-tern can be formed.
Comparison of the basic star pattern with the aut.ocorrelation
of the same binary given by Labeyrie's speckle interferometry
enables the autocorrelation to be interpreted without
ambiguity.
6 5.2
a

So, a true image of the binary can be formed.

'Imagin2.-C:>X s-tar clusters by !?peckle
mask processin.51.
A cluster of stars is simula.ted by drilling a nurrmer

of O"25mm diameter holes in a brass sheet (g in Fig. 6"3).
Mylar sheets are placed in front of each of the holes.
number of sheets of mylar placed in front of each hole
determines the intensity of the light transmitted through
that hole.

In this way, a cluster of stars is

simulat~ed

The
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a

b

c

d

Fig.6 9: Speckle mask processing of a cluster of simulated
0

stars (cluster 1)
(a) adiffraction-limited image of the cluster
(b) a typical speckle image
(c) the speckle mask
(d) the correlation image (scale 6:1 compared to
above) .
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wi th each component having a different ;Lnten::::i t.y.
Fig. 6' 9a shows a diffraction-limited image of a clustc:r
of 5 stars, as viewed in the simulated telescope and
recorded onto 35mm film.

Note that the image of each of

the stars is an Airy disc.
A typical speckle image of the cluster is shown in
Fig. 6-9b.

The centres of the bright speckles are marked

by a black do-t on a clear overlay.

'fhe reversed

overlay - the speckle mask - is shown in Fig. 6·9c.
When the speckle image of Fig. 6·9b is correlated using the
incoherent optical correlator with the speckle mask of
Fig. 6·ge the distorted imag-es of the cluster are superimposed
in correlation space.
correlation image.
the cluster.

Fig. 6'9d shows the resultant
It is a rather poor reconstruction of

In fact, only the two brightest stars are

reproduced, and not vBry faithfully.

However lt

lS

clear

from Fig. 6· 9d that the fainter of the tvm brightest stars
is below the brighter one, ra-ther than above it.
shown in chapter 7 that

t~his,

It is

together with the es·timate of

the separation of the two brightes-t f:tars available from
Fig. 6· 9d is sufficient (except under synm1etry condi-tions see §7·S"1) to reconstruct the complete star cluster to
the diffraction limit of the viewing instrument.
The diffraction-limited image of another cluster of
point sources as viewed in the simulated telescope and
recorded on 35mm film is shown in Fig. 6·lOa.

A typical

speckle image of this cluster is shown in Fig. 6·lOb.
The speckle mask corresponding to the speckle image of
Fig. 6'lOb is shown in Fig. 6-10c.

Fig. 6·10d shows the

correlation image which results from correlating the speckle
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a

c
Fig.6~lO:

b

d

Speckle mask processing of another cluster of
simulated stars (cluster 2)
(a) a diffraction-limited image of the cluster
(b) a typical speckle image'
(c) the speckle mask
(d) the correlation image (scale 3 :1 compared to
above) .

image of Fig. 6·l0b with th~ speckle mask of Fig. G·IOc.
A.gain only the two brightest stars in the cluster are
visible.
6.5.3

Discussion
The results presented in the previous two

sect~ions

indicate that the speckle mask processing method does give
a useful, though distorted version of the true image of the
Object being viewed.

However, the use of optical

processing me·thods has several disadvantages.
'rhe formation of the speckle mask from each recorded
speckle image is an intricate operation requiring considerable
patience.

It would be desirable for each black dot placed

on the clear overlay to represent both the intensity and
the location of the corresponding bright speckle in ·the
speckle image.

The brighter the speckle the larger should

be the size of the black dot used.
to be impractical

t.O

do this.

However, it was found

In all the examples presen·ted

in the previous sections 'the black dots placed on the overlay
are all approximately the same size, which must degrade the
resul ting correlation image.

'rhe brigh tes·t speck!

,c3

are

expected to be the least distorted images of the object and
so should be given a higher weighting than the less bright
speckles.

Note that the delta functions in the speckle

mask formed by the computer processing method described belowf
in §6·6·4 do have a weighting proportional to the intensity
of the corresponding speckle in the speckle image.
The correlation of the speckle mask and the speckle
image in the optical correlation processor described in §6'4
is also a tedious operation.

The moun·ting of the slides and

the alignment of the bench apparatus is critical and so
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requires intricate adjustment.

However, typical of

optical processing methods, once the apparatus is aligned
the parallel processing is extremely rapid (as compared to
the digital processing methods descTibed in the next
section) .
As an indication of the difficulty involved in
performing the speckle mask processing using optical means,
it took approximately 20 hours of labour to produce the
results shown in Fig. 6'9.
Another disadvantage in using optical processing

J_S

."

the limi t:ed dynamic range available from photographic film.
The limited range of intensities visible in a typical
correlation image (see §6·4·6) always limits the recognisable
structure visibJe in the correlation image.

6.6

SPECI<LE JVlASI< PEOCESSING USING A FADS AND A

DIGITAL COl'IPUTER
'rIle simulations of speckle mask processin9 on the
optical bench, described in §6"S, demonstrate the principles
of the technique.

However optical processing methods have

several disadvantages, as is discussed in §6·S·3.

To

overcome some of these disadvantages the photographic film
is repla.ced by -the FADS, the operation of which is described
in Appendix B.

The image recOl.'ded by ·the FADS is digitised and stored
in a RM1 buffer memory as described in Appendix B.

For the

image processing experiments reported here the FADS is
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interfaced to a.n EAI 640 computer via a serial data link
(see Appendix D) .

The image stored in the FADS buffer

memory is transferred to the compu·ter via the serial data
link, and stored on disc.
The image stored on disc consists of an 100 x 100
array of picture elements (pixels) with the intensity of
each pixel digitised to 8 bits.

This gives a range of

possible intensities from 0-255 - a considerable impr'ovement.
over photog:caphic film (see Appendix A) •

The maximum

intensity in all images is normalised to 255.

This ensures

that the available dynamic range is utilized throughout the
processing.
Some preprocessing of the image stored on disc is
required before i t is displayed.

The image from the FADS

is recorded as two fields, each of 50 lines as described in
Appendix B.

One field contains the odd numbered lines

forming the image and the
numbered lines.

o~ler

field contains the even

For convenience these two fields are

interlaced to form a single field of 100 lines.

It is

also necessary to remove the outer 3 pixels around the
entire perimeter of the image (i. e. the resulting image is
only 94 x 94 pixels).

The manufacturer considers that

these outer pixels have a high probability of exhibiting
non-linear transfer characteristics and so reconm1ends that
they be removed before any processing of

~le

recorded image

is undertaken (Fairchild 1976b).
One further preprocessing' operation is required to
remove the dark-current noise and blemishes
Before taking any pictures \',7i th the FADS I

(see Appendix B) .

the dark-current

noise and blemishes present in the array of photosensitive
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elements is recorded.

This is simply done by placing a

lens cap over the camera lens and recording an image.
The "noise ll image so recorded (a typical noise image is
shown in Fig. B4 of Appendix B) exhibits an "average
background intensity" over most of the pixels, which is
about 10 for the integration time used in the experimenb;
presented in the following sections.
current noise.

rrhis is the dark

In comparison the blemishes exhibit

themselves as those pixels with an intensity level approaching
saturation (i.e. 255).
,'- The first st.::ep towards elimina-ting the dark-current.
noise and blemishes from all subsequently recorded images is
to locate the positions of all the blemishes in the noise
image.

This is simply done by applying a threshold of va.lue

three times the mean intensity level -to the' noise image and
locating the positions of those pixels which remain above
the thresholdo

Then the in'tens! ty in each blemished pixel

in the noise image is replaced by the average of its four
nearest neighbours.

Also the intensity in each pixel of

subsequently recorded images which correspond to a blemish
in the noise image is replaced by the average intensity over
the four neighbouring pixels.

Once these operations have

been completed the noise image contains mainly dark current:
noise which is mostly additive noise.

Each of the

subsequently recorded images has this noise subtracted from it.
6.6.2

The

di,~.p~

Fig. 6 lla shows the image of the cluster 0:E stars
0

shown in the photograph of Fig. 6 l0a, but recorded using the
o

FADS and displayed on the EAT 640 storage
screen.

oscil~oscope

graphicG
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a

b

c

Fig.6·11: Images of star cluster 2 as recorded by the FADS

and displayed on a graphics s creen
(a) intensity display
(b) line profile display
(c) thresholded intensity dis p lay.
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'1'he

n intensi ty

display Ii format_ shown in Fig. 6 ".lla

consists of an 8 x 8 dot matrix representing each pixel.
The number of dots illuminated in a matrix represents the
intensity in the corresponding pixel (only the 5 most
significant bits are displayed).

The locations of the

particular dots in the matrix which are illuminated -to
represent a given intensity are selected from a random number
sequence.

This removes regular pat-terns of intensi ty which

would otherwise appear in the image displayed on the
graphics screen.

The numbers on the verticle axis of the

intensity display indicate the corresponding number of the
line in the recorded image.

The top line in the image is

arbi trarily defined as line one.

'1'he numbers along the

horizontal axis indicate the number of -the corresponding pixel
in each line of the image.

The pixel closes-t to the left

hand side of the image is arbitrarily defined as pixel one.
The intensity display is limited in dynamic range.
In practice only about 8 grey levels can be visually detected,
which is worse than photographic film.

Because of the poor

dynamic range of the display only three of the five stars
present in Fig. 6-100. are evident in Fig. 6-110..
An al-ternative display format called a

"line profile

display!! has been developed -to give a better impres sian of
the range of intensity present in an image.

This display

consists of a plot of the intensity along each line of the
image.

The pixel number is plotted along the horizontal

axis and intensity (0-255) is plotted along the verticle axis.
The first line is plotted near the top of the screen.
The second line is plotted just below the first.

Each
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following' line is then displaced dovm the screen by a constant
amount, with line 94 lying nt:oar the bottom of the screen.
A typical image of a cluster of five stars displayed in this
format is shown in Fig. 6·11b.
To further assist in the analysis of images a variation
on the intensity display is used.
the image held in memory.

A threshold is applied to

All pixels in the image with

intensity above the threshold are displayed as an int:ensit.y
level of 255.

The image of the cluster of stars shown in

Fig. 6·lla is reproduced in Fig. 6'11c but with a threshold
set to emphasise the'image highlights.

The posi·tions of the

five stars are clearly evident in the thresholded image.
6.6.3

Th~

speckl~

imag~

A typical speckle image of the star cluster shown in
Fig. 6'lOa, but recorded using the FADS and displayed as an
intensi ty display on the graphics sc:ceen is shown in
Fig. 6·12a.

A line profile display of this same speckle

image is shown in Fig. 6·l2b.

This shows more tlearly tile

structure in the speckle image_

The variation in intensity

of the speckles is easily seen.

An intensity.profile along

a single line through t.he speckle image is shown in Fig. 6 -12c.
This shows the cross sections of individual speckles in the
image.
The first order statistics of the intensity in a
typical speckle image of a single unresolved star are
characterised by (5-50).

It can be shown (Bates 1978) that

the probability density function of the intensity in a
speckle image of a cluster of unresolved stars is just a sum
of negative exponentials similar to that on the right hand
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Fig.6·12: A

typic~l
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PO>

d

speckle

im~ge

of star cluster 2 as recorded

by the FADS and displayed on a graphics screen
(a) intensity display
(b) line profile display
(c) intensity plot along one line through the speckle
image
(d) statistics of the intensity in the speckle image
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side

0

f

(5· 5 0) .

typical spe

The

distribut~on

of the intensity in a

Ie image of the five star cluster shown in

Fig. 6"12a is shown in Fig. 6·12d.

The probability density

function has an approximately negative exponential shape.
Note, however, that the probability of zero intensity is zero.
1'he intensity level vii th maximum probabili-ty of occurrence
is abou-t 10.

This is due to -the fact that the area occupied

by the ac-tua1 speckle image is sarnpled by t_he FADS.

A

single pho-ton event incident on the sensor anywhere over
the area occupied by a single pixel produces an intensity
level over the whole of that pixel.
is smeared.

'rhus the speckle image

The smearing produces a i:ype of "quantisation

noise" across the entire image.
6.6.4

The

sp(~ckle. ma~~

The speckle mask is formed by locating the centres of
the bright speckles in the speckle image.

To

as[~ist

in thE:

selection of the bright speckles, the speckle image is
thresholded, displaying only the image highlights.

The

operator starts with a large threshold and- then gradually
reduces it.

At a large threshold only a few pixels are

illuminated corresponding to the centres of -the brightest
speckles.

As the threshold is reduced the number of pixels

illuminated increases.
As discussed in §6 2-1, the distinct.ion be-tween bright
0

speckles and speckles which are considered to be noise is
sUbjective.

It has been found that i"t is best to reduce the

threshold until some of the pixels illuminated combine together.
Then the centres of the bright speckles ar,e identified by the
operator moving an electronically controlled curser over the
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display screen.

Once the centres of the bright speckles

are iden ti fied, co'rresponding l'two-dimensional de 1 ta
functions" are entered into the speckle mask (Fig. 6'13).
Each delta function in the mask has the same relative
intensity and position as the centre of the corresponding
bright speckle in the speckle image.
6 . 6•5

Thecorrel'atioh image
Two methods can be used to correlate the speckle

image with its corresponding speckle mask.

The first

uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT - c.f. Bergland 1969)
to realise (6 012) and the second realises (6 010) 0
Because speckle masks consist of discrete "delta
functions", i t is convenient to form each correlation image
by direct correlation of a speckle image with its speckle

Fig. 6 013: The speckle mask corresponding to the speckle
image shown in Fig06 0 l2 as displayed on the
graphics screen.
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mask in the spatial domain - i.e. satisfy (6-10)
computationally.

The algorithm involves a simple repeat,

shift, mUltiply and add routine.
of

pizc~ls

Even though the majority

in the speckle mask have zero intensi ty I

the

number of opera"tions required to fQj"m "the correlation im21ge
is large.

The EAr 640 compu·Ler on which ·the computations

are performed is some 10-15 years old and so is slow in
comparison to modern machines.

Using this machine the time

required to correlate an average speckle image wi t.h ·the
speckle mask is of the order of 15-20 minutes.

Of course

this could readily be decreased to a few lOis of seconds
with a modern high speed machine.

Unfortunately a modern

machine which could be easily interfaced to the FADS has
not been available.
The correlation image formed by correlating the
speckle image of Fig. 6"12a with the speckle mask of
Fig. 6-13 is shown in Fig. 6·14a.

The poor dynamic range

of the graphics display is clearly evident.

However, it is

a simple mat·ter to set any desired threshold on the image
data held in core.

For example Fig. 6-14b shows how those

stars that are resolved in a particular correlation image
are manifested by choosing an appropriate threshold - in
pJactice, the operator starts with a large threshold,
gradually reducing it:. to reveal the structure in the image
(the b:ciglrtes t parts appea.r firs t, of cOLJ.rse) .
Rnducing the threshold below that for which
Fig. 6·l4b is taken results in a marked increase in the
"background noise" as illustra-ted in Fig. 6"14c.

The three

stars apparent in Fig. 6·14b are the only ones which can be
recovered unequivocally from a single correlation image.
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a

b

c

Fig.6-l4: The correlation image
(a) intensity display
(b) threshold level set showing the three brightest
stars in the cluster
(c) threshold level set showing the correlation
"noise".
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It should be noted -that the detection of the
recognisable stars in a correlation image by the use of a
simple threshold detection process is not altogether ideal.
Consider the idealised intensity profile through the
centre of a correlation image as shown in Fig. 6·15.

It

is seen that the correlation noise forms a bell shaped
function with its maximum at the centre of correlation space.
The recognisable stars protrude as localised peaks from
this bell shaped profile.

The brightest star in the

cluster is always located at the centre of the correlation'
This is the peak labelled A in Pig. 6-15.

image .-

The

fainter recognisable stars (peaks labelled Band C in
Fig. 6-15) are spread around the brightest star.

If a

high threshold is applied such as that indicated by the

A
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Fig.6 15: An idealised plot of the intensity thro'IJ.gh the
o

cross-section of a typical correlation image.
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dotted line labelled tl

on Fig. 6-15 then only the

brightest recognisable star A, appears in the resulting
image.

As the threshold is lowered (dotted line t2

in Fig. 6 '15)

f

therecugnisal)le star B appears in the

resulting image.

Lowering the threshold fUrther to level

t 3 show8 no additional stars, but the correlation noise
begins to appear in the centre of the correlation image.
It is not until the threshold is lowered to level t4
that recognisable star C is detected.

Then it is dif£.icult

to distinguish the star C from the central correlation
noise.•

However, often, as is illustrated by peak C in

Fig. 6-15, recognisable stars displaced some distance
from the brightest star do appear in the correlation image,
\'7el1 clear of the correlation noise in their neighbourhood.
A study of the line profile display of a correlation image

can be of assistance in det.ermining whether a peak in the
thresholded correlation image which is removed somewhat
from ·the centxal peak is a

recogni~~able

star or not.

An

example in which such a star is detected is discussed
in §6'6·7.
6.6.6

Tl~e

composite correlation image

To improve the imag8 of ·the cluster many correlation
images are averaged.

In this experiment 10 statistically

independent speckle images of the cluster shown in
Fig. 6-lla are taken, and individually processed to form
correlation images.

The ten stored correlation images are

ave:caged to produce the composite correlation image shovln
in Fig. 6-16a.

Thresholding the image data gives the

improved image of the cluster shown in Fig. 6'16b,
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a

b

Fig.6 l6: The composite correlation image
0

(a) intensity display
(b) threshold level set showing the four
brightest stars.
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A fourth~tar is revealed as being clear of the background
"noise II

•

The diffraction - limited image of another star
cluster, as simulated on the optical bench, recorded using
the FADS and displayed on the graphics screen is shown
in Fig. 6·17a.

A typical speckle image of ,this cluster of

stars is shown in Fig. 6·17b.

~['he

speckle mask

corresponding tD the srJeckle image shown in Fig. 6 '17b is
shown in Fig. 6·17c.

The result of correlating the speckle

imag-e with i·ts speckle mask is shown in Fig. 6' 17d.

Again

i t is necessary to apply a threshold to the correla·tion
image to obtain the recognisable st.a.re;;.

The recognisable

stars in Fig. 6'17d are shown in Fig. 6-17e.
In this experiment 30 statistically independent
specklE images of the cluster are taken, and individually
processed to form correlation images.

The thirty stored

correlat:ion images are averaged to form a composite: correlation.
image.

A threshold is applied eo the composite correlation

image.

The three brightest recognisable stars in the

J

composite correlation image are shown in Fig. 6-17f.
t:.hreshold is reduced further

f

t,he

1\s

correlation noise appears

around the centre of the image.

However a probable fourth

recognisable star becomes eviden·t f displaced some distance
a.bove the cent.ral brightest s·tar.

This peak in the

composi te correlation is considered to be a

recogni~;able

star

rather than noise as it protrudes well clear of the background
correlation noise in its neighbourhood.

On studying the line

profile display of the correlation image this recognisable
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a

b

c

d

Fig.G l7: Speckle mask processing of star cluster 3
o

(a) a diffraction limited image of the simulated
star cluster
(b) a typical speckle image
(c) the speckle mask
(d) the correlation image
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e

f

g

Fig.6·l7: Speckle mask processing of star cluster 3 (cont.)
(e) correlation image with a threshold level set
showing the two

br~ghtest

stars in the cluster

(f) the composite correlation image with a threshold
level set showing the three brightest stars in
the cluster
(g) threshold lowered showing a fourth star.
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star is seen to be positioned relative the brightest
recognisable star in the same way that stars A and C
in Fig. 6-15 are positioned.

6.6.8

Discussion
']'11e ;cesul ts of!two of several simulations of the

speckle mask processing method using the FADS and a computer
are presented in sections 6-6-1 - 6-6-7.
obtained are encouraging.

The reE3ults

For all of the star clusters
tho~gh

simulated, i t was posE;ible to obtain recognisable I

distorted t versions of the true images of at least two of
the stars in each cluster by processing some 30 statistically
independent speckle images.

The range of intensities over

which the recognisable stars could be detected using this
This correuponds to a

processing method was 20:1.

variation of intensity of over 3 astronomical magnitudes.
The averaging of many more correlation images should
give a further improvement of the

signal-to~noise

ratio in

the composite correlation image and thus alloi!! fainter stars
to be detected.

Dainty (1974) indicates that the

signal-to-"noise ratio in Labeyrie's speckle interferometry
is proportional to

Ns~r

where Ns is the number of

statistically independent speckle images which are processed
It is expected that the improvement in the

and averaged.

signal-to-noise ratio in the composite correlation image
is also proportional to

N~
.:;;

~

.

On this basis, to double the

signal-to-noise ratio in the composite correlation image
shovvnin Fig. 6 l7f, the number of correlation images which
0

must be averaged would have to be increased to 120.

This

\¥as considered to be impracticable with the experimental and
computa"tional facilities available,
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In addition it

was

not considered worthwhile

averagi.ng more than 30 correlation images without cooling
the FADS sensor.

The dynamic range in any recorded

speckle image is limited to about 25:1 by the dark current
noise (the average dark current noise intensi·ty is about 10)"
Given this limitation, it is not expected that the speckle
mask processing me-thod would enable the detecti.on of
simulated stars with intensities varying over a range much
greater than about 20: l.
In an actual application it would be a simple matter

to

irn~?rove

the data collection and processing facilities to

allow the averaging of -the large numbers of images required
to give the best estimate of the recognisable sta.rs in a
cluster of faint stars.

Also it has been shown

(Fairchild 1974) that a considerable reduction in the FADS
dark current noise can be obtained by cooling the sensor.
When this is done dynamic ranges of up to 1000:1 should be
achievable.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

RECONSTRUCTION OF AN
IHAGE CONSTSrrJ:NG OF

DISTTNCT UNRJ:<:SOTNABLE POINTS

7.1

IN'I'HODUCTION

Labeyrie's(l970) speckle interferOlnetry (see §S-S)
gives ·the au·tocorrelation of a celestial object with detail
preserved out. -to the diffraction limit of ·the telescope used
for the obserw1- tion I
turbulent atmosphere.

despi te th_e e :Efects of the earth r s
However, in general an image cannot

be recovered unambiguously from its autocorrelation.
The speckle processing method which Bates et al (1978)
call speckle mask processing (see chapter 6) provides an
estimate of the true imag-e of the brightest stars in a
cluster.

rrhe information obtained by speckle ma.:k processing

provides information, in addi tion t:o the autoco.l".r< 1211:ion so
that i-t should be possible to obtain credible reconstructions
of star clusters more efficiently.
The method used to reconstruct the irnag-e of a cluster
of stars from its autocorrelation is described in §7"2.
This is followed in §7"3 by an example showing- how to apply
the method.

Any symmetries in the clus·ter of stars introduce

addi tional ambigui ties in1::o the autocorrelation.
for interpreting clusters of stars exhibiting

A_ method

cert~ain
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symmetries is discussed iLl. §7·4.

Finally the reconstruction

of some clusters of £otars which have been irnaged using the

optical simulation method described in §6"3 are presented
in §7-S.

7.2

RECONSTRUCTION OF A CLUSTER BY COI'1PARISON
OF THE BASIC STAR PATTERN AND THE
AUTOCORRELATION

7.2.1

The autocorrelation
Consider a cluster of stars in which each star is
.-'

itself unresolvable, but is sufficiently separated from its
fellows so that the cluster would be resolvable under ideal
seeing conditions.

The image of such a cluster is a

collection of isolated points of varying brightness.
autocorrelation as produced by Labeyrie's

Its

(1970) speckle

interferometric technique is given by (5-95).

By appealing to techniques developed by
crystallographers for Patterson map analysis (c.f. Lipson and
Cochran 1966), Baldwin and Warner (1976) have recognised that
if one star in a cluster is appreciably brighter than

t~he

others r the au-Locorrelation is dominated by the crosscorrelations of this bright star with the others.

This rnec,ns

that: the autocorrelat:ion can be approximated usefully by the
expression
ff(x,y)

'>;;.

-0(0,0)

+ c(x,y) +

c(~x,-y)

(7 '1)

where 0(0,0) represents the bright central spot, and c(x,y)
is the

cross·~correlation

the cluster.

of the bright s·tar wi th the rest of

The bright star (or more

autocorrelation)

-

accurat~ely

its

forms 0(0,0) together with the autocorrelation

of the other stars.
As an extension to this argument, it is also true that
if two stars, brighter than the others, are present in the
cluster, then the autocorrelation is dominated by the crosscorrelation of these stars with the others.

The same is of

course true for three or more bright stars.

These cross-

correlation terms are readily recognised and hence the
positions and relative intensities of fainter members of the
cluster can be specified uniquely.
Based on these arguments, Baldwin and Warner
(1978,- 1979) have demonstrated -that provided no two poin-ts in
the image have the same vector spacing then the image can be
straightforwardly recovered from the autocorrelation (apart
from an irreducibl e ambiguity bet"irleen the image and its own
mirror imag-e) .

However, autocorrelations obtained in

practice are "noisy", so that one cannot be certain that all
parts of an autocorrelation, brighter than a chosen threshold,
represent actual cross-co:crelations bebleen pairs of points
in the true image"

So, it is advantageous to obtain

additional information to (a) discriminate against noise,
(b) resolve the anLhiguity between the image and its own mirror
image, and (c) ease recovery of the image when several pairs
of poin-ts have very similar vector spacings.
Some phase information is usually recoverable when
imaging radio sources.

Baldwin and Warner (1978, 1979) use

this limited phase information to assist with the
interpretation of the autocorrelation when reconstructing
their images of radio sources.

The me-thod of recons-t:r'ucting

images of clusters of stars in optical as Jcronomy f described
in the following sections is related to Baldwin and Warner's
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method, but introduces a significantly

d~fferent

processing

technique.

Speckle mask

process~ng

gives an estimate of the

relative positions and intensities of the brighter stars in
This distorted image of the cluster of stars is

a cluster.

~

the basic star pattern
~

No-te that

~(X,y)

which is defined by (6-9).

(x,y) need not to be derived from speckle mask

processing specifically.

It can be formed by any imaging

method which gives an estimate of part of the object being
viewed (e.g. Baldwin and Warner 1979).

with the autocorrelation
In order t.o compare

~(XfY)

with ff(x,y)

it is

convenient to partition the cluster of stars into two
~(x,y)

patterns,
f(x,y)

=

~(x,y)

and R(x,y) say, so that

+ R(x,y).

(7'2)

6(x,y) represents the true image of the recognisabJe stars,
~

free of the errors present in

~(XFY)

~

(x, y)

f

and is vlri otten a e '

._)

M

-

I

m:::::o

fm 8 (x-(m,y-n m)

(7' 3)

where (A+l), which is defined in the paragraph which
contains (6'8), is the number of stars
(comrosi te) co:crela-tion image.

reco~lnisCible

in a

The pattern R(x,y) contains

the remainder of the stars in the cluster:
M

R(x,y)

0-

I
'"
m=M+l

(7·4)
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The o,utocorrelation can be \vri"t"i.:.en as
ff(x,y)

~

66(x,y) + RR(x,y) + 6(x,y)
-I-

* R(x,y)
( 7· 5)

R(xry) 7l,6(x,y)

Comparison of ff (xfy) c.,nd ;:, (x,y) reveals tha"t if (xfy)
contains many shifted repeats of a pattern - i.e. 6(x,y),
~

which is similar to 6(x,y).

"
As there are (M-M-l)
stars

in the pattern R(x,y), then R(x,y)

*

6(x,y) consists of

(M-~-l) replicas of an inverted version of 6(x,y)"

Each

~

of these replicas is similar to 6(-x,-y).

So provided

,""

that 6(-x,-y) is not too distorted a version of 6(-x,-y)

I

each of these replicas can be identified by inspection of
It is unlikely that an automatic procedure could
be developed to recognise these replicas, but the pattern
is readily observed by eye.

A convenient recognition

procedure is to identify the places where 6(-x,-y)
approximately matches a pattern undernea"ch it.

Bates and

Hilner (1978) call these patterns "matching- patterns".
This pattern reconstruction procedure permits one to
determine unalw::Jiguously whether a particular star in the
cluster is positioned at a particu,lar point: in image space I
rather "than at the reflection of that point in the origin.
It is important to note that once patterns in ff(x,y)

are

~

identified with 6(-x,-y)

r

the distortions in the latter i'-.lre

effectively corrected, because the versions of 6(X,y)
apparent in ff(x,y)

are as

accur~te

as is ff(x,y)

itself.

This means that the form of the right side of (7"3) can be
deduced.
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7.3

APPLIC7\TION OF' THE p,A'l"rERN RECONSTRUCTION
PROCEDURE

The pattern reconstruction procedure discussed in
§ 7·2

requires t.hat the relative weights and posi tions of all

the delta functions in Z(x,y) and ff(x,y)
displayed in an easily assimilable form.

are clearly
In order to convey

this information clearly, it is convenient to reproduce the
images as shown in Fig. 7-1.
of five stars.

Fig. 7·la represents a cluster

Each star is effectively a point sourcei

each star is represented by a circle, the centre of the
circle locating the posi tion of the star.

The intensity of

the star is written just above the corresponding circle.

In

this form, the information necessary for the pattern
reconstruction procedure is easily assimiluted.

As an example of the pattern reconstruction procedure,
consider the star cluster and its
Figs. 7·la and 7'lb respectively.

autocor~elation,

shewn in

It is clear that 1.he

form of the cluster cannot be deduced unambiguously from
Fig.

7"lb(it should be noted that the processing method

presented by Baldwin and Warner (1978) would produce the true
image - or the mirror image - in this case, as there is no
noise, and no two pairs of points have similar vector
spacings) .

Suppose also that the basic star pattern

l(xry) has 'the form shown in Fig. 7'lc.

The brig'hter of the

,two stars is taken to be at the origin of image space.

The

in'tensi ties of the two stars are normali[.;ed as discussed
in

§6-6·l).

The essential information recorded in Fig.

7-10
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Fig.7-l: Reconstruction of star cluster 4
(a) the star cluster
(b) the autocorrelation
(c) the basic star pattern
(d) the inversion of the basic star pattern(~(-x,-y».
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e

.g

f

h

Fig.7·l: Reconstruction of star cluster 4 (cont.)
(e) the autocorrelation with matching pattern
identified

(f) first improvement to the basic star pattern
(g) autocorelation of the first improvement to the
basic star pattern
(h) second improvement to the basic star pattern
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Fig.7·l: Reconstruction of star cluster 4 (cont.):

(i) autocorrelation of the second improvement to the
basic star pattern,

an·

(j) the autocorrelation with

incorrect matching pattern identified,

(k) 1ncorrect second improvement to the basic star
pattern,

(1) autocorrelation of the incorrect second

improvement to the basic star pattern.
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Fig.7·l: Reconstruction of star cluster 4 (cont.):
(m) the autocorrelation with another matching
pattern identified,

(n) .third

improvement to the

basic star pattern,

(0) autocorrelation of the third

improvement to the basic star pattern,

(p) the

autocorrelation with another matching pattern
identified.
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Fig.7·l: Reconstruction of star cluster 4 (cont.):
(q) fourth improvement to the basic star pattern
(r) autocorrelation of the fourth improvement to the
basic star pattern.
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is represented by
~,

b.(x,y) ;:: 2558 (x,y) + 2006 (x-10,y+15)

(7 •6 )

~,

The inversion of b.(x,y) denoted by b.(-x,-y) is shown in
Fig. 7·ld.

Normally a transparent sheet on which b.(-x,-y)

is printed would be positioned over the autocorrelation to
enable easy recognition of 'the matching patterns wi thin
ff(x,y) .
b.(-x/-~y)

Fig. 7'1e shows ff(x,y)

(same as Fig,

7·J_b) with

(same as Fig. 7'ld) superimposed upon it (in the

fonH of black dots}

in such a way as bes t to show up a

matching pattern in ff(x,y).
also evident in ff(x,y)

Other matching patterns are

(in fact, as there are 5 stars in

the cluster and only 2 stars in the basic star pattern
there are 3 matching patterns in ff(x,y)).
Since the autocorrelation can be taken as accurate,
the matching patterns identified in Fig.
accurate version of b.(x,y).

7-le are an

The basic star pat·tern has thus

been corrected - it only had to be accurate enough to allow
the matching pa·tterns to be identified and to distingu.j;3h
them from the inverted patterns
of those circles marked by the

_0'

one of the lat·ter c(;.nsists

oblique

arrows shown in

Fig. 7·le.
'1'he separations of the two sLars in the matching
patterns are es·tablished directly from the figure.
Similarly the relative intensity, of the two stars (see
Fig. 7·1e) in the matching pattern, accurately establishes

-

the relative intensity of the two stars in b.(x,y).

If

the intensities of the two stars are denoted by f9, and fro'
where the 9, th star is the brighter, then the ra tic of
f $!, ·to fro is gi.ven accurat.ely by'
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f

Q,

If m ;: ;

1·42

( 7 • 7)

N

~

So a first improvement of 6(x,y)

denoted by 6 1 (x,y) is

f

obtained by (Fig. 7-1f):

A1 (x,Y)

= 2558(x,y)

+ 1808(x-ll,y-17)

( 7 • 8)

Each matching pattern corresponds to another star
in the cluster.

Inspection of Fig. 7-1e reveals that

there is a star, having an intensity fn
determined), positioned at (0,32).

(yet to be

Let I

and I

PI

P2

be

the intensities of the delta functions in the matching
pattern (Le. the circles labelled PI and P2 in Fig. 7-1e).
'J.lhen the

For this matching pattern Ipl =57 and Ip2 - 40.
intensity f

of the star identified by the matching pattern

n

is. given by
(7 ·9)

The constant N is a

since f 9, > fm and I PI > I P2.
normalisation factor.

To calculate N it is necessary to
~

identify the autocorrelation of
.

fj,

1

(x,y) in ff (xly) .

autocorrelation of 6 (x,y) is denoted by
1

shown in Fig. 7·lg.
ff(x,y)

.

~

fj,

1

1

(x,y) and is

The corresponding delta functions in

are labelled A, P and

intensities IA , Ip and

~

fj,

. TI1.e

Ip~

P~

in Fig. 7-le.

respectively_

They have

The intensity IA

is the sum of the individual autocorrelations of all the
stars in the cluster.

Provided the relative positions of

the stars do not satisfy certain conditions (these are
discussed in detail in

§ 7'

4) the in"tensi ty Ip which is
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neces:;clrily identical to J. p ,' is given by

It follows from (7-7) through ·(7·10) and the previously
noted values of Ip1 and Ip2 that
N - 0-00227

&

fn =100

( 7' 11)
~

which means that a second improvement to /':,.(x;y) can be
constructed (Fig. 7'lh):
~

/':,. 2. .(x,y)
= 2556(x,y) + 1806 (x-l1,y-17) + l006(x,y-32)
.
(7. 12)

In order to check that the matching pattern identifying
the third star is, in fact, a true matching pattern, it is
useful to form the au·tocorrelation of /':,. (x,y) which is
2

denoted by

/':,.

(x,y) _

/':,.
2.

This is shown in Fig. 7·1i.

2.

COlnparison of Figs. 7·1b and 7'11· shows Jchat

ail

·the delta

functions present in /':,. /':,. (x,y) are recognised at identical
2.

positions in ff(x,y).

2.

The intensities shown in Fig. 7-li

have rat:ios that are the same as the ratios of the
corresponciinq intensities in F'ig. 7· lb, apart. from the
intensity at the origin of correlation space.
comparison confirms that
/':,. (x,y) and

/':,.2

The

(x,y) is an improvement on both

Z1 (x,y).

If the position of the third star, present in
(x,y) but not in /':,. (x,y)

~
2.

f

was incorrect then /':,. /':,. (x,y)

1

would contain delta functions not in ff(x,y).

2.

2.

For instance,

consider the matching pattern identified in the
autocorrelation by the black circles shown in Fig. 7'lj
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(WlH:"I:'(';; Fig.

7-lj is a repeat of Fig.

pattern could. be t;cue if the

7·lb).

~:;epi:l]:-ation

This matching

of the two delta

'"

functions in A(x,y) had been chosen incorrectly.

l2

corresponding forms of
in Figs. 7·lk and
Figs. 7·1b and
-

7'1~

7'1~

The

(x,y) and A A (x,y) are shown
2

2

respectively.

Comparison of

shows delta functions in A A (x,y) which
2

2

do not c:orrespond in position to Iclny del ta func·tions in
ff(x,y)

thereby indicating thnt an incorrect matching

t

pattern has been located.
Other matching patterns are present in ff(x,y).
Fig. 7 1m shows ff(x,y) with another probable matching
0

pattern, identified by black circles.

-- 2558 (x,y)

-I-

The third improvement

1808 (x··-l1,y-17) + 1000

(xfy-:-~2)

+ 708 (x+lO ,y--·22)
(7-13)

which

shown in Fig. 7 ·In.

jJ;

in Fig.

7·10.

Its autocorrelation is shown

Comparison of [f(x,y) and A A (x,y) idicates
3

3

that a correct matching pattern has been located.

~.;nilarly

a fifth star is identified by the matching pattern id 'ntified
by black circles in Fig. 7·lp.

'1'he fourth improvemen t to

~

A (x,y) is

l

(x,y) == 2550 (x,y) + 1808 (x-ll,y-17) + 1008 (x,y-32)
4

+ 708(x+l0

j

_y-22)

+

108 (x+5,y-··12)
(7' 14)
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Fig~

which is shown in
in Fig.

7·lr.

7 lq.
o

Its autocorrelation is shown

Comparison of ff(x,y)
,

and

A4 A4

that all delta func-tions present in ff(x,y)

(x,y)

shows

are present with

the same relc4tive posi tions and inten.sities in f'., 6 (x,y).
4

It

All the stars that contribute to ff (x,y) have beEm identified.
The pattern reconstruction procedure has produced a true
diffraction-limited image of the cluster.

704

SYJVlHETRY CONDITIONS

Consider the cluster shown in Fig. 7'2a, whose
autocorrelation is shown in Fig. 7·2b.

Denote the vector

separation in image space of the £th and mth stars by

a1m •

Suppose that
-+-

(7 15)

d£m

0

for two pairs of sJcars , where the symbol';" implies that the
actual difference bet:wec:n the bvo vector separations is
undetectable because it lies within a circle smaller than the
Airy disc of the telescope which is forming the iril'1ges.
Suppose also that the

9., th

and mth stars are two t.lla-t appear

~

in f'.,(x,y), with f£ > f
identify the

~

th

and

correlotion space.

~

ffi.

th

The matching

patt~erns

that should

stars are not separated in

In the 8lJ.toco:crclation shovm in Fig. 7' 2b

they overlap at points which are deno·ted by Ql, Q2, Q3.
L'
cross-corre I aLlons

~

th

and

~

th

f
0_

t11e xn,th and_ rnth

S

t ars an d

f
0_

The

th e

stars are superimposed at a point which is denoted

by P in Fig" 7·2b.

vmen

searching the autocorrelation for matching

patterns, the presence of points such as Ql, Q2, and Q3, is
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Fig.7·2: Star cluster 5:
(a) the star cluster,

(b) the autocorrelation.
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obvious

(e.g. Fig. 7·2b), provided that the. vector separation

of two stars in the basic star pattern corresponds closely
enough to the vector separation of 02 from 01 and of Q3
from Q 2.

The vector separation of Q2 f:L'om Ql is the same

as the vector separation of P from the origin of correlation
space

0

As in the discussion in §7"3, denote by IA the
intensity of a delta-function at an arbitrary point A in
correlation space.

Then because of (7 5), i t is seen that
0

Ip is given by
,-

Ip

=

N [f Q, f m

+ fA

f~]

(7· 16 )

ra -tl-Ier than by ( 7 . 10) •

(7"17)
If IQ3 > IQ2 then it is possible to find that the position
of the ~th star is not at Q2, but at the point Q2' which is
the reflection of Q 2 in the origin of correla'tion space.
Experience suggests thaJc the ratios of the inteJ')si ties
of the delta functions at the pertinent points in correlation
space are only consistent wi tJl a single configuri:\ ::,ion for the
stars in the cluster, unless the basic star patteLn itself
exhibi ts wha·t is called in

§ 7'

5 -1, an irreducible symmetry.

This is discussed in conjunction with an example in §7·S"l.

7.5

EXPF: ,U1EN'l'AL VERIFICA,TION

Consider the cluster of stars

pict~red

in Fig. 7·3a.

'1'he stars in t.his cluster have the same relative positions as
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Fig.7-3: Reconstruction of star cluster 2:
(a) the star cluster,

(b) the autocorrelation,

(c) the basic star pattern,

(d) the autocorrelation

with matching pattern identified.
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Fig.7·3: Reconstruction of star cluster 2(cont.):
(e) first imprqvement to the basic star pattern,
(f) autocorrelation of the first improvement to the
basic star pattern, (g) second improvement to the
basic star pattern, (h) autocorrelation of the
second improvement to the basic star pattern.
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Fig.7·3: Reconstruction of star cluster 2(cont.):
(i) the autocorrelation with another matching
pattern identified,

(j) third improvement to the

basic star pattern,

(k) autocorrelation of the third

improvement to the basic star pattern,

(1) possible

alternative reconstruction of star cluster 2.
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the stars in the cluster shown in Fig. 6·11a.

The

intensities recorded on Fig. 7·3a have the same relative
values as "those that were measured, when the simulated
seeing was perfect, during the experiments discussed in §6-6.
The autocorrelation shown in Fig. 7·3b is computed from the
imag

shown in Fig. 7·3a.
The basic star pattern shown in Fig. 7"3c has been

derived from the recognisable stars in the correlation image
shown in Fig. 6·14b.
Figs. 7·3d to 7'3k (and then back to Fig. 7-3a)
illustrate how the image of the cluster is built up by the
procedure described in sections 7-2 and 7-3.
The essential point t:o notice in this example is that
the second and third brightest stars in the cluster are of
very similar intensi-ty and are almost symmetrically posi tioned
about the brightest star.

This cluster exhibits or (what is

more important in practice), nearly exhibits irreducible
sYITUTletries of the kind referred -to in §6"2, §6·4 and at the
end of §7·4.

Given only a small error in the positions of

the stars in the basic star pattern (Fig. 7-3c), the pattern
reconstruction procedure could just as likely produce the
star cluster shown in Fig. 7'3£, as the one shown in
Fig. 7-3a.
Fortunately, i

~c

is of-ten possible to obtain detail of

increasing fineness by incorporating more and more correlation
images into the composi'ce correlation image.

The results

of averaging several statistically independent correlation
images to form a composi-te correlation image for the clus"Ler
shown in Fig. 7·3a is shown in Fig. 6 16b.
0

Note that the

posi"cion of the fourth brightest_ star revealed in Fig. 6 ~ 12
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is posiiioned above the bri9ht,est star and not below it.
This permits the reconstruction of the image of the cluster
unaw1iguously (viz. Fig. 7·3a).
Ano,ther example of the pattern reconstruction
procedure is given in Fig. 7·4.

The stars in the cluster

shown in Fig. 7·4a have the same relative positions as the
stars in the cluster shown in Fig. 6"17a.

The intensities

recorded in Fig. 7·4a have the same relative values as those
that were measured, when the simulat,ed seeing was perfect
during ,the experiment:s discussed in §6-6"7.

The

autocorrelation shown in Fig. 7·4b is computed from the image
shown in Fig_ -7·4a.

However in this case some "noise

spike;.; II have also been introduced in to the autocorrelation f
to tes t

the processing

met~hod'

s discrimination agains t noise.

The noise spikes are drawn as squares in Fig. 7·4b.

The

basic star pattern shown in Fig. 7·4c has been derived from
the recognisable stars in the correlai::ion image shown in
Fig. 6·l7e.

Of course, the four recognisable stars visible

in the compusi-te correlation image (see Fig. 6'179) could
have been used to form the baE;ic sLar pattern , but as
illus'trcl>ced in Fig. 7·4, only two stars are needed to enahle
the reconstruction of the true image of the clus-ter Learn the
autocorrelation when there are no symmetries.

The

additional two fainter s'tars identified in the composite
correlation only serve to confirm that the selection of- t:he
matching patterns in the autocorrelation are correct.
Figs. 7·4d to 7·4n (and then back to Fig'. 7"4a)
illustrate how the image of the cluster is built up by the
pattern roconstruction procedure.

Note that thE::;

autocorrelation shown in Fig. 7' 4n has three less t:erms than
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Fig.7·4: Reconstruction of star cluster 3:
(a) the star cluster,

(b) the autocorrelation,

(c) the basic star pattern,

(d) the autocorrelation

with matching pattern identified.
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(e) first improvement to the basic star pattern,
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that. shown in Fig. 7' 4b.

The terms rejected are those due

to noise.
It should be emphasised that the noise spikes in the
autocorrelation

c~n

form matching patt.erns wi th the 1egitimate

terms in the autocorrelation or with other noise spikes.
However matching patterns containing noise spikes are easily
rejected.

Every legitimate matching pattern has a mirror

image in the autocorrelation also.

There is very little

likelihood of there being a mirror image of a matching pattern
containing a noise spike in the autocorrelation.

It is a

simple matter to check that any matching pattern found in
the autocorrelation, also has a mirror image.
7.5.2

Discussion
The pattern reconstruction procedure described in

sections 7-2 and 7'3 allows the reconstruction of true
images of clusters of stars from the autocorrelation.

The

simulations show that the detail present in the reconstructed
image is only limited
autocorrelation.

b~

the detail present in the

Also because the reconstruction method

starLs with the identification of the brightest star:

in the

cluster and then successively de'termines the positio

Cind

intensi ties of the fain'cer members I in approxima'te

r of

OJ

brightness, it has good discrimination against any nO'8e
present in the autocorrelation.

In addition it has been

shown thc"t most symmetries which might arise can be dealt
with satisfactoLily.

Often this can be done by careful

interpretation of the matching patterns identified in the
autocorrelat-ion.

For ot:her types or: symrnet:ries more

information may have to be sought to improve the basic star
pattern.

This can usually be obtained by processing more
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statistically .independent speckle images by the speckle mask
processing method.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH

8,1

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THl:: DESIGN

OF SUBREFLECTORS rEO COMPENSA.'I'E FOR
EREORS IN THE I"lAIN REFLECTORS OF
CAE;SEGHJ':l,.IN ANTENNAS

In Part. I of this ·th.esis a method is described y,;fhich
prDvides a design for a subreflector which compensates for
measured errors in the surface of the main reflec-tor of a
Cassegrain antenna.

Emphasis is placed on the practical

problems associated w.i_ th the design t and on subsequent checking
that. the redesigned subreflector surface is satisfactory.
Efficient algorithms have been developed to ensure that the
subreflector .is correctly posi ·tioned relative ·to Jell e main
reflector, to interpolate the irregular data specifying the
subn.=dlector surface onto a regular grid and ·to prmdde a
check that the design is satisfactory.

An attempt is made

during the design procedure to optimise the overall aperture
efficiency of the antenna.

A software computer design

package has been assembled incorporating these features.
Some encouraging computational resul t.S are presented
in chapter 4.

However these are not exhaustive as they only

use simulated data to specify the main reflector surface.
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Actual mGasured data specifying the main reflectors of some
existing Cassegrain antennas arc required to get a good
appreciation of the actual improvement in antenna performancE:;)
achievable using this design technique.

A true assessment

also depends markedly on the par-ticular application in which
the antenna is to be used.

The application defines the

noise figure, the gain, the polarization discrimin.ettion and
the V.S.W.Re required from the antenna.

It also defines t:he

frequency range over which the antenna is to be operated.
All of these factors interact, so it is not a simple matter
to simula-te all the possible requirements.
It is hoped that the procedure for the design of
subreflectors, described in Part I of this thesis will be
useful in the design of at least some future Cassegrain
antenna;~

<

Its use may enable millimeter wave antennas to

be manufactured at considerably reduced cost.

Also, it

should be useful as an aid to imp:cove the performance of
existing" an-tennas r particularly when operation is contemplated
at frequencies higher than the original design frequency, or
where an existing reflector has become distorted due to
. gravitational sag or environmental stress.

It shoulC also be

noted that the interpolation algorithm used to grid the data
specifying the redesigned subreflector is a useful development

in its own right.

It can be readily applied to numerous

other fields, such as cartography, geology and image processing.
Al UlOugh the design procedure of chapter 2 is
presented in a completed form, there are still areas in which
worthwhile additions can be made.

PromJ'0'n
._ •._,l g areas f or

further research are discussed in the next section.
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ON REDESIGNED SOBREFLECTORS
All the design procedures, developed in chapter 2 are
based on ray optical principles.

For large Cassegrain

antennas the ray optical approach should give results which
predict to a high degree of accuracy the performance expected
in practice.

However as the size of the reflectors decrease

so as to have linear dimensions of less t.han 1 say v

5 wavelengths then the ray analysis cannot be expected to
provide an accurate treatment.

Even when considering larger

reflectors it can be possible to have regions on ·the surface
of the redesigned subreflector vii th features which change
markedly over distances comparnble to the v/avelength,

In

these regions a diffraction based analysis may give improved
results.

Recently Langley and Parker (1979) have investigated

the limi tat:ions of a ray optical design of the. subreflector.
rrhey concludelhat the performa.nce of redesigned subreflec·tors
derived from ray optics alone is not significantly impaired
by diffraction effects.

However I feel that this area of

research requires further investigation.
Today the polarization discrimination properties of
cuytennas are becoming increasingly

importan-L~

are operated in a frequency reuse mode.

as more antennas

This is particularly

true of antennas used for satellite communications
(Harris 1977, Mallett 1978).

It is importa,nt

to ensur:e that any procedure which compensates for mechanical
surface errors to improve the tolerance efficiency is not
detrimental to the cross-polarization efficiency.

It is

3 i ll
predicted on a ray optical basis, that the design procedures
developed in cha,pter 2 should improve the

cross~polaJ::ization

efficiency but this aspect requires further investigation also.
During the design process an attempt has been made to
optimize -the aperture efficiency of the antenna.

However

the optimization strategy requires further development to
include the spillover efficiencys, the illumination efficiency
(including the feed radiation pattern)
efficiency and V.S.W.R.

f

the cross-polarization

It would be useful to develop an

optimization criterion involving all the above factors as well
as the tolerance efficiency, the aperture blockage efficiency
and -the frequency range over which the antenna is to be
operated, in order to ensure maximum aperture efficiency,
given all the constraints of a particular application.
Finally, it is considered that the accuracy to which
the redesigned subreflector is specified is governed by the
interpolation of the data from an irregular onto a regular
grid.

Further research is required to determine the

limitations of the method of interpolation developed in
cLapter 3.

8. 3

CONCLUDING RE)\1ARKS ON THE

AS~rRONOMICkL

SPECKLE PROCESSING Jl1ETHODS

In Part II of this thesis a method is described for
the a poste-rtori processing of images of celestial objec-ts,
viewed under severe atmospheric seeing, to give a true
diffraction-limited image.

As iri part I, emphasis is placed

on the prac-tical aspects of the technique.
The speckle mask processing method provides an estimate
of the true image of the object viewed, by processing a
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nurnber of statistically independent speckle images of the
object.

l\lthough only simulations 0;1; astronomical imaging

have been used to test the method, the reE:ults are
encouraging.

Weigelt's (1978) recent demonstration of

speckle holography in actual astronomical practice supports
my belief that our laboratory techniques produce simulated
ast.ronomical condi-tions which closely correspond to t-hose
occurring in practice.
Both optical and digital processing methods are used
during the testing of the speckle mask processing method
The opticctl processing methods are shown to give encouraging
results but are limited due to the poor dynamic range of
readily available photographic film.

Optical processing

methods would not be suitable for the processing of images in
a practical application ~

ConsiderEtbly improved results are

obtained using an electronic imaging device:
i-ts associated computer.

the FADS and

Even so f i t must always be

remembe;t.'ed that. the dynamic range of speckle mask· processing
is distinctly limited.

The fainter stars in a cluster do

not usually show up clearly in either their positions or
their relative intensities.

However, provided the approximat:e

rela-tive posi tions and intensities of at least -two stars can
be identified, there is usually sufficient information to
unambiguously interpret the autocorrelation of the star
cluster, by the method described in chcpter 7.

The

autocorrelation is obtained by Labeyrie's original speckle
interferornetry.

It is emphasised that the pattern

;t;'econsb'1.lction method described in chapter 7 has. good
discrimination against any noise that happens to be present in
the autocorrelation, and also distinguishes the actual image
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from its mirror image.
Speckle mask processing requires higher light levels
than are needed to produce autocorrelations by Labeyrie's
method, particularly when applied to two-level quantised
speckle images.

However it is expected that speckle mask

processillg will be useful provided the speckle images display
noticeable brightness variations i.e. at least one of the
speckles in each image must be due to exposure by several
photons.

In this case it can be expected t(, be only a

matter of averaging many hundreds of thousands of
statistically

independent speckle images of the object to

obtain the desired image.
It should be noted that the data reduction procedure
introduced in chapter 7 is a two-dimensional analogue of a
procedure developed earlier by Bates and Napier (1972).
The present procedure represents an enormous computational
simplification, although it is less general (c.f. Bates 1978).

Although significant progess in the formation of high
resolution iInages of celestial objects viewed under severe
seeing conditions is reported here, the techniques developed
are only a basis for further development.

Promising areas

for further research are discussed in the next section.

8.4

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESbARCH ON
THE FORM.ATION OF HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES
IN ASTRONOMY
The astronomical image processing methods described in

Part II of this thesis should enable a large number of
celestial objects to be images with detail preserved out to

3~4

the full resolution limit of tJw largest eartJ1bound
tele~3copes

Provided some light is detected in each

.

SI'C:;ckle image of an object, th(=:l1 it: should be possible to
form an image of that object.

However there is a

continuing desire in astronomical research to observe even
fainter objects with higher resolution.
Labeyrie (1975) has demonstrated fringe

forn~tion

in

the combined light gathered by a pair of widely separated
telescopes.

This h s encouraged him to propose speckle

inteJ:ferometry arrays of;

say, a dozen telescopes (each of

about 1m diameter) dispersed over an area of at least
2

lOOOm .

Such an arrangement would provide an order of

magnit.ude improvement in resolution over wha·t is presently
available.

It would also increase the light gathering power

over existing instruments enabling the observation of fainter
objects.

Ii~

is in this area t.hat I believe future research

int:c) high resolution imaging methods in

i::U,

tronomy should be

·
. 1
d lrec-ceCI.

The use of arrays in conventional astronomical
imaging has several disadvantages.

Howevel it is suggested

that: t.he use of speckle interferometric processing ·techniques
may overCC;llle many of these difficulties.
the trdDsf0r function

For instance,

(or radiation pattern of the sparsely

filled apert:ure would have many f comparClb.vely large, minor
lobes which would tend to degrade images formed with the array.
Nevertheless, it must be rememJ)ered that. mucb of the effect.
of these lobes could be removed by averaging (typical of any
speckle processing technique) ,since the ppsitions of the
minor lobes vary as the array's pointing direction is changed
rel~tive

to the zenith.

Also when considering

speckl~
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int:erferometry arrays, Dainty l s demons tra tion ,tha't spE'ckle
interferometric techniques can be used to compenE3ate for
aberrations in imaging instruments can be invoked.

Also an

array telescope used in conjunction with speckle processing
methods does not have to be unduly stable mechanically -optical tolerances need only be maintained for the duration
of each short exposure (lOms or less).
There is another effect which is likely to make it
easier to process images formed with a speckle interferometry
array.

Bates et al (1978) show that when a single aperture

is replaced by several much smaller apertures distributed,at
l:-andom wi thin the area formerly occupied by the single,
larger aperture, the individual speckles in 'the recorded
speckle image of an object are much more distinct.

rrhis

makes it easier to locate'the centXGS of the bright speckles
and so form the speckle mask used in the speckle mask
processing method.
One final comment which should be made is that there
appears to be no reason why the pa'ttel-n reconstruction
procedure described in chapter 7 cannot be used to reconstruct
images of clusters of unresolved radio stars.
astronomy phase data is usually available.
highest l:adio frequencies

f

~che

In radio
Even at the

information contained in the

dat.a. may be sufficient to produce an es"timate of the object
viewed; just a,s the speckle maGk processing method gives an
estimate of the object viewed by an optical telescope.

Then

this estimate or basic star pattern, as it is referred to in
chapter 6, can be used to assist in the reconstruction of the
object from its autocorrela'tion.

Baldwin and Warner (1979)

have proposed a method of processing similar to this which
shOvvs promise r

bu~c

I

feel it deserves further a'ttention.
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APPENDlX A

PHO'fOGRz:\P HI C FILM

Al.O

J:NrrI<.oDUCTTON
In all the optical experiment:s performed, either

photog'raphic film or a Fast Area Digitising Scanner (FADS)
was used to record the intensity distribution across the
image plane.
Appendix B.

A description of the FADS is presented in
In this Appendix t.he chara.cteristics of

photographic film are discussed with particular reference
to the film used during the optical experiments.

The

particular film used was Agfa Copex Pan Rapid.

A2.0

STRUCTURE OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM
Unexpored photographic film consists of a srnsitised

emulsion on a transparent backing.

The transpar

usually consis·ts of an acetate compound ba.se

\t.li th

-l:

backing

,'.:11

anti-halation coating (c.f. Baines 1971, chapter 7) on its
back.

The emulsion is a silver halide imbedded in gelat:ine.

When sufficient light energy falls on the silver halide, it
forms a latent image (c.f. Baines 1974, chapter 8).

This is

not a visible image, but the silver halide that has received
the radiant energy is chemically activated.

The film is

then immersed in a liquid deveIopi.ng agent (c. f. Bail1eS 1974,
chapter 9) .

This fluid reacts only with the activa·ted silver
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halide and precipitates out the silver atoms

(c.f. Baines

1974, chapter 10).
The film is removed from the developer and immersed
in a fixing agent (c.f. Baines 1974 7 chapter 11).

This

fluid dissolves the silver halide that has not been activated.
The film is washed and dried.
The image is now visible in the reversed or negative
sta"te

Where the greatest amount: of light has fallen on the

0

film, the emulsion is darkest, since this is where the
greatest proportion of silver atoms exist.
clump together to form microscopic grains
chapter 14).

The silver atoms
(Horder 1976,

The smaller these grains are the higher the

resolution of the film.

A3.0

FIIJM PARAMETERS

A3.1

Consider a film that is exposed to an even amount of
illumination and then developed and fixed.

Thi:", film is

placed in an optical bench and illuminated with a uniform
field of intensity i

o

.

'l'he intens i ty of the illll1llina tion

passing through the film is denoted by it"

A mear"ttre of

the films ability to transmit light is the density d,
given by
(AI)

Any instrument ,'lhich is capable of measuring film
densities is known as a densit.ometer (c.L Baines 1974,
chap"ter 12).

Film has a density range from approximately

O' 05 to approximately 2· 5 - the uppe:c limit of this range

being determined by the type of film.

This means that most
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films are limited to a dynamic range of less than 20db.
In practice the useful dynamic range is usually only 12-l5db
as nonlineari ties occur cl t the extremes of the densi ty range.
A3.2

Exposure
Consider an unexposed film that is illuminated by a

non-uniform field.

Denote the intensity across the field

at the film plane by i(x,y).

This field has an average

intensity level, and the exposure of a film is determined by
-chis average intensity multiplied by the length of time the
shutter is released.

The units of exposure are energy per
2

unit area, and are often expressed in Joules/ern, or
alternatively in lux-seconds (where 1 lux = 1 lumen per
square meter).
A

3.3

Gamma
To characterise a film it is necessary to know the

change in density for the change in exposure.

The time that

the shutter is held open is usually set so that the average
intensity level develops' the film to its median density,
say 1·25 (see §A3·1).

This w6uld be what is referred to

here as an average exposure.

If the exposure is less than

the average exposure then the average density of the
processed film is less than 1-25 and if it is greater then
t.11e average density is greater than 1-25.

If the density

versus log exposure is plo·tted then there is a section around
the median density that is linearly related to the log of
the exposure.

The slope of this linear region with respect

to the log·-exposure axis is defined as the gamma (y) of the
film.

This is illustrated in the "HUrter-Driffield" curve

(c.f. Horder 1976, chapter 15) in Fig. AI.
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Gamma is given by

)'

(A2)

-,

6 log exposure
Y is

o. :1 rj

cl

dimensionless number which usually lies between

and 4· 0 .

However, the density is related to the amount

of time the exposed film is immersed in the developer.

So,

Fig. Al is t:he H-D curve for only one time of development.
If five sheets of the same film are exposed to the same
incident illumination and developed for different lengths of
tiTn'> , then there are five different H-D curves.

This is

shown in Fig.A2 for the Copex Pan Rapid film used during the
experiments.

Two films are said ,to differ in speed if the exposure
required to produce a negative on one differs from the
exposure required to produce a negative of similar quality on
the other, the material requiring the lesser exposure beingsaid to have the higher speed.

The speed of any film is

dependent on many factors including the type of silver halide,
the intensi ty and coloUI:' of the exposing ligh·t, the
composition of the developing solution and the development
time, tempera.ture and deg-ree of agitation.

Thus, in general,

the speed number for a given film is only a guide t.O the
performance to be expected from that film.
There are several methods of expressing the speed of
photographic film (Horder 1976, chapter 19).
standard in common use is the ASA raJcing.

One speed
For thif3 s'tandard r

speed is determined with reference to the exposure required
to produce a density of 0-1 above fog density (see Fig. AI).
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characterisl~ic

In Fig. A3 the

curve for a photographic

material is plotted for specific developing conditions.
Two points, M and N are defined on the curve.

The point M

corresponds to a film density of 0-1 above the fog density.
Point N lies

1-3 log exposure units from point M in the

direction of increasing exposure.

The developing conditions

are specified so that at point N the film has a density of
0-80 ± 0-05 greater than the density at point M.

Then the

film speed is given by
Speed

=

where EM

(A3)

0 . 8/E M
1S

the exposure 1n lux seconds con:esponding ·to

the point M.

densi ty
3'0

2·0

r--------------------7>;T :/ i
~--.--.- --~--1~-_~.""-

I

M

I

I

.•.--~.

I.
I

.

I

.. .......---.--~~.-~..•..
I

'''.-~

"

"'--1- 3 ---~

log exposure

Fig.A3: Definition of the ASA rating for a film.
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A3" 5

spe'ctral
Sensi
t:L vity
__
__
_-=.t~._._.~

The

~_~_

,,~

><.1_=

~,

~0nsitivity

of all photographic materials is

inherently confined to a limited range of wavelengths.

Thus

is is essential to specify the spectral sensitivity of the
(Horder 1976, chapter 16).

f i 'I'll.

A typical tungsten

light spectrog':t'am for Copex Pan Rapid film is shown in
Fig. A4.

A4·0

THEPlo,EA.,METEI;:S OF COPEX PAN RAPID FILM

Copex Pan Rapid film, manufactured by the AgfaGevaert Company is designated as a high speed, hiS]h resolving
power, panchromatic film.

It has an ASA rating of about 40

and depending on the deve,loper, it is capable of resol \ling up
to 300 lines per mm.

To achieve the high resolving power

i t has a very fine grain structure.
triacetate safety film

a o14mm

The film base is

thick 'Vli th an anti-halation

backing which dissolves within seconds in the developer.

3

2

1

'-f----.----+--.----

a
400

500
wavelengtb

600

700

(nrn)

Fig.A4: A tungsten light spectrogram for Copex Pan Rapid film.

The developer used during the experiments was
Ag£a Gl70P and the fixer was a general purpose fast fixing
agent.
The H-D characteristic curves for Copex Pan Rapid film
d~veloped

in G170P developer are shown in Fig. A2.

more useful

t~o

Often

the researcher is a graph of the y oj)tained

by a certain time of development.

Fig. AS shovrs a

time:-gamnla curve for the Cope x Pan Rapid film.

TrIe Gamma

is also dependent on the tempera"t11re of the developer.
The time-'temperature:--gamma diagram for the film is shown in
Fig. }\.6.
The spectral sensitivity characteristics of Copex Pan
Rapid film is shown in Fig. A4.

This shows a high

sensi ti vi ty at the wavelength of the radiation emi-cted by tb.e
laser used in the optical experiments.
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APPENDIX B

THE FAST AREA DIGITISING SCANNER

BI-0

DESCRIPTION
The Fast Area Digitising Scanner (FADS)

~as

developed in the Electrical Engineering Department of the
University of Canterbury (Ireland 1977, Cady et al 1978).
It consists of the functional blocks shown in Fig. Bl viz:

Bl'l

1.

FADS optics

2.

C.C.D. sensor

3.

Sensor interface

4.

Buffer memory.

FADS oP.:=:jcs
The optical sensor is mounted at the rear focal plane

in a standard 35mm single lens reflex camera body
in Fig. B2,

a~3

shown

It uses the standard 35nrrn optics associated with

the camera to form the image.

A video. amplifier is built

onto the camera assembly.
Bl'2
The optical sensor consists of a charge coupled
device (CCn) photosensitive array and its associated clock
and drive circuitry.

The CeD array (the Fairchild CCD202)

consists of 10,000 photosensitive elements (pixels) arranged
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Fig.B2:

Photograph of the FADS Camera.

into a lOOxlOO array.

T~e

photosensitive elements are

fabricated onto a silicon substrate with dimensions 3x4mm.
Light energy incident on the array of pixels passes
through a transparent pol/crystalline photogate electrode.
Beneath the photogate in

,~ach

pixel, the image photons

produce hole-electron pairs by photo ionization.

These

charges are collected in the potential well created under
the photogate electrode while a positive potential is applied.
Charge accumulation is li :1early dependent on integration time.
The charge is read out of each photo site by a series
of vertical and horizontaL charge coupled device analogue
transport registers.
described by Burt et al

Charge coupled device technology is
(.L974) and Barbe (1975).

It is

convenient to number the photosensitive elements in each

Consider

vertical column from 1 to 100 as shown in Fig. B3.
the case when the charge is transferred from all odd

numbered photo sites into the vertical analogue transport
reg-ister first.

These charge packets are then transferred

down the vertical registers on receipt of the appropriate
clock pulses.

The horizontal analogue transport register is

loaded v,rith one line of information every time the vc:rtical
registers are clocked.

Between each vertical transfer, the

charge stored in the horizontal register is clocked out to a
charge detector.

The charge is detected as a voltage,

amplified and passes out of the device as a single line of
video containing 100 video samples.

Once all the charge

from all the odd numbered photo sites is transferred down the
vertical analogue transport regist:ers and along the
horizont:al analogue transport: regis ter, the. charge
accumulated in the even numbered photosensitive elements is
then transferred to the vertical registers and the process is
repeated.

In this way the charge in all photo sites is

transferred out of the device as a video signal conr-;isting of
2 fields

f

each containing 50 lines of 100 pixels ec.ch, which

must be interlaced to form the full image or frmw.

This

image format is similar to that used in commercial television.
The rate at which frames may be output from the device
can vary from about 5 to 400 frames/second, corresponding to
a data
Bl"3

rate of about 50KHz to 4MHz.
Sensor

~nterface

The sample gate (see Fig. Bl) sorts out the 100 valid
video samples in each line of the output video.

Combined

wi th the sample gate, the analogue to digital converter (A/D)
digitizes the analogue video signal from the CCD camera to
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Fig.B3: Schematic of the C.C.D. photosensitive array sensor.
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enable su b sequent

'
process~n9

,
1n

~

d'~g~' t a_1 compu:er.
t

The

voltage level corresponding to each pixel represents the
intensity of the light incident on that pixel.

This voltage

level is digitised to an 8 bit code which enables 256 grey
levels to be distinguished.

Bl·4
The buffer memory is a solid state Random Access
Memory (RAM)

in which the digitised image is temporarily

sfored prior to processing.
8 bit bytes.

It has a capacity of 10,240

Each byte can be written in'to memory or read

from memory at: a SMHz rate.

Normally this memory accepts an

image from the CCD camera at up to a IMHz rate.

Then -the

stored image is read from the memory at a slower rate on
transfer to, say, the Electrical Engineering Department's
EAI 640 computer for processing.

B2·0
B2·1

Thermal noise
The

ceD

photosensitive array stores charge in the

depletion volumes (potential wells) beneath the photogate
electrodes.

The charge stored in the depletion vo"iIJme i,3

generated by photo emission and by thermally induced charge
generated in the

substJ~cd~e

of the device itself.

rrhe

thermal contribution is called the dark current noise, and
represents one of the major sources of noise at room
temperature.
A line profile image (see §6"6·2) of the noise from
the FADS, when used with an integration time similar to that
used during mos·t of the experiments described in §6' 6 is
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Fig.B4: Line profile display of the FADS noise.

shown in Fig. B4.

The average background intensity shown

in this figure is the dark current noise.

The noise spikes

are blemishes - see §B2·2.
The dark current noise is a function of both the
temperature at which the device is operated and the frame
recording time or integration time.

For a fixed

integration time the average dark current noise has been
found to double for every 7·05 oC increase in temperature
(Murphy 1979).
B2·2

Blemishes
Not all of the signal shown in Fig. B4 is due to dark

current noise.
device.

Some is attributable to blemishes in the

When a uniform illumination of 50% saturation level

is incident on the photosensitive array the device
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specifications state that a line of pixels may show a
typical variation in intensity of between 2 and 10% of the
averaged output level of the whole array.

A pixel having

greater than 10% variation is referred to as a blemish.
'lilhen measuring the dark current noise, blemishes usually show
up as extra sensitive pixels _. i.e. the high peaks in Fig. B4.
The quality and hence price of the device depends on the
blemish specification (Fairchild 1976a).
B2·3

!2.y!?:..al~~~~ __)~_~n g~

with an integration time of about lams and the FADS
sensor operated at 20 0 C, the average dark current noise level
per pixel is about Smv.

As the maximum signal swing is 1·6

volts, then the dynamic range of the device is about 200:1
(Fairchild 1976).

o

Howe ver at a temperature of --60 C -the

average dark curren-t noise level per pixel reduces to abou-t
1· 6mv.

Thus a dynamic range of nearly 1000:1 is achieveable

at this temperature (Fairchild 1974, Barbe 1975).
B2·4
The dark current produced by thermally induced charge
forces a lower limit on the charge transfer rate and -b. \ s the
sensi ti vi ty of the device.

At room temperature f

the

ilnirnum

data rate to obtain a dynamic range of better than 20:J is
about 50kHz which corresponds to a frame recording time of
about 200ms.

As the temperature at which the device is

operated is reduced so does the dark current noise as discussed
Thus at low temperatures longer frame recording
times are possible and so lower light levels are detectable.
B2'5

Sa-turation
Too much light incident on the FADS sensor can create
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an·undesirable effect called ltblooming".

Blooming

occurs when the photosites are saturated by photo-ionisation
charge"

Once the potential wells are full, the surplus

charge overflows into the surrounding substrate.

The

blooming problem manifests itself usually as a bright
smearing or streaking in the verticle lines in the displayed
image.

'rhe highlights 1 which are saturated tend· to mask

the surrounding picture in these lines.
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, LIQUID'

C7~,TES

When a 'tr'ansparency is used as the input to an opt:ical
sy:steITl i,t is necesSB_ry to prevent_ the variable thickness of
the film and backing from distorting the wave fronts passing
·through the transparency.

This is particularly importan.t in

coherent processing systems.

There is also a need to

register the transparency accurately and hold it in a stable
position.

These aims are achieved by placing the transparency

between two glass plates whose outside surfaces are polished
optically flat to within

1/20~D

-

In bet.ween the two glaE'.:;

1

---~--------

*~*
a

D

i

a

Fig.Cl: Illustration of a Liquid Gate:
(a) Optical flats
(c) Transparency.

(b)

Index ma'tching liguid
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plates and surrounding the transparency is infused a liquid
with a refractive index of I-52.

This refractive index

represents the best match between the indices of t.he glass,
gelatine and acetate, although in practice some variation in
the refractive index of the matching liquid can be tolerated
without undue loss of quality.
illustrated in Fig. CI.

A typical liquid gate is
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APPENDIX D_

THE Sf;:RIAL DATA LINK

Dl- 0

DESCRIPTION
The serial data link enables digi-tised images recoI:ded

by the FADS in the optical laboratory of the Electrical
Engineering Department of the University of Canterbury to be
transferred to the EAI 640 computer housed in the
computational laboratory of the Electrical Engineering
Departmen-t.

The two laboratories are separated by a distance

of approximately 300 meters.

A serial data link was chosen

for the transmission of the data for the following

1.

reasons~

To reduce the number of wires which had to
be run between the two laboratories.

2.

To facilitate easy electrical isolation of the
two ends of the link.

3.

To allow the speed of data transmission to be
varied with ease.

4.

To provide versatility.

A block diagram of the serial data link is shown.in
Fig. D1.

The digit_ised image s tared in the RAM memory

(see §BI'4) associated with the
data interface.

F~DS

is output via a parallel

The parallel data lines are connected to a

Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitte~ (UART)

integrated

circuit; type MM5303 which converts each 8 bit parallel data
word present at its input to an 11 bit serial data stream.

----~!

1

Clock

+

rI

(

i
I

RX

FADS

~f

!

l

i
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I

OPTO
ISOLATOR
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LINK
. : - - - -_ _
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1

!
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r-----E--------I

I
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CONTROL STROBE
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I
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Fig.Dl: Block diagram of

<

~

serial

link.
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By appI:-opriate hard wire programming r the DART a.dds -the
necessary start bits, stop bits and parity bits (National
Semiconductor Ltd 1975).

The serial data stream is

transmi tted down the data link via an op-to isolator.

The

opto-isolator is included to reduce the possibility of
damaging the equipment due to
the two laboratories.

eart~h

potential rises betvleen

The speed of data transmission over

the data link is variable, dependent on the two clock
settings.

A 12'5 kbaud rate is usually used.

The serial

data stream is received by another UART in the computational
laboratory and converted back to a parallel data word.
This word is then entered into the computer memory via a
binary data interface associated with the EAr 640 computer
system.
Parallel data output from the computer memory can also
be fed via the serial data link into the FADS memory.
'rhis provides a useful aid to testing -the FADS memory.
In addition to the bilateral da-ta link there are
three control lines provided.

These allow the FADS memory

to be remotely controlled by instructions from the EAI 640
computer.

D2·0

TYPICAL SEQUENCE OF OPERA'l'IONS
An image stored in the FADS memory is loaded. into the

memory of the EAI 640 computer by the following sequence
of operations:
1.

An 8 bi-t control word is transmitted dovm the
data link from the EAr 640 compu-ter.

On the

command of a pulse on the CNTLSTB (con'trol
strobe) line (also sent from the computer) this
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word is stored in a latch associated with the
FADS interface.

This word initializes all

the FADS circuitry and sets the memory address
counter to zero.
2.

The R/W (read/write) control strobe is set so
that data is read from the FADS memory.
J

3.

The memory incremen·t strobe (MINCR) is pulsed.
This causes the data word resident at address
zero in the FADS memory to be read from memory
and output to the DART via the parallel interface.
The data word is sent down the serial link to
the EA.I 640 computer and is stored in its memory.
Sufficient time is left for the operation to be
completed and then the MINCR line is pulsed again
and another data word is transferred from the
FADS memory to the computer memory.

This process

is repeated 10,000 times, at the end of which,
(l

complete imag"e is transferred to the computer

memory_
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